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”But where do you live mostly now?”
”With the lost boys.”
”Who are they?”
”They are the children who fall out of their perambulators when the nurse is looking the other way.
If they are not claimed in seven days they are sent far away to the Neverland to defray expenses.
I’m captain.”
”What fun it must be!”
”Yes,” said cunning Peter, ”but we are rather lonely. You see we have no female companionship.”
”Are none of the others girls?”
”Oh, no; girls, you know, are much too clever to fall out of their prams.”
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Uncovering the origin of flavour mixing and CP violation is one of the main goal in elementary particle
physics today.
As part of this program, the constraining of the CKM unitary triangle through the redundant measure-
ment of its angles and sides plays a central roˆle. A precise determination of the absolute value of the
least known matrix element Vub will significantly enhance the constraints on the unitarity of the CKM
matrix and thus to test the consistency with the Standard Model.
The aim of this thesis is to present a measurement of |Vub| by taking advantage of the latest develop-
ments in both theoretical studies and experimental reconstruction techniques.
Vub is notoriously very hard to measure, due to large backgrounds and to theoretical, model-dependent
uncertainties. It is therefore important to make redundant measurements by using several experimental
techniques, and different theoretical frameworks. Measurements of the inclusive and exclusive charm-
less semileptonic decays of B mesons are sensitive to different theoretical models, and therefore to dif-
ferent sources of systematic uncertainties. In addition, exploiting the available kinematical variables,
which gives discriminating power between charmless semileptonic decays and the much more abun-
dant charmed counterparts, gives different sensitivities to the underlying theoretical models and as-
sumptions.
The very large luminosity collected at the B Factory allows for a paradigm shift in the study of
semileptonic decays. Traditionally events are selected (”tagged”) by a high-momentum lepton, signaling
the semileptonic decay of one of the B mesons and thereby reducing qq continuum events.
At BABAR, an alternative event tagging technique has been developed: the hadronic decay of one B meson
(Breco ) is fully reconstructed, by selecting hadronic decays Breco → DY , where D is a charmed meson
(D0, D+, D∗0, D∗±) and Y is a charged system composed of charged and neutral pions, charged kaons
and the semileptonic decay of the other B meson (Brecoil ) is identified by the presence of an electron or
muon.
This approach 1 results in a low overall event selection efficiency, but allows for the determination of the
momentum, charge, and flavor of the B mesons. It also provides a direct determination of the hadronic
1That is used in this thesis.
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final state in B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays, as all particles in the recoil of the Breco candidate originate from the
other B meson decaying semileptonically.
BABAR has already published a determination of |Vub| from a measurement of the inclusive charmless
semileptonic branching fraction B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) [1] based on the study of the recoil to fully reconstructed
B mesons and applying a kinematic cut on the invariant mass of the hadronic system, MX < 1.55 GeV/c2.
Although being the most precise measurement of this quantity, it was dominated (17% on the branching
ratio, i.e. 8.5% on |Vub|) by the theoretical uncertainty on the underlying kinematical variables distribu-
tions, and therefore to the extrapolation to the full phase space.
Theoretical studies recently indicate that it is possible to reduce the theoretical error on the extrapo-
lation taking advantage of other kinematic variables 2 or applying simultaneous cuts on hadronic mass
and on squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass - MX and q2 - in inclusive B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays [2].
In fact, while MX has a great usable fraction of events, in order of 70%, but depends on the shape
function describing the Fermi motion of the b quark inside the B meson, q2 is less sensitive to non-
perturbative effects and less dependent on theoretical models. Unfortunately, only a small fraction of
events (about 20%) is usable with pure q2 requirements. Combined MX - q2 requierements therefore
offer a resonable compromise between statistical accuracy and theoretical uncertainties.
This thesis presents the modus operandi (the physical way and the technical approaches) to do this
analysis but also a brief discussion about different ways of extraction [3]. For what concern the analysis
philosophy and methodology almost the same approach as in Ref. [1], [4], was followed, also the data
and Monte Carlo samples (section 3.5) are the same, although all the changes introduced for the new
analysis are the subject of Chapter 6.
In Chapter 1 the theoretical framework needed for |Vub| extraction from inclusive charmless semilep-
tonic B mesons decays is presented; while Chapters 2 and 3 remind how particles are reconstructed and
identified in the detector. The Chapters 4, 5, 6 are devoted to given full details of the strategy of the
approach chosen to achieve the desired precision of the |Vub|measurement. Specifically Chapter 4 refers
about the totally reconstruction of particles and B mesons candidates.
The Chapter 6 presents the very innovative part of analysis and the relative improvements intro-
duced by the candidate, introducing the several possible ways to incorporate the q2 information in the
measurement and the extraction of |Vub| from the study of the kinematic variables distribution.
And finally in Chapter 7 are detailed all systematic uncertainties as evaluated in the analysis.
The results of reinterpreted MX analysis and of these new improvements, reported in the conclusion
chapter, have been presented at ICHEP 2004 conference in China. The data used in this thesis were
recorded with the BABAR detector [5] at the PEP-II collider in the period October 1999–September 2002.
2In inclusive measurements, three kinematical variables are discussed in literature, each having its own advantages: the lepton
energy (E`), the hadronic mass (MX ), and the squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass (q2 ). Measurements based on hard cuts
on E` was traditionally used, but the measurement is dominated by the extrapolation error to the full phase space.
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The total integrated luminosity of the data set is 81.9 fb−1 collected on the Υ (4S) resonance. The corre-
sponding number of produced BB pairs is 88 million. About future projects, another paper containing
the extensive study of charmless semileptonic B mesons decays at BABAR, inclusive and exclusive, in-
cluding results obtained with the technique presented and full data statistic based is in preparation and
will be submitted to Physics Review D before the spring of year 2005.
Chapter 1
CKM Matrix and Semileptonic
B Decays
Our understanding of physics in general and particle physics in particular has been mainly put forward
by the discovery of symmetries. It is remarkable, that most of the symmetries discovered have, however,
finally turned out to be only ”almost-symmetries”, e.g. to be more or less broken.
Mirror symmetry (parity P) is broken by weak interaction, which makes a maximal distinction between
fermions of left and right chirality. First ideas of this unexpected behaviour emerged as a solution of the
”Θ τ puzzle ”, the fact that the kaon decays both to P = +1 and P = -1 eigenstates, and a direct observation
as left-right asymmetry in weak beta decays followed soon [6]. It is most pronounced in the massless
neutrinos, which are produced in weak interactions only with left-handed helicity, or right-handed in
the case of anti-neutrinos, thus violating the charge-conjugation symmetry (C) at the same time.
The product of both discrete symmetry, CP, is almost intact, and seemed to be conserved even in weak
interaction processes. A small violation has first been observed in 1964 [7] in K0 decays, while only in
2001 in the decays of beauty mesons (B0, Bs, B+) [8, 9].
There are a few common notions about CP violation that are wrong, but still wide-spread prejudice. The
most persistent is:
• the mass eigenstates K0S , K0L, or BH , BL are CP eigenstates. The transformation of these states,
under CP, is a mere convention, and CP is not an observable for any of these states. While a suitable
convention for K0S, K
0
L can be very handy in shortening arguments about CP eigenvalues of final states
involving any of these, a similar convention for B mesons can be very much in the way of understanding
CP violation phenomena there.
• CP violation in the Standard Model is a small effect, typically O(10−3) or less. The truth is, that
asymmetries up to 60% have been observed in K0/K
0 → pi+pi−, and up to 100% asymmetries are
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expected in the BS/BS system. However, it is a rare effect, suppressed by either small branching fraction
or its occurrence after several mean lifetimes or both.
• CP violation within the Standard Model occurs only with ”mixing mesons”, i.e. K0/K0 (sd/sd),
B0/B
0
(bd/bd), BS/BS (bs/bs), and possibly D0/D
0
(cu/cu). This one has , fortunately, mostly vanished,
since many people nowadays look at CP violation in B+/B− decays, or at Ξ/Ξ and other baryon decays.
The combination of the latter two statements, however, is true: CP violating asymmetries in other than
the ”mixing mesons” are small within the Standard Model.
CP violation is a very fundamental problem that may be represented by a simple question:
”What is the essential difference between particles and antiparticles?”.
Next sections will be devoted to the attempt to derive a satisfying explanation of this question and to
give reasons why an investigation, which involves B mesons properties, rather than K mesons ones, is
preferred by B Factory and in this analysis in particular.
1.1 CP Violation and B Factory
B decays provide a sensitive probe of the physics of quark mixing, described by the unitary Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing [10] in the Standard Model (SM). The mixing of the weak and mass
eigenstates of the quarks provides a rich phenomenology and gives a viable mechanism for the non-
conservation of CP symmetry in the decays of certain hadrons.
CP asymmetries in B decays can be large and allow a determination of the magnitude of the irreducible
phase in the CKM matrix. The pattern of CP asymmetries observed in B decays can be compared with
the detailed prediction of these asymmetries in the SM in an effort to tease out evidence of new physics
(NP). The study of semileptonic B decays allows direct measurement of the magnitudes of the elements
|Vub| and |Vcb| of the CKM matrix. In addition to probing the flavour sector of the SM, B decays provide
a laboratory for testing our understanding of Quantum ChromoDinamic (QCD) . The B mesons have a
mass about 5 times greater than protons and their lifetimes is relatively large ( 1.6 ps). Semileptonic de-
cays are prominent, with branching fractions of about 10.5 % each for semi-electronic and semi-muonic
decays and about 2.5 % for semi-tauonic decays. These decays contain a single hadronic current and are
more tractable theoretically than fully hadronic final states, which make up the bulk of the B decay rate.
The scale of the short-distance physics (e.g. weak b quark decay) is in the perturbative regime of
QCD while the formation of final state hadrons and the binding of the b quark to the valence anti-quark
is clearly non-perturbative. Powerful theoretical tools have been developed to systematically address
the disparate scales. The Operator Product Expansion (OPE) together with Heavy-Quark Symmetry al-
low perturbative calculations to be combined with non-perturbative matrix elements, and provide rela-
tionships amongst the non-perturbative matrix elements contributing to different processes. This allows
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some non-perturbative quantities to be determined experimentally, and leads to the vibrant interplay
between experiment and theory that has characterized this area of research in recent years [11, 12, 13, 14].
The understanding of flavour dynamics, of the related origin of quark and lepton mass and mixing
and the finding out whether the Standard Model is able to describe the flavour and CP violation are
therefore important goals in elementary particle physics.
1.2 Standard Model and the Unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
Matrix
The charged current weak interactions, responsible for flavour changes, are described in the Standard










































A coupling via a scalar boson would allow a general 3 × 3 coupling matrix. However, local gauge
invariance which is realized via the gauge bosons W± requires that one universal coupling constant
connects the triplet of the up-type quarks with the triplet of down-type quarks. The only complication
permitted is a unitary transformation to another basis of states, which is accomplished by the CKM
matrix.
From the 9 real parameters of a general unitary matrix, 5 can be absorbed in 1 global phase, 2 relative
phases between u, c, t and 2 relative phases between d, s, b which are all subject to convention and in
principle unobservable. If two quarks within one of these two groups were degenerate in mass, even
the sixth phase could be removed by redefining the basis in their two-dimensional subspace.
Rephasing may be accomplished by applying a phase factor to every row and column:
Vjk → ei(φj−φk)Vjk (1.1)
Note that j = u, c, t and k = d, s, b and the six numbers φu, φc, φt, φd, φs, φb represent only five indepen-
dent phases in the CKM matrix, since different sets of φj , φk yield the same result.
1Where g is the gauge coupling constant and the sum is over red, green and blue colors.






) and the corresponding quark mass eigenstates (d, s, b)
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After removing as much unphysical phases as possible, the CKM matrix is described by 4 real pa-
rameters, where only 1 is a phase, while the other 3 are rotation angles in flavour space. Many parame-
terizations of the CKM matrix have been suggested. One frequent choice is in terms of angles θ12,θ13,θ23
and phase δ [15].
Empirically, there is a hierarchy in the magnitude of the elements, which decrease ’sharply’ as one
moves away from the diagonal, suggesting a parametrization, suggested by Wolfenstein [16], in terms of
powers of λ, the sine of the Cabibbo angle, θC .3 Many of them (actually the first two rows) are measured
directly, namely by tree-level processes. The CKM matrix can be expressed in terms of four parameters
(λ, A, ρ, η), that are imposed to satisfy the relations λ = |Vus|, A λ2 = |Vcb| and A λ3(ρ− i η) = |Vub| and,




1− λ22 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ22 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1

 +O(λ4)
Given that λ = |Vus| ≈ 0.22, highly accurate approximate parameterizations can be obtained by keeping
only the first one or two terms in the expansions.
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Figure 1.1: The Unitarity Triangle(UT) as derived from eq.1.3 by (a) choosing a phase convention such that
(|Vcd||Vcb|∗) is real, (b) dividing the lengths of all sides by |VcdV ∗cb|. (a) aligns one side with the real axis, and
(b) makes the length of this side equal to unity. Two vertexes are thus fixed at (0,0) and (1,0). The coordinates of the
remaining vertex are denoted by ρ, η.
3Absolute values of diagonal elements are close to unity, the elements |Vus| and |Vcd| are of order 0.2, the elements |Vcb| and
|Vts| of order 4 · 10−2 whereas |Vub| and |Vtd| are of order 5 · 10−3.
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The relations dictated by unitarity allow a convenient geometrical representation of the CKM pa-
rameters in terms of independent triangles. It is referred to these triangles as ”the unitary triangles”and
find a list of the correspondent relations, that need to be verified experimentally, in Ref. [17].







tb = 0 (1.3)
The relation (1.3) can be represented as a unitary triangle (UT) in the complex (ρ, η) plane (Fig. 1.1).
If the CP symmetry is violated the area of this triangle is non zero. While a violation of unitarity would
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Figure 1.2: The experimental constraints on the unitarity triangle from different processes, and the best fit (as
summer, 2004).
The UT provides a convenient way to plot constraints on the SM from different experiments, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.2. Note, however, that it can be misleading as a guide to new physics: two measurements
of a given parameter may be redundant in the SM, but in presence of new physics are as interesting as
measurements of two parameters. Thus, the goal is not simply to measure the sides and/or angles of
the unitarity triangle, but rather to measure as many different quark level transition as possible, to look
for deviations from the SM predictions. Currently, all determinations od sides and angles of the UT are
consistent with one another within the errors (see Fig. 1.2).
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1.3 Inclusive Semileptonic B Decays
Semileptonic B decays, due to their simplicity, provide an excellent laboratory in which to measure |Vcb|
and |Vub|. These processes also allow us to study the effects of non-perturbative QCD interactions on
the weak-decay process. These goals may sound contradictory: ”how can be measured Standard Model
parameters if complicated hadronic effects are present?”.
First of all, it is notable that even if the effects of strong interactions on semileptonic decays are
difficult to calculate, they are isolated to the hadronic current. As a consequence, these effects can be
rigorously parametrized in terms of a small number of form factors, which are functions of the Lorentz-
invariant quantity q2 , the square of the mass of the virtual W.
Particular and specific care is needed in case it is intended to study |Vcb| or |Vub|.
For b → c`ν¯ decays, the large masses of both the b and c quarks provide the key to reliable theoretical
predictions based on the Heavy-Quark Effective Theory (HQET) for exclusive decays and Heavy-Quark
Expansions (HQE) for inclusive decays [12, 18, 19]. In the Heavy-Quark Symmetry limit (mb → ∞ and
mc → ∞), the hadronic system is undisturbed by replacing one heavy quark by the other one. Since
the b and c quark masses are not truly infinite, there are corrections to these predictions, but they are
relatively small. So the Heavy-Quark symmetry relates form factors to each other, reducing the number
of independent functions and gives the normalization at zero recoil configurations (when the daughter
charm hadron has zero momentum with respect to the parent b hadron.).
b → u`ν¯ decays are more difficult, however because in this case the zero recoil configuration does not
provide a solid normalization point, due to the small value of the u quark mass.
While the determination of |Vub| is improving, both experimentally and theoretically, there are still large
uncertainties. The problem with exclusive decays is that the strong hadronic dynamics can not be calcu-
lated from first principles, and it has to resort to models, light-cone sum rules, or lattice QCD calculations
to obtain the form factor.
So inclusive decays should provide a straightforward means to measure |Vub|: one considers the sum
over all possible final-state hadrons, ignoring the detailed breakdown among the individual decay
modes that contribute to the semileptonic rate. Experimentally, it is necessary to observe only the lepton,
eliminating reconstruction difficulties that are often complex decay sequences of the daughter hadrons.
Theoretical calculations of inclusive properties have certain advantages of simplicity as well, since cal-
culations in which the heavy quark is assumed to decay as a free particle (with the light quark acting
merely as a spectator) provide a good starting point for predictions.
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1.4 |Vub| Extraction from Charmless B Decays
All it is needed to do is measure the total rate B¯ → Xu`ν¯ , which is directly proportional to |Vub|2, and
can be calculated reliably and with small uncertainties using the Operators Product Expansion (OPE), as
a double expansion in powers of ΛQCD/mb and αs(mb)[12] (a detailed discussion of theoretical tools can
be found in section 1.5). Unfortunately, the∼ 60 times bigger background from B¯ → Xc`ν¯ decays makes
the measurements of the totally inclusive an almost impossible task. The experimental cuts necessary to
distinguish the b → u from the b → c transition enhance the sensitivity to the non-perturbative aspects
of the decay, like the Fermi motion of the b quark inside the B meson, and complicate the theoretical
interpretation of the measurement. Several kinematic cuts are used to minimize mismeasurements and
backgrounds from other sources than semileptonic decays.
Three are the kinematic regions for which charm background is almost absent, and four are their cor-
responding basic selection criteria, that are discussed in literature, each having its own advantages and
disadvantages, some experimental, others theoretical, as detailed in Table 1.2 and Fig. 1.3:
1. Cut on the lepton energy El > (m2B −m2D)/(2mB)
2. Cut on the hadronic invariant mass MX < mD
3. Cut on the squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass q2 > (mB −mD)2
4. Combined lepton-hadron invariant mass cut
However, great care must be devoted to study the consequences of the application of these criteria
and to ensure that the decay rate in the restricted region of phase space can still be predicted reliably
theoretically. For example, imposing the cut on the electron energy induces a sensitivity of the decay
rate to the shape function. The shape function for b → sγ and B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays are related, so the
shape function can, in principle, be measured in one process and then used in the other [20]. This avoids
introducing model dependence into the analysis of experimental results.
Because the different methods for measuring |Vub| have different sources of uncertainty, agreement
between the measurements (including those obtained from exclusive decays) will give evidence that the
different sources of uncertainty have been correctly estimated.
In the following will refer, with common observations, about the well known large lepton energy re-
gion, El > (m2B −m2D)/2mB and small hadronic invariant mass region, MX < mD [21, 22, 23, 24] and
then about the squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass q2 ≡ (pl + pν)2 > (mB − mD)2 [25], and its
combination with other distribution, that are the innovative and original arguments of this thesis. Table
1.1 compares qualitatively the utility of the lepton energy, the hadronic invariant mass and the squared
lepton-neutrino invariant mass spectra for the determination of |Vub|. For the first two kinematic vari-
ables, El and MX , the poor behaviour of the OPE is slightly subtle because in both case there is sufficient
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Decay Width of region without Non-perturbative Fraction of b → u
distribution charm background region near endpoint events included
dΓ/dEl ∆El = m
2







X ≈ ΛQCDmb ≈ 80%
dΓ/dq2 ∆q2 = 2mBmD −m
2
D ∆q
2 ≈ ΛQCDmb ≈ 20%
Table 1.1: Comparison between the lepton energy, hadronic invariant mass, and squared lepton-neutrino invariant
mass spectra for the determination of |Vub|. The region dominated by non-perturbative effects is parametrically
smaller than the region without charm background only for the q2 spectrum in the last row (viewing m2D ≈ m2c ≈
ΛQCDmb. The last column gives rough numbers corresponding to the cuts shown in Fig. 1.3.
phase space for many different resonances to be produced in the final state, so an inclusive description
is still appropriate. However, in both of these regions of phase space the B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays are included
by high energy, low squared hadronic invariant mass states,
EX ≈ mb, M2X ≈ m2D ≈ ΛQCDmb  m2b (1.4)
for which the inequality
M2X  EXΛQCD  Λ2QCD (1.5)
is violated and the OPE breaks down. This occurs because the OPE includes the expansion parameter
EXΛQCD/M
2
X which becomes of order unity (mbΛQCD/m
2
c ≈ 1 numerically) for EX ≈ mb and MX ≈
mc. In these regions to predict the rates it is necessary to resum the complete series in EXΛQCD/M2X
into a shape function on various spectra [24, 26], that may be included by replacing mb by m∗b ≡ mb +k+
in the parton level spectrum, dΓp, and integrating over the light-cone momentum
dΓ =
∫
dk+f(k+) dΓp(mb + k+) (1.6)
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a-b), where the lepton energy and squared hadronic invariant
mass spectra are plotted in the parton model (dashed curves) and smeared with a simple one parameter








, Λ = 0.48GeV (1.8)
While it may be possible to extract f(k+) from the b → sγ photon spectrum [27, 28], unknown order
ΛQCD/mb corrections are left over, limiting the accuracy with which |Vub| may be obtained.
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The differences between the curves in the regions of interest indicate the sensitivity of the spectrum to
the precise form of f(k+). In both curves, the unshaded side of the vertical lines indicate the region free
from charm background. Because m2D ≈ ΛQCDmb, the integrated rate in this region is, as it has been
already said, very sensitive to the form of f(k+), complicating the issue of determining |Vub| model-
independently.
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Figure 1.3: The distribution of three main discriminating variables in inclusive B¯ → X`ν¯ decays: charged lepton energy E`
(left), squared hadronic invariant mass M2X (center) and squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass q
2 (right), as given by O(αS)
parton level decays (dashed curves), and including the Fermi motion model (solid curves) with typical parameters. The vertical
line marks a possible kinematic cut that can be used in order to discriminate b → c and b → u transitions. The singularities
in M2X spectrum reflect the unphysical nature of the parton-level distributions. The differences vanish once the Fermi motion is
implemented and the parton-level variables are replaced with observable quantities.
In this region, limited by eq.(1.4) the differential rate is very sensitive to the details of the wave
function of the b quark in the B meson, see [27] for an exhaustive treatment about dΓ/dEl or dΓ/dMX .
This can be seen simply from the kinematics. A b quark in a B meson has momentum pµb = mbν
µ + kµ
where νµ is the four-velocity of the quark, and kµ is a small residual momentum of order ΛQCD. If the
momentum transfer to the final state leptons is q2 , the squared invariant mass of the final state hadron is
M2X = (mbν +k−q)2 = (mbν−q)2 +2k(mbν−q)+O(Λ2QCD). Over most of phase space, the second term
is suppressed relative to the first by one power of ΛQCD/mb, and so may be treated as a perturbation.
This corresponds to the usual OPE. The approach, for a kinematic discrimination between b → c and
b → u events, which involves the cut on lepton energy spectrum, is relatively simple experimentally
since there is no need for neutrino reconstruction. For a particular hadronic final state X, originated in a
B semileptonic decay, the maximum lepton energy is E(max)l = (m
2
B −M2X)/2mB (in the B rest frame),
so to eliminate charm background one must impose a cut El > (m2B −m2D)/2mB. The maximum lepton
energy is mb/2, which is less than the physical endpoint mB/2. Their difference, Λ/2, is comparable in
size to the endpoint region ∆E(endpoint)l = m
2
D/2mB ' 0.33GeV .
The discrimination power of this technique is high, but the efficiency for signal events selection is low,
about 10%, giving a large statistical error, and the theoretical error related to the extrapolation of the
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measurement to the full kinematic phase space is also very large. The charm background can also
be eliminated by reconstructing the invariant mass of the hadron final state, MX , since decays with
MX < mD must arise from b → u transitions. The cut hadronic invariant mass spectrum is more
challenging from an experimental viewpoint, but has its virtues [21, 22, 29, 30].
First of all, while this observable smears over the same range of hadronic masses as the cut on the
lepton energy, it is weighted more toward states of larger invariant mass. It thus would expect local
duality to be more effective in this case.
Secondly, this cut allows a much larger fraction of b → u decays (around 40 − 80% of the b →
u transitions[26] ) than the El > (m2B −m2D)/2mB constrain, and this is expected to result in a reduc-
tion of the theoretical uncertainties [22, 23], although both receive contributions from the same set of
hadronic final state(but with very different weights).
From the theoretical point of view the main issue is the knowledge of the fraction fu of b → u`ν¯ events
with MX below a given cut-off mass (Mcut):
fu ≡ ΦSL(Mcut) ≡ 1







where Φ(0) = 0 and Φ(MB) = 1. The MX spectrum is actually sensitive to the value of Heavy Quark
Expansion parameters and on the heavy quark Shape Function, although with a weaker dependence
than the charged lepton energy in the endpoint region. A rough estimate for ΦSL ((1.7GeV/c2)) gives
a value in the range between 0.55 and 0.9: the uncertainty on |Vub| that can be achieved is at most 12%
and possibly less.






























Figure 1.4: The dalitz plot for MX 2 and q2.
invariant mass, q2 ≡ (pl + pν)2. Using a cut on the leptonic
invariant mass q2 to measure |Vub|2, as it was first proposed
in [25], it is shown that requiring q2 > (mB − mD)2, allows
an expansion in local operators in a region of phase free from
b → c events, and leaves the OPE valid.
The number of events surviving such a cut on q2 were calcu-
lated in [25, 31] and depending on the exact value of the cut
chosen, the fraction of events surviving the cut is between 10 and 20%, with uncertainties on |Vub| rang-
ing from 15% for q2 cut = m2B−m2D = 11.6GeV2 to 25% for q2 cut = 14GeV2 (see also [32]). From Fig. 1.4
it is clear how the q2 cut keeps a subset of the phase space available to a cut on the hadronic invariant
mass MX . Thus, a cut on MX keeps a much larger fraction of the events, up to 80%. However, the fact
that the former cut avoids the region of low MX and low q2 where the shape function dominates, is why
the decay rate in the presence of a q2 cut can be calculated while in the presence of a pure MX cut it can
not. From a theoretical point of view, a cut on this distribution could represent one solution to the prob-
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lem of sensitivity to non-perturbative effects4. A method fulfilling the requirements, above reported,
has been proposed by Bauer, Ligeti and Luke [25, 31]; their idea presupposes the extraction of |Vub| from
inclusive semileptonic decays b → u`ν¯ by applying a cut on the squared lepton-neutrino invariant mass
q2 , in order to q2 ≡ (pl + pν)2 > (mB −mD)2. Such a cut forbids the hadronic final state from moving
fast in the B rest frame, and so the light-cone expansion which gives rise to the shape function is not
relevant in this region of phase space [24, 33]. This is clear from the kinematics: the difference between
the partonic and hadronic values of maximum q2 is m2B −m2b ≈ 2Λmb, and non-perturbative effects are
only important in a region of comparable size. For example, the most singular term in the OPE at order
(ΛQCD/mb)
3, is of order (ΛQCD/mb)3δ(1−q2/m2b). This contribution to the decay rate is not suppressed
compared to the lowest order term in the OPE only if the spectrum is integrated over a small region
of width ∆q2 ≈ ΛQCDmb near the endpoint5. The better behaviour of the q2 spectrum than the El and
MX ones is also reflected in the perturbation series; there are in fact a Sudakov single logarithms near the
phase space boundaries in the q2 spectrum, whereas in the other case there are double logarithms.The
effect of convoluting the q2 spectrum with the model distribution in Eq.(1.7) is illustrated in Fig. 1.3-c).
In accord with our previous arguments, it is easily seen to be subleading over the region of interest. The
region selected by a q2 cut is entirely contained within the MX 2 cut, but because the dangerous region
of high energy, low invariant mass final state is not included, the OPE does not break down. The price
to be paid is that the relative size of the unknown Λ3QCD/m
3
b terms in the OPE grows as the q
2 cut is
raised. Equivalently, as was stressed in [32], the effective expansion parameter for integrated rate inside
the region of interest is Λ/mc, not Λ/mb.
Of course, there are several sources of the theoretical uncertainties associated with this method, includ-
ing in roughly equal measure the value of the b quark mass, the non-perturbative power corrections(of
third order in the ratio of ΛQCD and the characteristic momentum flow), and the two-loop perturbative
QCD correction.
As a totally alternative option, it has here chosen to study charmless semileptonic decays in the
region of phase space that appears to have the best compromise of the effects discussed to obtain an
estimate of |Vub|. Measurements from the other regions of phase space, which have increased sensitivity
to one or more of the corrections, then provide limits on the uncertainties from these effects and thereby
allow as complete as possible an estimation of the theoretical uncertainty, as first proposed by Gibbons
[34]. At this time, the low MX , high q2 region appears to be the best motivated choice. It has reduced
(though by no means negligible) corrections from the shape function and thus also from the subleading
contributions to the shape function. Yet it integrates over a sufficient fraction of the spectrum to dilute
weak annihilation contributions while preserving local quark hadron duality.
4The solution could be to find a set of cuts which eliminate the charm background but not destroy the convergence of the OPE;
in this case the distribution function f(k+) is not required.
5This is, however, the resonant region where hadronic final states, with masses MX ≈ ΛQCD can contribute and the OPE is
not expected to work anyway.
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Cut % of rate Good Bad
Mx < MD ∼ 70% - lots of rate - depends on f(k+) (and subleading correction)
∼ 20% - insensitive to f(k+) - very sensitive to mb
q2 > (MB −MD) - WA corrections may be substantial







∼ 10% - simplest to measure - depends on f(k+) (and subleading correction)
- WA corrections may be substantial
- reduced phase space - duality issues ?
”Optimized cuts” up to ∼ 45% - insensitive to f(k+)
- lots of rate - less rate than MX cut,
- can move cuts away from and more complicated to measure
kinematic limits and still have
small uncertainties
Table 1.2: Comparison of different kinematic cuts for the determination of |Vub| from inclusive decays.
While this choice is at present subjective6, it offers the advantage of a reduction of the shape function
influence coupled with the ability to bound the remaining theoretical uncertainties. This is a reasonable
trade off for the statistical loss relative to the low MX region.
It is suitable, therefore as in the following it will be shown, to have an alternative combination of cuts
which can suppress b → c`ν¯ background experimentally, keep a significant fraction of b → u events,
and preserve theoretically the applicability of the standard Heavy Quark Expansion.
Furthermore, the q2 requirement moves the parton level pole away(see Fig. 1.3-b) from the experimen-
tally feasible MX requirement. The shape function effects, while suppressed, can not be neglected. One
drawback of the q2 requirement is the elimination of higher energy hadronic final states, which may
exacerbate duality concerns.
In conclusion, combining the cuts on q2 and on MX allows for a much larger fraction of events com-
pared to a pure q2 cut, while keeping the partial rate calculable using the local OPE, [32] and therefore
keeping the theoretical uncertainties low.
1.5 Theoretical Tools for Charmless Semileptonic B Decays
In this section the Operator Product Expansion (OPE), used to compute the charmed or charmless
semileptonic decay rate and |Vub|, and uncertainties related to the parton-hadron duality are presented.
6It will be presented in the next chapter, 6, a comparison of the results between MX and a combined MX and q2 analyses.
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1.5.1 Operator Product Expansion for Inclusive Semileptonic Decays
Sometimes, instead of identifying all particles in a decay, it is convenient to be ignorant about some
details. For example, it might wants to specify the energy of a charged lepton or a photon in the final
state, without looking at the specific accompanying hadron. These decays are inclusive in the sense
that it has been summed over final states which can be produced as a result of a given short distance
interaction.
Typically, it is interested in quark-level transition, such as b → c`ν¯ , b → sγ , etc., and it would
like to extract the corresponding short distances parameters, |Vub| or |Vcb| from the data. To do this,
it is necessary model independently relate the quark-level operators to the experimentally accessible
observables. In the large mb limit it has MW  mb  ΛQCD and it is hopeful to use this hierarchy to
organize an expansion in ΛQCD/mb. Since the energy released in the decays is large, a simple heuristic
argument shows that the inclusive rate may be modeled simply by the decay of a free b -quark. The
b -quark decay mediated by weak interactions takes place on a time scale that is much shorter than the
time it takes the quarks in the final state to form physical hadronic states. Once the b -quark has decayed
on a time scale t  Λ−1QCD, the probability that the final states will hadronize somehow is unity, and it is
needed not know the probability of hadronization into specific finale states.
Moreover, since the energy release in the decay is much larger than the hadronic scale, the decays is
largely insensitive to the details of the initial state hadronic structure. This intuitive picture is formalized
by the OPE, presented in [35], which expresses the inclusive rate as an expansion in inverse power of
the heavy quark mass with the leading term corresponding to the free quark decay.
It is considered, as an example, the inclusive semileptonic b → c decay, mediated by the operator
Osl = −4GF /
√
2Vcb(Jbc)




βPLν). The decay rate is given by
the square of the matrix element, integrated over phase space (Φ) and summed over final states (Xc),




d[Φ]| < Xclν|Osl|B > |2 (1.10)
Since the leptons have no strong interactions, it is convenient to factorize the phase space into B →
XcW




δ4(pB − q − pXc)| < B|Jα†bc |Xc >< Xc|Jβbc|B > |2 (1.11)
∼ Im
∫
dx e−iq·x < B|TJα†bc (x), Jβbc(0)|B >, (1.12)
where the second line is obtained using the optical theorem, and T denotes the time ordered product of
the two operators. This is convenient because the time ordered product can be expanded in local oper-
ators in the mb  ΛQCD limit. In this limit the time ordered product is dominated by short distances,
x  Λ−1QCD, and one can express the nonlocal hadronic tensor W αβ as a sum of local operators.






























































































+ . . . . (1.13)
At leading order the decay rate is determined by the b quark content of the initial state, while subleading
effects are parametrized by matrix element of operators with increasing number of derivatives that are
sensitive to the structure of the B meson. There are no O(ΛQCD/mb) corrections, because the b meson
matrix element of any dimension-4 operator vanishes. As the coefficients in front of each operator
are calculable in perturbation theory, this leads to a simultaneous expansion in powers of the strong
coupling constant αS(mb) and inverse powers of the heavy b quark mass (more precisely, of mb −mq).




(1− 8ρ + 8ρ3 − ρ4 − 12ρ2lnρ), (1.14)
where ρ = m2q/m
2
b . Non-perturbative corrections are suppressed by at least two powers of mb. The
resulting expression for the total rate of the semileptonic B¯ → Xc`ν¯ has the form
































where the coefficients A, B, C depend on the quark masses mc,b.
The perturbative corrections are known up to order α2Sβ0.
Non-perturbative corrections are parametrized by matrix elements of local operators. TheO(Λ2QCD/m2b)










The dependence on these matrix elements is contained in the coefficient C ≡ C(λ1, λ2). Up to higher
order corrections, the connection to an alternative notation is λ1 = −µ2pi and λ2 = µ2G/3 where µ2pi =
(0.5 ± 0.1)GeV 2/c4 and µ2G ' 0.4GeV 2/c4. At order 1/m3b there are two additional matrix elements.
Thus, the total decay rate depends on a set of non-perturbative parameters, including the quark masses
with the number of such parameters depending on the order in ΛQCD/mb one is working.
The same expansion can be written in case of b → u semileptonic transitions, with the equation 1.14 and
























with the leading order corrections given in terms of µ2b e µ
2
G. The leading term includes purely perturba-
tive corrections (embedded in the coefficient A0). These perturbative effects have been calculated, and
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no significant uncertainties are expected from yet uncalculated higher order perturbative effects.
The corrections depend on αS and mb which are scale dependent. The largest term is proportional to
1/m2b and thus is of order 5%, leading to a reduction in the decay width by ≈4%. Similar results can be
derived for differential distibutions, as long as the distributions are sufficiently inclusive. To quantify
this last statement, it is crucial to remember that the OPE does not apply to fully differential distribu-
tions but requires that such distributions be smeared over enough final state phase space. The size of
the smearing region ∆ introduces a new scale into the expressions for differential rates and can lead to
non-perturbative corrections being suppressed by powers of ΛnQCD/∆
n rather than ΛnQCD/m
n
b . Thus, a
necessary requirement for the OPE to converge is ∆  ΛQCD, although a quantitative understanding
of how experimental cuts affect the size of smearing regions is difficult.
It can be concluded that the decay rate, at leading order, is given by the parton model decay rate.
In next section it will be described the present status of the error knowledge, coming from the parton-
hadron duality assumption. As it has been seen, non-perturbative corrections are suppressed by at least
two powers of 1/mb and to O(1/m2b) they are parametrized by the two universal matrix elements µ2pi e
µ2G(or λ1e λ2), the so-called ”OPE parameters”.
1.5.2 Parton-Hadron Duality in B Decays
Parton-hadron duality is invoked to connect quantities evaluated in the quark-gluon level to the observ-
able world of hadrons. It is used all the time, often without explicit reference to it. The problem with
invoking duality implicitly is that it is very often unclear which version is used. In B physics, in par-
ticular, when determining |Vcb| and |Vub|, the measurements have become so precise that theory can no
longer hide behind experimental errors. To estimate theoretical uncertainties in meaningful way one has
to give clear meaning to the concept of duality; only then one can analyze its limitations. In response to
the demands of B physics a considerable literature has been created on duality over the last few years,
which it is summarize here. Technical details can be found in the references.
Duality of processes involving time-like momenta was first addressed theoretically in the late 70’s in
references [37, 38]. Using the optical theorem, the cross section for e+e− → hadrons at leading order in









d4x expiqx < 0|T (Jµ(x)Jν (0))|0 >= (gµνq2 − qµqν)Π(q2). (1.19)
One might be tempted to think that by invoking QCD’s asymptotic freedom one can compute σ(e+e− →
hadrons) for large c.m. energies
√
s  ΛQCD in terms of quarks (and gluons) since it is shaped by short
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distance dynamics.
However production thresholds, like those for charm, induce singularities that vitiate such straightfor-
ward computation. Under such circumstances, duality between the QCD-inferred cross section and the
observed one look problematic. It was suggested in [37] that the equality between the two world be
restored after averaging or ’smearing’ over an energy interval:
< T hadronicµν >w'< T partonicµν >w (1.20)
where < · · · >w denotes the smearing which is an average using a small weight function w(s):
< · · · >w=
∫
ds · · ·w(s) (1.21)
The degree to which < T partonicµν >w can be trusted as a theoretical description of the observable
< T hadronicµν >w depends on the weight function, in particular its width. It can be broad compared
to the structures that may appear in the hadronic spectral function, or it could be quite narrow, as an
extreme case even w(s) ∼ δ(s − s0). It has become customary or refer to the first and second scenarios
as global and local duality, respectively.
1.5.3 What is Parton-Hadron Duality?
In order to discuss possible violations of duality one has to give first a more precise definition of this
notion, which requires the introduction of some theoretical tools. Here the arguments given in the
extensive reviews of Ref. [39] and [40] are followed closely. The central ingredient in the definition of
duality that will be used here is the method of the Wilsonian OPE frequently used in the field theory to
perform a separation of scales. In practical terms this means that it can be written
i
∫







2; λ) < A|On|A >λ (1.22)
for Q2 = −q2 → ∞. The following notation has been used: |A > denotes a state that could be the
vacuum - as for e+e− → hadrons considered above - or a B meson when describing semileptonic beauty
decays. Jµ denote electro-magnetic and weak current operators (b → c or u) for the former and the latter
processes, respectively; for other decays like non-leptonic or radiative ones, one employs different ∆B =
1 operators; theOn are local operators of increasing dimension . The operator of lowest dimension yields
the leading contribution. In e+e− annihilation it is unique operator O0 = 1, for B decays O0 = bb. As it
has been seen in section 1.5, the semileptonic decay rate found can be seen as a naive partonic result: yet
the OPE allows us to systematically improve it. The coefficients cµνn contain the contributions from short
distance dynamics calculated perturbatively based on QCD’s asymptotic freedom. Following Wilson’s
prescription a mass scale λ has been introduced to separate long and short distance dynamics; both
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the coefficients and the matrix elements depend on it, but their product does not. The perturbative









and is performed in terms of quarks and gluons. The expectation value for the local operators provide
the gateways through which non-perturbative dynamics enters.
The crucial point is that the OPE result is obtained in the domain far from any singularities intro-
duced by hadronic thresholds, and has to be continued analytically into the one relating the OPE result
to observable hadronic quantities. As long as QCD is the theory of the strong interactions, it does not
exhibit unphysical singularities in the complex Q2 plane and the analytical continuation will not induce
additional contributions. To conclude: duality between < T hadronicµν >w and < T
partonic
µν >w arises due
to the existence of an OPE that is continued analytically. It is thus misleading to refer to duality as an
additional assumption.
In the case of semileptonic B decays one choose the current Jµ to be the weak charged current related
to b → c or b → u . As already noted in 1.5 the expansion parameter for inclusive decays is given by
the energy release∼ 1/(mb −mc)[1/mb] for b → c [b → u ].
1.6 Simulation of Charmless Semileptonic B Decays
As shown in the previous sections, inclusive charmless semileptonic B decays seem to give an ideal
framework to extract |Vub|, with a small theoretical error in the |Vub| extraction from the total inclusive
semileptonic rate. But a limit on the phase space region is necessary in order to isolate the signal enriched
region and, as already discussed before, this imply some consequences. The main problem, introduced
by a kinematic cut, is that the OPE breaks down in some phase space region and the spectra receive
large non-perturbative corrections. Because the corresponding effects can be associated with the motion
of the b quark inside the B meson, they are commonly referred to as Fermi motion. Some of the several
SF models proposed to estimate the impact of the SF on the charmless semileptonic rate and used in
theoretical calculation of fu of eq. 1.9 will be discussed in details in sections 6.2.1.
Three kinds of signal Monte Carlo simulation were produced for this analysis. The first one is the
purely resonant Monte Carlo, including all the exclusive B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays, based on the measured
values reported in [41] and on the theoretical expectations. The second one is the non-resonant Monte
Carlo based on an inclusive model and the last one is a proper combination of the previous two 7. See
Table 3.7 for the detailed amount of generated events and the equivalent luminosity.
7See 1.6.3 for definition of hybrid MC sample model.
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1.6.1 Resonant Model for B¯ → Xu`ν¯
Exclusive charmless semileptonic decays are simulated by the ISGW2 model [42]. In Table 1.3 are de-
tailed all the branching ratios used while the distribution of the invariant mass of the hadronic system
(MX ) at the generator level is shown in Figure 1.5 (left).
mode BR hadron mass mode BR hadron mass
[GeV] [ GeV]
B0 → pi− `+ν 180 · 10−6 0.13498 B+ → pi0 `+ν 90 · 10−6 0.13957
B+ → η `+ν 30 · 10−6 0.54730
B0 → ρ− `+ν 260 · 10−6 0.7685 B+ → ρ0 `+ν 130 · 10−6 0.7685
B+ → ω `+ν 130 · 10−6 0.78257
B+ → η′ `+ν 60 · 10−6 0.95777
B0 → a−0 `
+ν 14 · 10−6 0.9835 B+ → a00 `
+ν 7 · 10−6 0.9835
B0 → a−1 `
+ν 165 · 10−6 1.23 B+ → a01 `
+ν 82 · 10−6 1.23
B0 → a−2 `
+ν 14 · 10−6 1.318 B+ → a02 `
+ν 7 · 10−6 1.318
B0 → b−1 `
+ν 102 · 10−6 1.231 B+ → b01 `
+ν 48 · 10−6 1.231
B+ → f00 `
+ν 4 · 10−6 1.000
B+ → f ′00 `
+ν 4 · 10−6 1.4
B+ → f01 `
+ν 41 · 10−6 1.2822
B+ → f ′01 `
+ν 41 · 10−6 1.4268
B+ → f02 `
+ν 4 · 10−6 1.275
B+ → f ′02 `
+ν 4 · 10−6 1.525
B+ → h01 `
+ν 24 · 10−6 1.17
B+ → h′01 `
+ν 24 · 10−6 1.40
exclusive 735 · 10−6 exclusive 730 · 10−6
inclusive 616 · 10−6 inclusive 616 · 10−6
total 1351 · 10−6 total 1346 · 10−6
Table 1.3: Branching fractions used in the hybrid model for b → u`ν¯ decay. The hadron masses are those used in
the generator.
1.6.2 Non-Resonant Model for B¯ → Xu`ν¯
In the non-resonant model the final state hadron is produced with a continuous invariant mass spec-
trum. A dedicated generator was implemented which allows for studies of the change in the signal
acceptance fu as input parameters are varied. The generator simulates B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays and is based
on the triple differential decay width d3Γ/dx/dz/dp2 as computed by Neubert and De Fazio [26][43].








m2h − 2EhΛ− Λ 2
m2b
, (1.24)
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Figure 1.5: MX distributions at generator-level for pure resonant (left) and pure non-resonant B¯ → Xu`ν¯ Monte
Carlo (right).
where E` is the energy of the charged lepton, Eh and mh are the energy and mass of the hadronic Xu
state and the parameter Λ = mB −mb . The decay width is calculated up to O(αs) corrections.
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Figure 1.6: Parton-level distributions for the generator without Fermi motion. The upper left plot) shows the scaled lepton
energy x = 2El/mb , the upper right plot) the scaled hadron energy z = 2(eh − Λ¯ )/mb, the lower left plot shows the scaled
hadron mass squared sh = m2h − m
2
b and the lower right plot shows the scaled virtual W mass squared Q
2 = q2 /m2b . The
red lines denote analytical single differential functions with the same input quantities and the green lines show the tree results
without αs corrections.
Figure 1.6 compares the generated parton-level distributions without Fermi motion to analytic functions
for various single differential distributions with and without QCD corrections. It is necessary to stress
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that the singularities in the analytical functions at z = 1 and sh = Λ¯ /mb(1+)Λ¯ /mb 8 are not present in
the generator. The singularities reflect the unphysical nature of the parton-level distributions.
The differences vanish once the Fermi motion is implemented and the parton-level variables are re-
placed with observable quantities. Fermi motion effects are included in the Heavy-Quark Expansion by
resumming an infinite set of leading-twist corrections into a shape function F (k+), which governs the
light-cone momentum distribution of the heavy quark inside the B meson [27].
The physical decay distributions are obtained from a convolution of parton model spectra with this
function. In this process, phase space boundaries defined by parton kinematic are transformed into the
proper physical boundaries determined by hadron kinematics.
The shape function is a universal characteristic of the B meson, governing inclusive decay spectra in
processes with massless partons in the final state, such as B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B → Xsγ.
The convolution of the parton spectra with function is such that in the perturbative formulae for the
decay distributions the b -quark mass mb is replaced by mb −q+, where q+ = Λ¯ −k+ is a function of the
momentum (k+) of the b quark mass inside the B meson and Λ¯ . Several functional forms for the shape
function have been suggested in the literature, they are subject on the constraints on the moments of
this function; its first three satisfy A0 = 1, A1 = 0 and A2 == −λ1 /3. The parameter -λ1 is the average
momentum squared of the b quark inside the b meson.
The analytical form of the Fermi motion, implemented in the BABAR Monte Carlo simulation code
and used in this thesis, is
F (k+) = N(1− x)a exp (1 + a)x; x = k+
Λ¯
and a = f(Λ¯ , λ1 ), (1.25)
which gives A1 = 0 by construction. The normalization is fixed by N and the parameter a can be related
to the second moment, yielding A2 = −λ1/3 = Λ 2/(1 + a). Thus mb and a , chosen as alternative
parameters of the function, can be related to the Λ¯ and λ1 , at leading order, by:




where µ2pi = −λ1 . The Fermi motion parameters, mb and a, can be varied to estimate the theoretical
uncertainty due to the change in the fraction fu of accepted decays (see detailed description of how this
is estimated in Chapter 7 theoretical uncertainty).
In practice, a reweighting of the Fermi motion parameter k+ was used to allow variations in the choices
of Λ and λ1 and therefore to estimate the theoretical uncertainty in the fraction fu of accepted decays
(see section 7.11.1).
8Remember that sh, the total invariant mass, is defined as sh = p2 + 2Λ¯ v · p + Λ¯ 2
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1.6.3 Hybrid Model for B¯ → Xu`ν¯
Neither the resonant, or the non-resonant model are standalone for a proper data sample simulation.
The non-resonant generator for instance is not able to produce hadronic final states with masses below
2mpi and it does not produce any resonant structure in the hadron mass.
Mx[GeV/c^2]























Figure 1.7: Left: mX distribution on the generator-level for the hybrid signal Monte Carlo for b → u`ν¯ events and
its non-resonant component. Right: fraction of events below a given value of MX as a function of the value itself,
for the purely non-resonant and the hybrid signal Monte Carlo.
It is, therefore, mandatory to combine them into a model which uses the set of branching ratios to
specific final state hadrons for low-mass final states listed in Table 1.3 and supplements these decays
with the non-resonant production for final states Xu with mX > 1.264 GeV.
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Figure 1.8: Generator-level distribution of the invariant mass of the hadronic recoil system in semileptonic b →
c`ν¯ (left) and b → u`ν¯ decays (right).
The resonant and non-resonant Monte Carlo are mixed in such a way (Fig. 1.7(left)) that the fraction of
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events below a given threshold in MX is similar to the non-resonant case (except local discontinuity due
to the resonant structure) and this is shown in Fig. 1.7(right). This requirement is imposed in order to
minimize theoretical uncertainties related to the hadronization in the charmless decay, and to ensure the
OPE valid.(as discussed in par. 1.3).
Figure 1.7 shows a comparison between hybrid and non-resonant model, while the MX model for the
b → c`ν¯ background is shown in Figure 1.8. The total branching fractions, including the non-resonant
contribution, are B(B0 → Xu`ν) = 0.1351% and B(B+ → Xu`ν) = 0.1346%, as detailed in Table 1.3.
To summarize, in the signal sample, one of the two B decays in b → u`ν¯ , whereas for the other
B there are two options, cocktail and generic B decays.
Four different signal MC samples were produced:
Breco Brecoil
Generic hybrid b → u`ν¯
Generic pure non − resonant b → u`ν¯
Cocktail hybrid b → u`ν¯
Cocktail pure non − resonant b → u`ν¯
1.6.4 Reweighting Hybrid Model for B¯ → Xu`ν¯
The original hybrid model described in the previous paragraph (1.6.3) is not in agreement with the
measurement presented here and presents a discontinuity in the distribution of interest(in this thesis
work, MX or q2 or a combined MX and q2 distribution) and thus a new hybrid model has been set up.
As quoted in Table 1.3 the BR values used for generating MC events are B(B0 → Xu`ν) = 0.1351% and
B(B+ → Xu`ν) = 0.1346% while the actual value measured around 0.2%.
Also, the default BABAR hybrid model considers the non-resonant model only above 1.264 GeV,
while it could be preferable to go down to the allowed kinematic limit. Given that the exclusive BRs
are simulated according to previous measurements [44], the non-resonant events have been reweighted
in the hybrid model in order to have a better agreement between the model and the measured fraction
of resonant and non-resonant events. The non-resonant events are reweighted in bins of the relevant
kinematical variables, namely MX , El, q2 . No weight is applied to the resonant events.
The weights w were determined in the following way:
• The number of resonant events, Nr, of the |Vub| hybrid cocktail MC and the number of non-
resonant events of the |Vub| non − resonant cocktail events, Nnr, are extracted performing a fit
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actual central new central range for actual central new central range for
value (B0) value (B0) errors (B0) value (B+ ) value (B+ ) errors (B+ )
pi 1.8 1.33 1.1 - 1.55 0.9 0.72 0.60 - 0.84
eta 0.3 0.84 0.48 - 1.20
eta’ 0.6 0.84 0. - 1.68
rho 2.6 2.69 1.92 - 3.43 1.3 1.45 1.04 - 1.85
Ω 0.3 1.45 0. - 2.9
other res 2.95 0.00 see note * 5.1 0.00 see note *
non-res 13.65 22.71 see note ** 13.70 23.57 see note **
Total sample 21.0 26.73 22.45 - 31.07 21.0 28.87 24.16 - 33.58
Table 1.4: Comparison between the Branching Fractions as they are in BABAR MC sample and the ones that should
be adopted and the corresponding errors (in 10−4). *: Since there is no measurement of the other resonance (a,b,f,...),
these BR for these is set to zero. **: The fraction of inclusive events is adjusted to preserve the correct over all
normalization of the hybrid sample. Hence, the greatest change is related to the uncertainty on the total Branching
ratio B¯ → Xu`ν¯ .
to the selected B candidates mES distribution: in order to minimize the effect of combinatorial
background on the mES fit quality, cocktail MC has been used. Numbers have been rescaled to
account for the different available statistics of generic and Cocktail samples.
• The hybrid sample, Hyb, should be equal to the sum of Nr and Nnr ones. The ratio between the
resonant and non-resonant samples must be scaled to the values listed in Table 1.4 and can be used
to check the goodness of the reweigthing.
• The binning choice of the different distributions has been taken trying to compensate the need of
testing the model at as low MX values, or q2 high, as possible and to have a reasonable number of
non-resonant events in the signal bin9. The number of non-resonant (resonant) events in each bin
is denoted as N inr (N
i
r).
• the following conditions are imposed:
– the ratio between the number of non-resonant and resonant events after reweighting is equal
to the imposed one (R = Br(b→u)−Br(Xulνexcl.)Br(Xulνexcl.) ):∑
i wi ∗N inr
Nr
= R (1.27)
– the fraction of hybrid events in a given bin Hybi/Hyb is the same as the fraction of non-




wi ∗N inr + N ir
Nr +
∑








where Hyb = Nr + Nnr = Nr +
∑
i wi ∗N inr.
9The significance of signal bin will be examine in depth in next 6.
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• if the wi is negative, it is set to zero. But to preserve the over all normalization between the refer-
ence sample and the hybrid, a global weight is applied to the inclusive component of the hybrid
corresponding to and the weights for the inclusive is recomputed. The corrected weight, corrwi ,
is then:
corrwi = wi ∗ GlobalW ∗ T −E
Y
(1.30)
where GlobalW = (ReferenceInclusive)/(sumofHybrid), T : BR of total hybrid, E: BR of exclu-
sive part of hybrid and Y : BR of inclusive part of hybrid. This preserve not only the normalization
between the reference inclusive and the hybrid but also the exclusive/inclusive BRs.






















Figure 1.9: Left: MX distribution on the generator-level for the hybrid signal Monte Carlo for b → u`ν¯ events and
its non resonant component. Right: fraction of events below a given value of MX as a function of the value itself,
for the purely non-resonant and the hybrid signal Monte Carlo.
• Weights have been calculated for B+ and B0 separately and have been multiplied by a scaling
factor that accounts for the different non-resonant versus resonant available events in the |Vub|
hybrid generic and |Vub| non− resonant generic MC.
The samples were scaled for Reference : resonant: non-resonant as follow:
for B0: 2.150 : 0.402 : 0.1748
for B+ : 2.320 : 0.530 : 0.1790
The weights depend on the assumptions made on B¯ → Xu`ν¯ . The BABAR measurement (B(B¯ →
Xu`ν¯ ∼ 0.2%)) since has been used the procedure has been iterated waiting for the B¯ → Xu`ν¯ to
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stabilize around the asymptotical value. In order to test the reweighted model the MX reweighted
distributions (and also the MX integrals distributions) have been obtained. Fig. 1.7 (before) and 1.9
(after non resonant hybrid reweighting) can be compared for the improvements achieved with the new
model.
1.7 OPE Calculations of Phase Space Acceptances
In previous sections it has been shown how evaluation of the total uncertainty on |Vub| remains prob-
lematic because of a variety theoretical complications. A recent review [45] and some recalled results of
Bauer Ligeti and Luke [2] discussed these issues here in details(see also 6.7.1 for an explanation about
the way these informations are usefull in this analisis). As seen before, combining the cuts on q2 and on
MX allows for a much larger fraction of events compared to a pure q2 cut, while keeping the partial rate
calculable using the local OPE.
The integrated rate with a lower cut q2cut on q
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where where qˆ = q/mb, sˆ = (v − qˆ)2 is the rescaled partonic invariant mass, v is the four-velocity of the
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The hadronic invariant mass MX is related to qˆ2 and sˆ by
MX
2 = sˆmBmb + (mB −mb)(mB − qˆ2mb). (1.31)
G(qcut
2, MX cut ) is the ratio of the semileptonic b → u width with cuts on q2 and MX to the full width
at tree level with mb = 4.7 GeV. The fraction of semileptonic b → u events included in the cut rate
is ' 1.21 G(qcut 2, MX cut ) . Note that the m5b prefactor, a large source of uncertainty, is included in
G(qcut
2, MX cut ) . The theoretical uncertainty in |Vub| is therefore half the uncertainty in the prediction
for G(qcut 2, MX cut ) .
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Figure 1.10: G(qcut 2, MX cut ) as a function of q2cut , for MX cut = 1.86 GeV (solid line), 1.7 GeV (short dashed
line) and 1.5 GeV (long dashed line).
In Ref. [2] this function G(qcut 2, MX cut ) was calculated up to corrections of order α2s terms not
enhanced by β0, order (ΛQCD/mb)2 terms proportional to derivatives of δ(sˆ), and higher order terms in
both series. The result for the function G(qcut 2, MX cut ) is shown in Fig. 1.10 for three different values
of MX cut as a function of q2cut .
For q2 > (mB − MX cut )2, the effects of the structure function are parametrically suppressed, and
correspond to including a class of subleading higher order terms in the OPE. In this region the standard
OPE is appropriate, and the double differential decay rate assumes a specific expression (see [2] eq.11).
For a fixed value of MX , setting sˆ = 0 in eq. 1.31 determines how far q2 can be lowered without
encountering the singularity. Since the singularity is smoothed out by the b quark light-cone distribution
function, such low values of q2 correspond to the shape function. Throughout this section the region of
interest is the one whom values of q2cut and MX cut satisfy
q2cut > mBmb −MX cut 2
mb
mB −mb (1.32)
Note that if MX cut is lowered, q2cut must be increased to keep the uncertainty at a roughly constant
level. The uncertainties in the OPE prediction for G(qcut 2, MX cut ) come from three separate sources:
perturbative uncertainties from the unknown full two-loop result, uncertainties in the b quark mass and
uncertainties due to unknown matrix elements of local operators at O(1/m3b) in the OPE. In the following
will be considered each of these uncertainties separately as the fractional errors on G(qcut 2, MX cut ) .
The fractional uncertainty in |Vub| then is one half of the resulting value.
The relative sizes of theO() andO(∈BLM) contributions to G(qcut 2, MX cut ) are plotted in Fig. 1.11(a),
for µ = 4.7 GeV. It is to be noted that for a given value of MX cut , the perturbation series is poorly be-
haved for q2cut both larger and smaller than some optimal range. For large q2cut , this behaviour arises
because the invariant mass of the final hadronic state is constrained to be small and so perturbation
theory breaks down. Starting with the perturbative uncertainties, the error in the perturbation series
may be estimated in two ways: (a) as the same size as the last term computed, the order α2sβ0 term, or











Figure 1.11: (a) The O() and O(2BLM) contributions to G(qcut 2, MX cut ) (normalized to the tree level result) for
MX cut = 1.86 GeV (solid lines), 1.7 GeV (short dashed lines) and 1.5 GeV (long dashed lines). (b) Scale variation of
the perturbative corrections: The difference between the perturbative corrections to G(qcut 2, MX cut ) , normalized
to the tree level result, for µ = 4.7 GeV and µ = 1.6 GeV.
(b) as the change in the perturbation series by varying µ over some reasonable range. These are illus-
trated in Fig. 1.11 (a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 1.11(b) it is varied the renormalization scale between
µ = 4.7 GeV and µ = mb/3 ∼ 1.6 GeV, and plot the change in the perturbative result. For a given set of
q2cut and MX cut , the perturbative error is taken to be the larger of (a) and (b).
The partially integrated rate depends sensitively on the value of the b quark mass due both to the m5b
factor in G(qcut 2, MX cut ) and the cut on q2 , as stressed in [32]. Currently, the smallest error of the 1S
mass is quoted from sum rules [46, 47, 48]. Ref. [48] obtains the value m1Sb = 4.69± 0.03 GeV by fitting
an optimized linear combination of moments of the e+e− → bb¯ spectrum, which may underestimate
the theoretical error [47]; the authors of [47] cite a similar central value with a more conservative error
of ±0.08 GeV. In Fig. 1.12 are shown the effects of a ±80 MeV and a ±30 MeV uncertainty in m1Sb on
G(qcut
2, MX cut ) , using the central value m1Sb = 4.7 GeV.
Finally, there are uncertainties from unknown 1/m3b contributions to G(qcut











Figure 1.12: The fractional effect of a ±80 MeV and ±30 MeV uncertainty in m1Sb on G(qcut 2, MX cut ) for
MX cut = 1.86 GeV (solid line), 1.7 GeV (short dashed line) and 1.5 GeV (long dashed line).
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Figure 1.13: left: Estimate of the uncertainties due to dimension-six terms in the OPE as a function of q2cut from
weak annihilation (WA) (solid line) and other operators (dashed line). right: Effect of a model structure function
on G(qcut 2, MX cut ) as a function of q2cut for MX cut = 1.86 GeV (solid line), 1.7 GeV (short dashed line) and
1.5 GeV (long dashed line).
tributions are distinguished, the first originating from the local OPE [49] and the second from weak
annihilation (WA) [50]. The latter terms vanish in the factorization limit, however they are enhanced by
a factor of 16pi2. The two contributions are shown in Fig. 1.13 (left), assuming a 10% violation of fac-
torization, with the uncertainty from WA dominating. Since the WA contribute in general differently to
charged and neutral B decays, an indication of the size of the WA effect can be obtained by comparing
the measurement of G(qcut 2, MX cut ) from charged and neutral B ’s. Since the structure function be-
comes more important as the cut on q2 is lowered, the estimation of the effect of the distribution function
is needed to determine how low q2 may be decreased. To leading twist, this is obtained by smearing
the b quark decay rate with the distribution function f(k+). The best way to determine f(k+) is from
the B → Xsγ photon spectrum, however in the absence of precise data, we will use a simple model to
estimate the effects of the structure function. In Fig. 1.13 (right) is plotted in such a model the effect of
the structure function on G(qcut 2, MX cut ) as a function of q2cut , for three different values of MX cut .
In conclusion, using these results, suggested by [2], the strategy to extract |Vub| in a model indepen-
dent way is:
•make the cut on MX as large as possible, keeping the background from b → c small.
• for a given cut on MX , reduce the q2 cut as low as possible, keeping the contribution from the b
quark structure function, as well as the perturbative uncertainties, small.
Chapter 2
BABAR Experiment
The design of the BABAR detector [5] [51] has been optimized to allow comprehensive studies of CP vio-
lation, but also searches of a number of rare B meson decays. The PEP-II B Factory is a high luminosity
Figure 2.1: Effect of the Lorentz boost on the polar angle at BABAR.
(L & 3 × 1033cm−2s−1) e+e− collider operated at the center-of-mass (CM) energy of 10.58 GeV , on the
Υ (4S) resonance.
This resonance decays almost exclusively in a B0B
0
or a B+B− pair with equal probabilities; giving
a clean environment, characterized by a good signal-to-noise ratio (σbb/ σtot ≈ 0.28) and low track
multiplicity per event (≈ 11). In addition, events reconstruction and background rejection benefit by the
kinematic constraint on the momentum and energy, of each B, in the center-of-mass frame. In PEP-II,
the electron beam of 9 GeV collides head-on with the positron beam of 3.1 GeV resulting in a Lorentz
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boost to the Υ (4S) resonance of βγ = 0.56 in the laboratory frame. Fig. 2.1 shows the boost effect on the
polar angle.
The asymmetry of the machine is motivated by the need of separating the decay vertices of the
two B mesons, a feature that is crucial for the CP -asymmetry determination. The boost allows the
separation and reconstruction of the decay vertices of both B meson, the determination of their relative
decay length (∆z)CM measured in the center-of-mass frame1, the difference of their decaying times and
thus the measurement of time dependent asymmetries.
Nevertheless the very small branching ratios of B mesons to CP eigenstates, typically 10−4, the need for
full reconstruction of final states with two or more charged particles and several pi0s, plus the need to
tag the second neutral B , place stringent requirements on the detector, which should have
- a large and uniform acceptance down to small polar angle relative to the boost direction
- excellent reconstruction efficiency for charged particles down to 60 MeV/c and for photons to 20
MeV
- very good momentum resolution to separate small signals from background
- excellent energy and angular resolution for the detection of photons from pi0 and η0 decays, and
from radiative decays in the range from 20 MeV to 4 GeV
- very good vertex resolution, both transverse and parallel to the beam direction
- efficient electron and muon identification, with low misidentification probabilities for hadrons.
This feature is crucial for tagging the B flavour, for the reconstruction of charmonium states, and
is also important for the study of decays involving leptons
- efficient and accurate identification of hadrons over a wide range of momenta for B flavour-
tagging, and for the reconstruction of exclusive states; modes such as B0 → K±pi∓ or B0 → pi+pi−,
as well as in charm meson and τ decays
- a flexible, redundant, and selective trigger system
- low-noise electronics and a reliable, high bandwidth data-acquisition and control system
- detailed monitoring and automated calibration
- an on-line computing and network system that can control, process, and store the expected high
volume of data
1The (∆z)CM is strictly related to relative decay times (∆z = βγc∆t) and allows to measure the time dependence of their
decay rates. The mean vertex separation δz, in the laboratory frame, in presence of the boost is ≈ 260µm, that is measurable
with vertex detectors. It would have been only ≈ 30µm (mean vertex separation in the center-of-mass frame) had not the Υ (4S)
boosted.
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- detector components that can tolerate significant radiation doses and operate reliably under high-
background conditions
Fig. 2.2 (top) shows a longitudinal view of the detector, while an end view is shown in Fig. 2.2(bottom).
A conventional right-handed coordinate system is defined: the z − axis coincides with the principal
axis of the DCH, while the y − axis point upward. The polar angle coverage extends down to 0.35 rad
in the forward direction and to 0.4 rad in the backward direction. These limits are determined by the
permanent dipole (B1) and permanent quadrupoles (Q1) magnets of the PEP-II. In order to improve the
coverage of the forward region, the whole detector is offset relative to the interaction point (IP) by 37 cm
in the forward direction.
In the following a detailed presentation of the design, construction, and performance of the principal
components of the BABAR detector system is provided.
2.1 The PEP-II B Factory
PEP-II is an e+e− storage ring system, designed to operated at the center of mass (CM) energy equal to
the Υ (4S) resonance mass, 10.58 GeV . The design parameters, of PEP-II, are presented in Table 2.1. At
present, instant luminosity and daily integrated luminosity exceed the project values, having achieved
recently the peak value of 6.8× 1033cm−2s−1 and a daily integrated luminosity of 370 pb−1.
Parameters Design Achieved
Energy HER/LER (GeV) 9.0/3.1 9.0/3.1
Current HER/LER (A) 0.75/2.15 1.55/2.45
# of bunches 1658 1588
Bunch spacing (ns) 4.2 6.3-10.5
σLx (µm) 110 120
σLy (µm) 3.3 5.6
σLz (µm) 9000 9000
Luminosity (1033cm−2s−1) 3 9.213
Daily int. luminosity (pb−1/d) 135 710.5
Table 2.1: PEP-II beam parameters. Values are given both for the design and for typical colliding beam operation in the first
year. HER and LER refer to the high energy e− and low energy e+ ring, respectively. σLx, σLy and σLz refer to the horizontal,







































































































Figure 2.2: Longitudinal (top) and end (bottom) views of the BABAR detector. Units are mm.
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Data are collected mostly at Υ (4S) peak; they are referred to as on-resonance data. Are summarized in
Table 2.2 the main processes active at the Υ (4S) resonance and their cross section: light (u,d,s) and charm
quark pairs production is usually referred to as continuum production. It should be noted that the fraction
of continuum is larger with respect to the bb one. While most of the data are recorded at the peak, about
11% of data are taken at CM energy 40 MeV lower to allow for studies of the non-resonant continuum,
they are called off-resonant data.









Table 2.2: Various processes cross section at
√
s = MΥ (4S). Bhabha cross section is an effective cross section, within
the experimental acceptance.
2.1.1 Luminosity
The luminosity L of the machine depends on the careful tuning of several parameters. This dependence





where n is the number of bunches in a ring, f is the bunch crossing frequency, N1,2 are the number of
particles in each bunch, and A is their overlap section.
The machine has surpassed the design performances, reaching a peak luminosity of L = 9.213 ×
1033cm−2s−1 with a significantly lower number of bunches.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the integrated luminosity provided by PEP-II collider in the period October
1999–December 2004, along with the integrated luminosity recorded by the BABAR detector, that is 244.06
fb−1 collected on the Υ (4S) resonance. This analysis uses only data collected in Run 1 and Run 2 taking











































































































PEP-II Delivered  253.55/fb
BABAR Recorded  244.06/fb
BABAR off-peak  22.68/fb
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Figure 2.4: Total daily integrated PEP-II luminosity collected by BABAR from 1999 to 2004.
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2.1.2 Machine Background
Beam-generated background causes high single counting rates, data acquisition dead times, high cur-
rents, and radiation damages both of the detector components and of the electronics. This results in
lower data quality and may limit the lifetime of the apparatus. For this reason the background gen-
erated by PEP-II has been studied in detail and the interaction region has been carefully designed.
Furthermore, background rates are continuously monitored during data acquisition to prevent criti-
cal operating conditions of the detector.
The primary sources of machine-generated background are:
• synchrotron radiation in the proximity of the interaction region. A strong source of background
(many KW of power) is due to the beam deflections in the interaction region. This component is
limited by channeling the radiation out of the BABAR acceptance with a proper design of the inter-
action region and the beam orbits, and placing absorbing masks before the detector components.
• interaction between beam particles and residual gas in either ring can have two different origins:
beam-gas bremsstrahlung and Coulomb scattering. Both these two types of interaction causes an
escape of the beam particle from their orbit. This background represents the primary source of
radiation damage for the inner vertex detector and the principal background for the other detector
components.
• electromagnetic showers generated by beam-beam collisions. These showers are due to energy degraded
e+ and e− produced by radiative Bhabha scattering and hitting the beam pipe within a few meters
of the IP . This background is proportional to the luminosity of the machine and whereas now is
under control, it is expected to increase in case of higher operation values.
2.1.3 Detector Overview
The BABAR detector was designed and constructed in such a way to fullfil all the above requirements. A
cutaway picture of the detector is shown in Figure 2.2.
The main subsystems are:
1. the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT), which provides very accurate position information for charged
tracks. In addition it is the only tracking device for charged particles with very low transverse
momentum, down to transverse momenta p⊥ ∼ 50 MeV. This is especially important for the
reconstruction of D∗+ → D0pi+S decays, where the ”slow” pion piS has very low energies.
2. The Drift Chamber (DCH), surrounding the vertex detector, has a helium based gas mixture in order
to try to minimize multiple scattering. It provides the main momentum measurement for charged
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Parameter Value [52]
Tracking coverage (/4pi) 0.92
σpt/pt (%) (1 GeV pions at 90%) 0.36
σz0 (µm) (1 GeV pions at 90%) 52
Calorimetry coverage (/4pi) 0.90
X0 in front of Calorimeter (at 90◦) 0.25
σE (%) (1 GeV γ at all angles) 1.8
γ efficiency within acceptance (at 100 MeV) 0.92
Charged Hadron ID coverage (/4pi) 0.84
Table 2.3: Detector design performance parameters. Acceptance coverages are quoted for the Center-of-Mass
system.
particles. In addition, the specific ionization measurements (dE/dx) are used in the identification
of low-momentum particles.
3. the Detector of Internally Reflected Cˇerenkov light (DIRC ) is a novel device optimized for charged
hadron particle identification.
4. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMC) which consists of Caesium Iodide crystal is the most impor-
tant detector for the electron identification (by means of the ratio E/p of the deposited energy E
and measured momentum p). It has a forward endcap to account for the laboratory frame boost
that the B decay products experience. In addition, its measurement of neutral particles is crucial
for the inclusive determination of the distribution of interest in B¯ → X`ν¯ decays.
5. A superconducting solenoid surrounds the detector and produces a 1.5 T axial magnetic field.
6. The Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) which provides muon and neutral hadron identification.
The next few section will describe the individual detector components. Some more general design
parameters of the BABAR detector are shown in Table 2.3.
2.2 Tracking System
The charged particles detection and track parameters determination system consists of two components:
the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) and the Drift Chamber (DCH). High precision measurements allow
for the reconstruction of exclusive B and D mesons decays with high resolution and thus minimal
background. In particular angles and positions, measured by the SVT, are used for determination of the
B meson decay vertices, whereas the track curvature, in the DCH gives the momentum determination.
Tracks reconstructed in SVT and DCH are also extrapolated to the other detector components (DIRC ,
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Figure 2.5: Fully assembled SVT. The silicon sensors of the outer layer are visible, as is the carbon-fiber space
frame(black structure) that surrounds the silicon. The dipole magnet are below the cables and the electronic cards
on each side of the SVT.
EMC and IFR). Since the average momentum of charged particles is less than 1GeV/c , the precision
of the measured track parameters is mostly affected by multiple Coulomb scattering in the detector
material. Thus a special attention is devoted to the components design in order to limit the overall
amount of active material in the tracking region.
The global coordinate system is defined by the DCH position. Because of either seismic activity or local
deformation due to magnet quenches or detector access, the SVT modules move with respect to the
DCH. The alignment procedure is performed using tracks from e+e− → µ+µ− events and cosmic rays.
2.2.1 Silicon Vertex Tracker
The Silicon Vertex Tracker, or SVT, provides the precise reconstruction of charged particle trajectories
and decay vertices as close as possible to the interaction point (IP). The SVT achieves a z-coordinate ver-
tex resolution of about ∼ 110µm and tracks particles with transverse momentum less than 120 MeV/c2.
The SVT, shown in Fig. 2.5, is located inside the support tube and designed taking into account
both the physical requirements and constraints imposed by the PEP-II interaction region, namely from
the two B1 permanent magnets (Fig. 2.6 ) that split the beams after collisions. The latter, in particular,
limit the detector angular acceptance to 350 mrad in the forward direction and 520 mrad in backward
direction.
The SVT consists of five concentric cylindrical layers double-sided silicon strip detectors with 90◦ stereo.
Each layer is divided in azimuth into modules.
The inner three layers are made of 6 modules each and are arranged in a structure with hexagonal
2In this case they have not enough energy to reach and to be detected by DCH.
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Figure 2.6: Transverse view of interaction region.
transverse section, at different distances from the IP. The modules are tilted in φ by 5◦, allowing an
overlap region between adjacent modules.
The outer two layer are made by 16 and 18 detector modules respectively and are arch-shaped in
order to minimize both the amount of silicon required to cover the solid angle and the material crossed
over by particle at small or large polar angles (Fig. 2.7).













Figure 2.7: Longitudinal section of the SVT. The roman numbers label six different types of sensors.
layers placed at slightly different radii.
The inner sides of the detector have strips oriented orthogonally to the beam direction to measure the z
coordinate (z− side), whereas the outer sides, with longitudinal strips, allow the φ coordinate measure-
ment (φ − side). The readout apparatus has been placed at each end to reduce the amount of inactive
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material in the acceptance volume.
In total there are 340 silicon detectors covering an area of 1 m2 and about 150,000 readout channels.
Fig. 2.7 and 2.8 show a SVT schematic view, longitudinal and transverse respectively.








Figure 2.8: Transverse sections of the SVT.
2.2.2 Drift Chamber
The Drift Chamber, or DCH, is the BABAR main tracking device. It supplies high precision descriptions of
charged particles momenta and angles, through measurements of track curvature inside 1.5 T magnetic
field and it contributes also to the particle identification process (PID) by measuring the energy loss due
to ionization (dE/dx); a resolution of about 7.5% allows a pi/K discrimination in the momentum range
up to 700 MeV/c. The DCH is a compact design, 280 cm-long cylinder with an inner radius of 23.6 cm


















Figure 2.9: Longitudinal section of the DCH with principal dimensions; the chamber center is offset by 370 mm
from the interaction point (IP). The dimension are in mm.
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The forward and rear aluminum end-plates are 12 mm-thick and 24 mm-thick respectively. The readout
electronics are mounted on the backward end-plate, minimizing, in this way, the amount of material
in the forward direction and thus preventing performances degradation for the outer BABAR detector
components.
Since momentum resolution is limited by multiple scattering in the inner cylinder, DCH is built using
light materials, low-mass wires and a helium-based gas mixture. The mixture of 80% helium and 20%
isobutane is chosen to provide good spatial and dE/dx resolution, and a reasonably short drift time,
while minimizing the material.
A longitudinal section of the BABAR DCH is shown in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.10: Layout of the four inner-
most super-layers.
The DCH is subdivided into 7104, 1.2 cm × 1.8 cm, hexagonal cells
clustered in 40 concentric layers. Each hexagonal cell consists of one
sense wire surrounded by six field-shaping wires; in a such config-
uration an approximate circular symmetry of the equipotential con-
tours is reached over a large portion of the cell. The field wires are at
ground potential while a positive high voltage is applied to the sense
wire.
The 40 layers are grouped by 4 into super-layers. Fig. 2.10 3 shows
the four innermost superlayers. A complete symmetry along the z-
axis does not allow the track position reconstruction along that di-
rection. For this reason two different wire types are used: the type
wire A, parallel to the z-axis, provides position measurements in the
x−y plane, while longitudinal position information is obtained with
wires placed at small angles with respect to the z-axis (U or V wire
type)(Fig. 2.11). Sense and field wires have the same orientation in
each super-layer and are alternating following the scheme AUVAUVAUVA .
The Design value for the spatial resolution for single hits in DCH is 140 µm. The single cell resolu-
tion, obtained from all charged tracks in hadronic events, is shown in Fig. 2.12(a) for a working voltage
around 1960 V; its mean value is ∼ 125µm. The chamber hit timing information is reconstructed using
TDCs. Flash-ADCs are used to monitor the shape of pulse signal as a function of time. Both information
are fundamental to reconstruct the energy deposit inside the cells. A correction for the gain factor is
computed as function of a known injected amount of charge.
Apart from precise measurements of charged particles momenta and directions, the drift chamber also
provides particle identification by the determination of the ionization loss dE/dx. Corrections to dE/dx
3Cells boundaries are visualized with imaginary lines between the field wires. On the right side the numbers are for stereo
angles of the sense wires in each layer. The 1mm-thick beryllium inner wall before the first layer is also shown.
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due to saturation, cell internal and single wire path lengths and layer gain are computed during offline
reconstruction phase 4. Bhabha events are used to determine the resolution on the truncated mean of





Figure 2.11: Drift cell isochrones (contours of equal drift times of ions) in cells of layer 3 and 4 of an axial super-
layer. The isochrones are spaced by 100 ns. They are circular near the sense wires, but become irregular near the
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Figure 2.12: (a) DCH single hit resolution. (b) dE/dx resolution for Bhabha electrons.
4All corrections have been proved to be stable as a function of time.
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2.3 Detector of Internally Reflected Cˇerenkov Light (DIRC)
Above ∼ 700MeV/c the dE/dx information does not allow to separate pions and kaons. BABAR has
therefore a dedicated PID subdetector. It is a new type of ring-imaging Cˇerenkov detector called DIRC [53]
(Detector of Internally Reflected Cˇerenkov light). It was designed to be able to to provide pi/K separation
of∼ 3σ or greater for all tracks from B-meson decays from the pion Cˇerenkov threshold up to 4.2 GeV/c.
The phenomenon of Cˇerenkov light emission is widely used in particle detectors technology. A charged
particle traversing a medium with a velocity β greater than the speed of light in that medium (that is
β > 1/n, where n is the medium refraction index) emits directional electromagnetic radiation (called
Cˇerenkov light). The angle of emission θc of the photons with respect to the track direction is called
Cˇerenkov angle and is determined by the velocity of the particle with the relation,
cosθc = 1/nβ
where β = v/c, v is the particle velocity, and c the light velocity.
Thus, the measurement of θc determines β and, given the momentum of the particle (measured in the
DCH), the mass of the particle can be obtained. The DIRC (Fig. 2.14) is placed before the electromagnetic
Mirror
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Figure 2.13: DIRC scheme: radiation area and imaging region.
calorimeter. In order to minimize the worsening of the energy resolution and volume, and hence cost,
of the electromagnetic calorimeter , the DIRC has been designed to be thin and uniform in terms of
radiation lengths. Moreover, for operation at high luminosity, it needs fast signal response, and should
be able to tolerate high background.
Fig. 2.13 shows a schematic view of DIRC geometry and basic principles of Cˇerenkov light production,
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transport and image reconstruction, while light rings reconstructed by the DIRC are in Fig. 2.15.









Figure 2.14: (a) 3-D view of DIRC mechanical support structure. (b) Longitudinal view of the nominal DIRC sys-
tem geometry. The radiator bars subtend a solid angle corresponding to about 94% of the azimuth and ∼ 81% of
the c.m. polar angle cosine. Dimension are in mm.
to form a 12 - sided polygonal barrel in the barrel region. These 12 modules (bar-boxes) are terminated
in the forward region with a mirror and at the backward side with a semi-toroidal water tank, placed
outside the BABAR magnetic field. Photons are emitted by particles above the Cˇerenkov threshold, are
trapped inside the bars due to the total reflection mechanism, which preserve angular information and
finally enter the water tank that optically couples them with the photomultipliers matrix. The photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs) are placed on a semi-toroidal surface with a inner radius of 1.2m and an outer
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one of 3m.
Figure 2.15: Cˇerenkov light ring reconstruction using the DIRC .
The DIRC is intrinsically a three-dimensional imaging device, giving the position and arrival time
of the PMT signals. The three-dimensional vector pointing from the center of the bar end to the center
of the PMT is computed, and then is extrapolated (using Snell’s law) into the radiator bar in order to
extract, given the direction of the charged particle, the Cˇerenkov angle. Timing information is used to
suppress background hits and to correctly identify the track emitting the photons.
2.4 ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (EMC)
The physics, that the BABAR experiment has been designed to study, requires excellent electromagnetic
calorimetry. On average, generic B decays contain 5.5 photons with about half of the photon energies
below 200 MeV. This causes the pi0 and B reconstruction efficiencies to fall off very quickly as the mini-
mum detectable photon energy increases. In addition many of the B decays used to study CP violation
contain at least one pi0 and have characteristically small branching ratios. Thus, high efficiency for low
energy photons along with good energy and angular resolution is required to accurately reconstruct
these final states and improve their signal-to-background ratios. The calorimeter also facilitates lepton
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identification by providing e/pi and e/µ separation and therefore provides one of the B flavour tags re-
quired by all CP analyses.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) has been designed to detect electromagnetic showers with ex-
cellent energy and angular resolution in the range from 20MeV (for photons from decays of slow pi0
or η0) to 4GeV (for photons and electrons from QED processes). An efficient and pure selection of
electrons is necessary for B flavour tagging via semileptonic decays, for the reconstruction of vector
mesons, like J/Ψ, or of several exclusive final states of B and D mesons. Furthermore QED processes
like e+e− → e+e−(γ) and e+e− → γγ, need to be efficiently detected because they are useful for calibra-
tion and luminosity determination.
The EMC is a finely segmented array of 6580 thallium-doped cesium iodide (CsI(Tl)) crystals. It
















Figure 2.16: EMC longitudinal section (top-half only, dimension in mm) showing how the 56 crystals rings are
placed. Detector has an axial symmetry along z-axis.
supported individually from an external support structure. The EMC is subdivided into two sectors: a
cylindrical barrel and a conical forward endcap. The barrel has an inner radius of 92 cm and an outer
radius of 136 cm, with a longitudinal dimension of about 3 m. It contains 5760 crystals arranged in
48 distinct rings. The conical endcap contains 6580 crystals ordered in eight rings. Each crystal is a
truncated pyramid with thickness, varying with polar angle, between 16 and 17.5 radiation lengths.
They have a tapered trapezoidal cross section, with a typical front face area of ∼ 5× 5cm2, while a back
face is about ∼ 6 × 6cm2 (Fig. 2.17). The EMC crystals act not only as a total-absorption scintillating
medium, but also as a guide, for the light that is collected by silicon photodiodes, mounted on the rear
surface. Calibration using Bhabha events and using radioactive source is performed every week in order
to control possible variations in the produced light amount. The energy resolution, as a function of the






⊕ (1.85± 0.12)% (2.2)
the first term, in the sum, is dominant at low energies and arises primarily from fluctuations in photon





























Figure 2.17: EMC crystal scheme.
background.
The second term is dominant at energies > 1 GeV and arises from non-uniformity in light collection,
from leakage or absorption in the material between and in front of the crystals, and from uncertainties
in the calibration. The angular resolution is determined by the transverse crystal size and the distance
from the interaction point; it can be empirically parametrized as a sum of an energy dependent and a
constant term consistent with zero within 4%







2.5 The Instrumented Flux Return (IFR)
The BABAR Instrumented Flux Return (IFR) faces several challenging experimental conditions, requiring
a detector with a high degree of reliability and redundancy, and easy maintainability. High efficiency
and good purity muons detection is crucial for flavour tagging of B mesons via semileptonic decays, for
the construction of vector mesons, like J/Ψ, and for the study of semileptonic and rare decays involving
leptons from B and D mesons and τ leptons. For this purpose the IFR is required to satisfy some require-
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Figure 2.18: Overview of the IFR. Barrel sectors and forward (FW) ans backward (BW) endcaps; the shape of the
RPC modules and their dimensions are indicated.
ments : a large solid angle coverage, 17◦ ≤ θlab ≤ 150◦; good efficiency and high background rejection
for muons down to momenta below 1GeV/c. For neutral hadrons, primarily K0L and neutrons, over a
wide range of momenta and angles, high efficiency and good angular resolution are most important.
In the following the basic features will be discussed of the IFR in some details, including a summary
of the proposed LST construction and upgrade project, started in 2002 and partially implemented in
2004. The upgrade is connected with the need to replace the RPC’s, and the choice of LST technology.
The iron structure, see Fig. 2.18, used for magnetic field return joke, consists of three sectors: the
hexagonal barrel, surrounding the solenoid, made of 6 sextants covering the radial distance between
1.820 m and 3.045 m with a length of 3.750 m (along z axis), the forward and backward endcaps cover-
ing the forward (positive z direction) or backward regions. The detector function is performed by steel
segmentation in layers and by equipping the gaps between them with resistive plate chambers (RPC)
[54]. These detect streamers from ionizing particles; the signals are read out on both sides of the gap
by external electrodes made of aluminum strips. There are 19 RPC layers in the barrel and 18 in the
endcaps. Iron plates have a thickness ranging from 2 cm, for the inner ones placed nearest to the in-
teraction region, to 10 cm for the outer ones. This non-uniform segmentation with iron plates whose
thickness increases with distance from beam line is the results of optimization studies. In addition, 2
layers of cylindrical RPC are installed between the EMC and the magnet cryostat to increase the K0L
reconstruction efficiency. To permit access to the inner subdetector, each endcap is vertically subdivided
into two halves.
An RPC section is shown in Fig. 2.19. The planar RPC consists of two bakelite 2 mm-thick sheets
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separated by a gap of 2 mm and enclosed at the edge by a 7 mm wide frame. The gap width is kept
uniform by polycarbonate spacers (0.8 cm2), glued to the bakelite, spaced at distances of about 10 cm.
The bakelite sheets bulk resistivity has been especially tuned to 1011 − 1012Ωcm. The external surfaces
are coated with graphite to achieve a surface resistivity of 100kΩ/ and are connected to high voltage
(typically 7.6 kV ) and ground, and protected by an insulating mylar film. The inner surface of the
bakelite sheets are treated with linseed oil for noise reduction. The gap is filled with a non-flammable
gas mixture (approx 56.7 % Argon, 38.8 %Freon -134a, and 4.5 % Isobutane). The RPC are operated
Figure 2.19: Planar RPC section with HV connection scheme.
in limited streamer mode and the signal are read out capacitively, on both sides of a gap, by external
electrodes made of aluminium strips on a mylar substrate. Strips are mounted on both sides of the gap,
running in perpendicular directions in order to obtain a two-dimensional measurement of the particle
position. The signal, induced on a strip, moves toward the readout electronics connected at one end.
The cylindrical RPC are provided with orthogonal readout strips: the inner layer has helical strips
which run parallel to the diagonals of the chambers, while the outer layer has axial and azimuthal strips.
On the whole, there are 806 RPC modules of different shapes and sizes in the IFR, covering an area of
about 2000m2.
Hits from different layers in coincidence with an event are grouped into a charged cluster if they can
be associated to a track detected in the SVT and the DCH. The track is extrapolated to the IFR taking into
account the non-uniform magnetic field, the multiple scattering, and the average energy loss. Then the
projected intersections with the RPC planes are computed, and finally all the hits, within a predefined
distance from the predicted intersection, are associated to the track.
The IFR is the primary detector for muons identification through. Several variables are computed for
each cluster, such as:
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- the total number of interaction lengths transversed by the track in the detector;
- the difference between the above number of interaction lengths and the number of interaction
lengths predicted for a muon of the same momentum and angle;
- the average number and the RMS of hit strips per layer;
- the χ2 of the geometric match between the projected track and the centroids of clusters in different
RPC layers.
Muons identification algorithms have been developed, which use the above variables along with the
energy released in the EMC.
The efficiency for correctly identifying a muon and the pions misidentification probability for a par-
ticular selection algorithm are shown, as a function of the momentum and polar angle of the particle, in
Fig. 2.20. The muon identification efficiency has been measured using µ+µ−(γ) events and two-photons
















































































Figure 2.20: Muon identification and hadron misidentification probability for the tight muon selector as a function
of momentum (left) and polar angle (right). The solid markers indicate the efficiency in 2000, the empty markers the
efficiency in 2001. Note the different scales for identification and misidentification on the left and right ordinates,
respectively.
production of µ+µ− pairs. The mean efficiency during the year 2000 has been ∼ 78% for the barrel and
∼ 87% for the forward endcap, less than the one measured in June 1999 (∼ 92%). Barrel efficiencies are
still decreasing and are at ∼ 40% level (see Fig. 2.21). This started a remediation project which ended by
replacing RPCs in the forward endcap in 2002. The corresponding efficiency are greater than 90%.
2.5.1 The IFR Upgrade project
The RPC efficiencies have been greatly reduced since their first operation and are still deteriorating.
Many bad BABAR RPC chambers has been visually checked and they revealed that linseed oil formed
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Figure 2.21: Average efficiency of the barrel RPC chambers as a function of date, in month since June 1999.
Squares (blue) are all RPCs with efficiency greater than 10%, open circles (red) are all RPCs and full circles (green)
are all RPCs with efficiency less than 10%.
droplets, in many cases, on the inner surface of the bakelite plates of the chambers. Those oil ”extru-
sions” can explain the large dark currents and efficiency drop characterizing those bad chambers. On
December 2002 groups from Italy (Ferrara, Padova) and the US (Princeton, Ohio State) proposed to re-
place the current BABAR RPC with plastic Limited Stream Tubers (LST) in the barrel region, where the
efficiencies are the lowest.
A ”standard” LST configuration consists of a silver plate wire 100µm in diameter, located at the center
of a cell of 9×9cm2 section. A plastic (PVC) ”profile” open on one side contains 8 such cells, see Fig. 2.22.
The profile is coated with a resistive layer of graphite, having a typical surface resistivity between 0.2
and 1MΩ/. The profiles, coated with graphite and strung with wires, are inserted in plastic tubes
(”sleeves”) of matching dimension for gas containment.
The choice of some parameters for such tubes has been carried out with tests on prototypes and
Monte Carlo studies, resulting in the following requirements:
- the signals from the measurement are read on both coordinates with strip planes, thereby avoiding
the complications of feedthroughs and DC-blocking capacitors, typical of wire read out;
- the operating voltage is typically 4.7kV ;
- the efficiency plateau are at least 200 V wide;
- the signals on the wire are of the order of 200/300mV (into 50Ω);
- the gas mixture is strongly quenching, Ar/C4H10/CO2 (2.5/9.5/88);
The geometrical efficiency in such devices is limited by the ratio of active versus total volume in the cell5.
5For example, in the standard LST tube (a cell of 9 × 9mm2 with 1 mm plastic walls), the efficiency cannot be greater than
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Figure 2.22: Photo of standard LST, partially inserted in the sleeves (shown on the left).
Installation begun, in the first days of August 2004, and involved the first two sextants of the IFR with
Figure 2.23: Installation of LST modules.
the insertion into each gap of z-strip covering an entire sextant. These strips has been attached to the
iron and supported by gravity. Then, as shown in Fig. 2.23 the modules are brought onto a support
structure and inserted into a gap on top of the strip layer. It has been decided to leave a space of about 3
cm at one edge of each sextant layer for contingency in providing services and any extra cabling needed.
90% for perpendicular impacts. Fortunately these effects are mitigated by the fact that most tracks do not impinge on perpendic-
ularly. Furthermore, if the gap between iron slabs is wide enough, the inefficiency can be greatly reduced by using larger cells or,
alternatively, a double-layer geometry
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Installation procedures, as planned, has been successfully finished in October, to be able, in this way, to
restart a normal data taking already in December 2004.
2.6 Trigger System
The trigger system consists of a sequence of two independent stages : the Level 1 (L1) trigger, imple-
mented in hardware, and the Level 3 (L3) one in software.
The L1 trigger interprets incoming detector signals, recognizes and removes beam-induced background,
Bhabhas and cosmics rays to a level acceptable for the subsequent stage. The software of the L3 trigger
runs on a farm of commercial processors.
2.6.1 Level 1 Trigger
Basic L1 requirements are :
- the section of events of interest (see Table 2.4) with a high, stable and well-understood efficiency,
while rejecting background events and keeping the total event rate under 1kHz;
- the beam-induced background rate, at design luminosity, are typically about 20kHz each for one
or more tracks in the drift chamber with pT > 120MeV/c or at least one EMC cluster with E >
100MeV ;
- the total trigger efficiency must exceed 99% for all BB events and at least 95% for continuum
events;
Event type Cross section Production Rate Level 1
(nb) (Hz) Trigger Rate (Hz)
bb 1.05 3.2 3.2
other qq 3.39 10.2 10.1
e+e− ∼40 159 156
µ+µ− 1.16 3.5 3.1
τ+τ− 0.94 2.8 2.4
Table 2.4: Cross sections, production and trigger rates for the principal physics processes at 10.58 GeV for a lumi-
nosity of 3 × 1033 cm−2s−1. The e+e− cross section refers to events with either the e+, e−, or both inside the EMC
detection volume.
- for other events, e.g. τ+τ−, is instead sufficient a 90 − 95% trigger efficiency, depending on the
specific τ± decay channels;
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- the possibility to operate in an environment with dead or noisy electronic channels and contribute
no more than 1% to data acquisition dead time;
The Level 1 trigger decisions is based on outputs coming from three specialized hardware processor:
charged tracks, above a preset transverse momentum in the DCH, showers in the EMC, and tracks de-
tected in the IFR6. The DCH trigger identifies long and short tracks down to pT = 120MeV . The
EMC trigger works with energy deposits above a threshold of 20 MeV for each crystal.
The energies are summed over various ranges of θ and are stored in 40 φ-sectors. The final φ-map
is transmitted to a global trigger (GLT), that processes all the φ-maps and looks for angular and spa-
tial correlations. For a typical level 1 rate of 1kHz, Bhabha and annihilation physics events contribute
∼ 170Hz. There are also 100Hz of cosmic rays and 20 Hz of random beam crossing triggers. The re-
maining triggers are due to lost particles interacting with the beam pipe, the synchrotron radiation and
two-beam background.
Event type Rate (Hz)
Hadrons, ττ , and µµ 16
Other QED, 2-photon events 13
Unidentified Bhabha backgrounds 18
Beam-induced backgrounds 26
Total physics accept 73
Calibration Bhabhas (e+e−) 30
γγ, Radiative Bhabhas (e+e−γ) 10
Random triggers and cosmic rays 2
L1,L3 pass through diagnostics 7
Total calibration/diagnostics 49
Table 2.5: Composition of the L3 output at a luminosity of 2.6×1033 cm−2s−1.
2.6.2 Level 3 Trigger
The L3 trigger software consists of event reconstruction and classification, a set of event selection filters,
and monitoring. It receives the output from L1, performs a second stage reduction for the main physics
sources, identifies and flags the special categories of events needed for luminosity determination, diag-
nostic and calibration purposes.
At a luminosity of 2.6 × 1033cm−2s−1, the L3 event composition is tabulated in Table 2.5. The desired
physics events contribute 13% of the total output while calibration and diagnostic samples contribute
40%.




The reconstruction chain starts from charged tracks and neutral clusters detected inside the BABAR ap-
paratus, and ends with the creation of B mesons candidates ( see section 4.2). A specific attention must
be given to the particles from B decay, that are not living enough to be directly observed in any sub-
detector. This chapter will be devoted to describe how, which and where principal semileptonic decays
particles are detected in different BABAR sub-detectors, while, in the dedicated section 3.4 we will focus
on the reconstruction of charmed mesons, neutral pions and K0S mesons.
3.1 Charged Particle Reconstruction
The charged particle tracks are reconstructed by processing the information from both tracking systems,
the SVT and the DCH. Charged tracks are defined by five parameters (d0, φ0, ω, z0, tanλ), measured
at the point of closest approach to the z-axis and their associated error matrix, measured at the point
ofclosest approach to the z−axis. d0 and z0 are the distances between the point and the origin of the
coordinate system in the x−y plane and along the z-axis respectively. The angle φ0 is the azimuth of the
track, λ its dip angle relative to the transverse plane, and ω = 1/pt is its curvature. d0 and ω are signed
variables; their sign depends on the charge of the track .
The track finding and the fitting procedures use the Kalman filter algorithm [55] that takes into account
the detailed distribution of material in the detector and the full magnetic field map.
For what concerns this analysis, in particular, the definition of charged track is based on some specific
quantities:
- a cut on d0 and z0 is useful to veto fake or background tracks and cosmics muons, not originating
from the beam-beam interaction region. The optimized cuts are d0 < 1.5 cm and z0 < 10 cm.
- for high momentum tracks (p⊥ > 0.3 GeV/c) a cut on the minimum number of associated DCH hits
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Figure 3.1: Event with looping tracks.
is applied. The cut is not used for low momentum tracks since slow pions, produced for instance
in the D∗+ → D0pi+ decays, would be rejected. The cut is N(DCH hits)≥ 12.
- the cut applied, on the maximum momentum, to remove tracks not compatible with the beam
energies, is plab < 10 GeV/c, where plab refers to the laboratory momentum of the track.
- the polar angle, in the laboratory frame, is required to be 0.410 < θlab < 2.54, in order to match the
acceptance of the detector.
No restrictions on the impact parameter have been imposed for secondary tracks from KS decays.
The efficiency for low momentum tracks, that is crucial in this inclusive approach, is maximized by
not imposing any cuts on the number of hits on tracks. Other requirements are used to reject pathologial
tracks that can introduce tails in the resolution of some inclusive variables in semileptonic decays. A
combined set of cuts on ∆φ, ∆θ and ∆pt (transverse momentum) for each pair of reconstructed tracks is
applied to identify looping tracks, or track pairs which share most of hits in the DCH and SVT (ghost).
Fig. 3.1 shows an example of loopers and ghosts in an event. The cuts are different if the pair of tracks
has same or opposite sign. A summary of the track selection criteria is shown in Table 3.1. While the
position and angle measurement near the IP are dominated by the SVT, the DCH contributes primarily
to the pt measurement. Fig. 3.2 shows the resolution in the transverse momentum derived from cosmic
muons.
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Select tracks with Cut
distance in x− y plane |dxy| < 1.5 cm
distance in z axis |dz| < 10 cm
minimum number of DCH hits NDch > 0 if p⊥ > 0.2 GeV
maximum momentum plab < 10 GeV/c
geometrical acceptance 0.410 < θlab < 2.54 rad
Reject tracks if ∆pt = 100 MeV to other tracks and
loopers (p⊥ < 0.18 GeV) Same sign: |∆φ| < 220 & |∆θ| < 215 mrad
Opposite sign: |∆φ| < 190 & |∆θ| < 300 mrad
ghosts (p⊥ < 0.35 GeV) |∆φ| < 220 & |∆θ| < 215 mrad
Table 3.1: Summary of track selection cuts.
The performance of charged particle reconstruction at BABAR have been extensively studied, both in data
and with Monte Carlo simulations 1. The data are well represented by a linear function,
Figure 3.2: Resolution in the transverse momentum pt determined from cosmic rays muons traversing both the
DCH and the SVT.
σpt
pt
= (0.13± 0.01)%pt + (0.45± 0.03)%, (3.1)
where the transverse momentum pt is measured in GeV/c.
Values for the resolution parameters are very close to the initial estimates and can be well reproduced
by Monte Carlo simulations. Track reconstruction can be performed independently in the SVT and the
DCH. At the design voltage of 1960 V , the average efficiency per-track, with transverse momentum
above 200 MeV/c and polar angle θ > 500 mrad , is (98± 1)%.
1In particular, the efficiency for reconstructing tracks in the DCH has been measured as a function of transverse momentum ,




The EMC is crucial for electron identification. Different criteria are established to select electron with
different level of purity and efficiency. Electrons are separated from charged hadrons mainly by taking
into account the ratio (E/p) of the energy, E, deposited in the EMC to the track momentum p, that should
be compatible with unity for electrons, since all their energy is left in the calorimeter. In addition, the
dE/dx energy loss in the DCH and the DIRC Cˇerenkov angle are required to be consistent with the
values expected for an electron; this offers a good e/pi separation in a wide range. In Fig. 3.3 dE/dx in
the DCH as a function of track momenta is shown for different control sample of particles.
In order to suppress background and to ensure a reliable momentum measurement and identification
efficiency, on tracks with transverse momentum p⊥ > 0.1 GeV/c, and NDCH ≥ 12 the above criteria














Figure 3.3: Measurement of dE/dx in the DCH as a function of track momenta. The data include large samples
of beam background trigger, as evident from the high rate of protons. The curves show the Bethe-Bloch predictions
derived for particles of different masses. It is evident how the dE/dx, in the DCH , is able, at relatively low momenta,
to discriminate between pion from kaon.
considered. The electron identification algorithm is a likelihood-based selector [56], which uses the
above (E/p, dE/dx, θC), and some additional variables:
- LAT , the lateral shape of the calorimeter deposit, defined in eq. 3.3
- ∆Φ, the azimuthal distance between the centroid of the EMC cluster and the impact point of the
track on the EMC
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- Ncry, the number of crystals in the EMC cluster
- NC , the number of Cˇerenkov photons measured in the DIRC
Muons are rejected on the basis of dE/dx ratio value and on the shower energy relative to the momen-
tum. For the remaining tracks, likelihood functions are computed assuming the particle is an electron,
pion, kaon, or proton. These likelihood functions are based on probability density functions that are
derived from pure particle data control samples for each of the discriminating variables. For hadrons,
are taken into account the correlations between energy and shower-shapes. Using combined likelihood
functions
L(ξ) = P (E/p, LAT, ∆Φ, dE/dx, θC |ξ)
= PEmc(E/p, LAT, ∆Φ|ξ) PDch(dE/dx|ξ) PDirc(θC |ξ)





is defined, where, for the relative particle fractions, fe : fpi : fK : fp = 1 : 5 : 1 : 0.1 is assumed. A track
is identified as an electron if Fe > 0.95.
The electron identification efficiency has been measured using radiative Bhabha events, as function
of laboratory momentum plab and polar angle θlab. Selected data samples are used for extraction of








































































Figure 3.4: Electron identification and hadron misidentification probability for the likelihood-based electron se-
lector as a function of momentum (left) and polar angle (right). Note the different scales for identification and
misidentification on the left and right ordinates, respectively. The measurements are for luminosity-averaged rates
for Run-1 and Run-2.
the misidentification rates for pions, kaons, and protons. Pure pions are obtained from kinematically
selected K0S → pi+pi− decays and three prong τ± decays. Two-body Λ and D0 decays provide pure
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samples of protons and charged kaons. The performance of the likelihood-based electron identification
algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.4, in terms of the electron identification efficiency and the proba-
bility per track that a hadron is misidentified as an electron. The average hadron fake rates per track are
determined separately for positive and negative particles, taking into account the relative abundance
from Monte Carlo simulation of BB events, with relative systematic uncertainties of 3.5%, 15% and
20% for pions, kaons, and protons, respectively. The resulting average fake rate per hadron track of
plab > 1.0 GeV/c, is of the order of 0.05% for pions and 0.2% for kaons.
3.2.2 Muon Identification
Muons are identified by measuring the number of traversed interaction lengths and, then, comparing
it with the number of expected interaction lengths for a particle of a given momentum. Moreover, the
projected intersections of a track with the IFR’s RPC planes are computed and, for each readout plane,
all strips clusters detected within a predefined distance from the predicted intersection are associated
with the track. An additional pi/µ discriminating power is provided by the average number and the
r.m.s. of the distribution of the RPC strips per layer. The average number of strips per layer is expected
to be larger for pions, producing an hadronic interaction, than for muons. Other variables exploiting
clusters distribution shapes are constructed and criteria, based on all these variables, are applied to se-
lect muons. The muon selection performance has been tested on samples of kinematically identified
muons from µµee and µµγ final states and pions from three-prong τ decays and KS → pi+pi− decays.
The muon selection procedure is as follows:
- tracks re required p⊥ > 0.1 GeV/c, NDCH ≥ 12, 0.360 < θlab < 2.37 and plab > 1.0 GeV/c
- the energy deposited in the EMC is required to be consistent with the minimum ionizing particle
hypothesis, 50 MeV < Ecal < 400 MeV;
- the number of IFR layers associated with the track has to be NL ≥ 2.
- the interaction lengths of material traversed by the track has to be λmeas > 2.2.
- the number of interaction lengths expected to be traversed, for a muon of the measured momen-
tum and angle, is estimated by extrapolating the track up to the last active layer of the IFR. This
estimate takes into account the RPC efficiencies which are routinely measured and stored. The
difference ∆λ = λexp − λmeas is required to be ∆λ < 1.0, for tracks with momentum greater
than 1.2 GeV/c. For track momenta between 0.5 GeV/c and 1.2 GeV/c, a variable limit is placed:
∆λ < [(plab − 0.5)/0.7].
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Figure 3.5: Muon identification and hadron misidentification probability for the tight muon selector as a function
of momentum (left) and polar angle (right). The solid markers indicate the efficiency in 2000, the empty markers the
efficiency in 2001. Note the different scales for identification and misidentification on the left and right ordinates,
respectively.
- the continuity of the IFR clusters is defined as Tc = NLL−F+1 , where L and F are the last and
first layers with hits. Tc is expected to be 1.0 for muons penetrating an ideal detector whereas is
expected smaller for hadrons. We require Tc > 0.3 for tracks with 0.3 < θlab < 1.0 (i.e. in the
Forward End Cap) to remove beam background.
- the observed number of hit strips in each RPC layer is used to impose the conditions on the
average number of hits, m¯ < 8, and the standard deviation, σm < 4.
- the strip clusters in the IFR layers are combined to form a track and fit to a third degree polyno-
mial, with the quality of the fit selected by the condition χ2fit/DOF < 3. In addition, the cluster
centroids are compared to the extrapolated charged track, with the requirement χ2trk/DOF < 5.
The performance of the muon identification algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.5, in terms of the muon
identification efficiency and the probability per track that a hadron is misidentified as a muon; only
tracks in the fiducial volume, e.g.,with a polar angle in the range 20.6 < θlab < 135.9◦, are considered.
The errors shown are statistical only, the systematic error is dominated by variations in the performance
of the IFR as a function of position and time.
3.2.3 Charged Kaon Identification
A standard selector, based only on track candidates only tracks above 300 MeV and exploiting variables
coming from the DIRC, the DCH and the SVT, is used to identify charged kaons.
Likelihood functions are computed separately for charged particles, as products of three terms, one for
each detector subsystem and then combined, similarly to the electron algorithm previously described.
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Figure 3.6 shows a comparison of the charged kaon efficiency versus the charged pion misidentifica-
tion. ”Tight” criterium asks for a kaon likelihood greater than the one associated to the pion or proton
hypothesis.









































































Figure 3.6: Charged kaon identification and pion misidentification probability for the tight kaon micro selector
as a function of momentum (left) and polar angle (right). The solid markers indicate the efficiency for positive
particles, the empty markers the efficiency for negative particles. Note the different scales for identification and
misidentification on the left and right ordinates, respectively.
3.3 Neutral Particles Reconstruction
Neutral particles (photons, neutral pions) are detected in the EMC as clusters2 of close crystals where
energy has been deposited. They are required to be not matched to any charged track extrapolated from
the tracking volume to the inner surface of the EMC.
For this analysis a neutral particle is selected by its local maximum energy depositions in the EMC. These
energy clusters originate mostly from photons,thus momenta and angles are assigned to be consistent
with photons originating from the interaction region. The list of neutrals is also used to reconstruct the
neutral pions and the selection is detailed in section 3.4.
A cut on the minimum energy of the neutrals has been studied in order to reduce the impact of the
sizable beam-related background of low energy photons. The resolution of the kinematic variables and
the signal over background ratio, used by this analysis has been optimized. The resulting cut corre-
sponds to Eγ > 80 MeV.
Some additional backgrounds, due to hadronic interactions, either by KL or neutrons, can be reduced
by applying requests on the shape of the calorimeter clusters.
2A cluster is defined as the sum of all the adjacent crystal having a signal over threshold with overall energy greater than a
given and fixed value.
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The variable, that has been used to discriminate between electromagnetic and hadronic showers in















where N is the number of crystals associated to the electromagnetic shower, r0 ∼ 5 cm is the mean
distance between two crystals in the BABAR calorimeter, Ei, the energy associated in the i-th crystal,
numbering them such that E1 > E2 > . . . > EN , and ri, ϕi, the polar coordinates in the plane perpen-
dicular to the line pointing from the interaction point to the shower center(see Fig. 3.7).
Figure 3.7: Definition of the variables ri, ϕi and r0.
Considering that the summations start from i = 3, they omit the two crystals containing the highest
amounts of energy. Since electrons and photons deposit most of their energy in two or three crystals,
the LAT value is small for electromagnetic showers. Multiplying the energies by the squared distances
enhances the LAT for hadronic showers, compared with electromagnetic ones.
Another useful shape variable is the so-called S9S25, that is the ratio of the energy deposited in the 9
crystals closest to the cluster centroid over the energy deposited in the 25 closest clusters. Are assigned
to the neutral particles all the local energy maxima, not matching with charged tracks, and store in a list
the relative parameters, determined by assuming that the particle is a photon.
Table 3.2 shows a summary of the cuts on the neutrals.
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Cut Cut value
Neutral energy Eγ > 80 MeV
LAT 0.05 <LAT< 0.5
S9S25 S9S25 > 0.9
unmatched clusters |dθ| < 30mrad
charge> 0 &− 30 < dφ < 70mrad
charge< 0 &− 70 < dφ < 30mrad
Table 3.2: Summary of neutral selection.
3.4 Charmed, Strange and pi0 Mesons Reconstructions
Mentioned earlier, specific care must be devoted to the reconstruction of particles that exist in the
B decay products, but are not living enough to be directly observed in any subdetector.
Particles that are not directly observed inside the BABAR detector are defined as follows:
- pi0 mesons are identified pairing off information of neutral clusters, with a lower energy cut at
30 MeV and applying a cut on the LAT variable. The resulting pi0 has to have an energy above
200 MeV. A mass region of 110-155 MeV/c2, corresponding to (-4σ − +3σ), is applied. In Fig. 3.8
invariant masses and their resolutions for simulated events and real data are shown.
Mgg (GeV)
Simulation
mean = 0.13520 +/- 0.00003
sigma = 0.00640 +/- 0.00002
Mgg (GeV)
Data
mean = 0.13440 +/- 0.00003
sigma = 0.00686 +/- 0.00002
Figure 3.8: Invariant mass for photon pairs passing the pi0 selection criteria for simulated events (left) and for data
(right).
- K0S are reconstructed by taking all possible pairs of opposite sign tracks, and determining their
posible vertex. The algorithm is based on a χ2 minimization and uses, as a starting point for the
vertex finding, the point of closest approach in 3D. No constrain is applied on the invariant mass
of the two tracks but only ±3σ cut: (0.486 < mpi+pi− < 0.510 GeV/c2) is imposed. Fig. 3.9 and
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3.10 show the Data-MonteCarlo comparison for the invariant mass of the pi+pi− system and the
resulting K0S momentum, respectively. K
0
S in pi














mean = (497.305 +/- 0.005) 10-3
sigma1 = ( 1.924 +/- 0.021) 10-3
sigma2 = ( 4.349 +/- 0.031) 10-3
Figure 3.9: Mass distributions for K0S → pi+pi−. The distribution is fitted with a sum of a double gaussian and a
first order polynomial function.
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Figure 3.10: KS momentum (left) and polar angle (right) distributions in data (solid markers) and Monte Carlo
simulation (hatched histogram).
- D0 candidates are reconstructed in the modes D0 → K−pi+, D0 → K−pi+pi0, D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+
and D0 → K0Spi+pi−. The charged tracks originating from a D meson are required to have a mini-
mum momentum of 200 MeV/c for the first one and 150 MeV/c for the remaining three channels.
The D0 candidates are required to lie within ±2σ, calculated on an event-by-event basis, of the
nominal D0 mass (Fig. 3.11). All D0 candidates must have momentum 1.3 GeV/c < p∗ < 2.5
GeV/c in the Υ (4S) frame, whereas slightly looser cut (p∗ >1.0 GeV), on the lower limit, is applied
in case the D0 is used to reconstruct a D∗+ or D∗0. The lower cut is suggested by the necessity of
reducing the combinatorial background, the upper one is due to the kinematic endpoint of the D0
coming from a B → D0X decay or B → D∗+X with D∗+ → D0pi+. We perform a vertex fit and
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require a χ2 vertex probability greater than 0.1 %. All the selection cuts are summarized in Table
3.3.
Criteria Cut
Vertex fitter χ2 > 0.001
p∗(D0) ((D0) from (D∗)) > 1.0 (1.3) GeV/c
< 2.5 GeV/c
D0 → K−pi+
m(K−pi+) ±15 MeV/c MeV/c2
p(K−) > 200 MeV/c
p(pi+) > 200 MeV/c
D0 → K−pi+pi0
m(K−pi+pi0) ±25 MeV/c
p(K−, pi±) >150 MeV/c
m(pi+pi0) m(ρ)± 150 MeV/c2




+pi−) ± 20 MeV/c
p(pi±) > 150 MeV/c
D0 → K−pi+pi+pi−
m(K−pi+pi+pi−) ± 15 MeV/c
p(K−, pi±) > 150 MeV/c
Table 3.3: Summary of cuts for D0selection.
- D+ candidates are reconstructed in the modes D+ → K−pi+pi+, D+ → K−pi+pi+pi0, D+ → K0Spi+,
D+ → K0Spi+pi0 and D+ → K0Spi+pi+pi−. In the K−pi+pi+ and K−pi+pi+pi0 decay channels we
require a kaon minimum momentum of 200 MeV/c and a pion momentum greater than 150 MeV/c.
A kaon selector is used to reject pion background for the kaon track. For the K0Spi
+X modes, the
minimum charged track momentum is required to be 200 MeV/c. D+ candidates are required
to have an invariant mass within ±3σ(resolution can be found in Table 3.4), calculated on an
event-by-event basis, of the nominal D+ mass and to have a momentum p∗ > 1.0 GeV/c in the
Υ (4S) frame for the three cleanest modes(D+ → K−pi+pi+, D+ → K0Spi+ and D+ → K0Spi+pi0) and
p∗ > 1.6 GeV/c for the two remaining ones ( D+ → K−pi+pi+pi0 and D+ → K0Spi+pi+pi−). Moreover
all D+ candidates must have momentum lower than 2.5 GeV/c. A vertex fit is performed and a χ2
probability greater than 0.1 % is required. All the selection cuts are summarized in Table 3.4.
- D∗+ candidates are originated by a D0 and a pion with a momentum p∗ in the 70 − 450 MeV/c
(Figure 3.12a). Since in this analysis, as detailed in section 4.5.2, D∗+ → D+pi0 events enter in the
B → D+X category, it is reconstructed only the D∗+ → D0pi+ channel. A vertex fit for the D∗+
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Figure 3.11: D0 candidates selected for D0 → Kpi, D0 → Kpipi0 D0 → K0Spipi, and D0 → K3pi modes.
is performed using a vertical beam spot constraint to improve the angular resolution for the soft
pion. A fixed σ = 30µm is used to model the separation of the B decay vertices in the vertical
direction. Fit convergence is required but no cut is applied on the probability χ2. The selected
D∗+ candidates after vertex fitting are required to have ∆m = m(D0pi+) − m(D0) within ±3σ
of the measured nominal value (Figure 3.12b)). The ∆m distribution is fitted with the sum of two




Vertexing and χ2 beam spot constraint( σy = 30 µm), convergence
m(D0pi+)−m(D0) ±3σ
p∗(pi+) [70,450] MeV/c
Table 3.5: Summary of cuts for D∗+ selection.
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Criteria Cut
Vertex fitter χ2 > 0.001
p∗(D+) < 2.5 GeV/c
D+ → K−pi+pi+
m(K−pi+pi+) ±20 MeV/c MeV/c2
p∗(D+) > 0.1 GeV/c
p(K−) > 200 MeV/c
p(pi+) > 150 MeV/c
D+ → K−pi+pi+pi0
m(K−pi+pi+) ±30 MeV/c
p∗(D+) > 1.6 GeV/c
p(K−) > 200 MeV/c




+) ± 20 MeV/c
p∗(D+) > 1.0 GeV/c




+) ± 30 MeV/c
p∗(D+) > 1.3 GeV/c




+) ± 20 MeV/c
p∗(D+) > 1.6 GeV/c
p(pi+) > 200 MeV/c






























Figure 3.12: (a) Distribution of soft pion momentum in the Υ (4S) frame and (b) m(D∗+pi−)−m(D0) mass distri-
bution for D∗+ candidates in the B → D∗+pi+, D0 → Kpi mode. Vertical lines indicate the signal windows used in
the selection.
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- D∗0 candidate are formed by combining a selected D0 with either a pi0 or a photon; they are
required to have in the Υ (4S) frame, respectively, momentum 70 MeV/c < p∗pi0 < 450 MeV/c and
100 MeV/c < p∗γ < 450 MeV/c. For D
∗0 → D0pi0 selected D∗0 candidates should have ∆m within 4
MeV/c2 of the nominal value while the window is wider for D∗0 → D0γ (127 MeV/c2 < ∆m < 157
MeV/c2). The ∆m distribution for D∗0 → D 0pi0, obtained from an inclusive, BB enriched, sample









p∗(D∗0) 1.3 < p∗ < 2.5 GeV/c
Table 3.6: Summary of cuts for D∗0 selection.
Figure 3.13: ∆m distribution for D∗0 → D0pi0 decays, where p∗(D0) < 2.5 GeV/c.
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3.5 Data and Monte Carlo Samples
The data sample for this analysis is based on B meson candidates reconstructed using the technique
described before.
3.5.1 Data Sample
This analysis is based on a total integrated on-peak luminosity of 81.9 fb−1, with 20.7 fb−1 and 60.2 fb−1
in Run-1 and Run-2, respectively, recorded in the years 1999–2002. They correspond to about 88 millions
of BB pairs. The off-peak data, corresponding to 9.6 fb−1, were used as a control sample to check the
fit to the mES variable for the continuum events (see section 4.3).
3.5.2 Monte Carlo Samples
The Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis are summarized in Table 3.7. These samples differ either
in terms of the decay modes of the fully reconstructed B decay modes or the selection of semileptonic
decays and their decay model.
B -Cocktail samples contain specific hadronic decay modes for one of the B mesons (in the follow it
will be referred to it as the Breco candidate), corresponding to a subset of the modes used in the Semi-
Exclusive reconstruction B mesons. The second B meson (Brecoil ), in the event, decays generically
accordingly to the best estimates for the decay modes involved in the final states.
Generic BB MC represent the full simulation of all possible decays of the B meson and it should be
as similar as possible to the data sample.
B -Cocktail samples have been used only for cross-check purposes and quick studies, while generic
BB samples are actually used to model the data.
Signal Monte Carlo
Three are the kinds of signal Monte Carlo simulation produced and of interest in this analysis:
1. Purely resonant Monte Carlo, including all the exclusive B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays, based on the mea-
sured values reported in [41] and on the theoretical expectation.
2. Non-resonant Monte Carlo based on an inclusive model.
3. Proper combination of the previous two 3.
The amount of generated events and the equivalent luminosity are detailed in Table 3.7.
3See 1.6.3 for definition of hybrid MC sample model.
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Data Set 1’ B mode 2’ B mode equiv. lumin. # Breco
B0 cocktail cocktail generic 250 fb−1 326200
B± cocktail cocktail generic 210 fb−1 489700
B0 generic generic generic 114 fb−1 158600
B± generic generic generic 110 fb−1 346600
|Vub| hybrid generic hybrid signal Generic 750 fb−1 9370
|Vub| non− res generic non − res signal Generic 450 fb−1 5560
|Vub| hybrid cocktail hybrid signal Cocktail 900 fb−1 11300
|Vub| non− res cocktail non − res signal Cocktail 900 fb−1 11600
cc - - 35 fb−1 -
uu, dd, ss - - 29 fb−1 -
Table 3.7: MC event samples used in this analysis. For the equivalent luminosity of the signal MC a branching
fraction of B(b → u`ν¯ ) = 1.7 × 10−3 is assumed.
Background bb Events
Semileptonic B decays in the generic Monte Carlo simulation have been modeled with specific decay
models for the charm meson. A parameterization of HQET form factors, defined in [57], is used for
B → D∗`ν, the model of Goity and Roberts [58] is used for the non-resonant decays B → D(∗)pi`ν,
whereas the ISGW2 model [42] is used for all other semileptonic decays. The total Cabibbo-favored
semileptonic branching fraction is set to B(b → c`ν¯ ) = 10.4%, somewhat lower than the most recent





For what concerns the analysis philosophy and methodology almost the same approach as in Ref. [4]
was followed. Also the data and Monte Carlo samples are the same, although the definition of the signal
MC has been modified as described in Par. 6.2.2.
4.1 Why Semi-Exclusive Reconstruction
The aim of the Semi-Exclusive approach is to accumulate as many as possible B mesons reconstructed
in fully hadronic modes in order to study the properties of the recoiling B .
Figure 4.1: Feynman diagrams for B meson decays.
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The sum of a few, very pure, exclusive modes assures very high purity but low efficiency. On the
other hand, a fully inclusive approach, with high multiplicity reconstructed modes, is not feasible since
the level of combinatorics would be too high. A compromise has been set up, where only favoured
modes are considered, a limit on the maximum number of used particles is placed and an algorithm,
as inclusive as possible, in combining the particles, neglecting the intermediate states, when possible is
used. Since, in this way, high multiplicity modes are reconstructed, an appropriate reduction of combi-
natorics, with the request of as limited as possible CPU time, is useful to obtain a reasonable, in size and
in purity, final sample of events.
4.2 Reconstruction strategy
Because the B mesons decay predominantly into hadronic final states involving D or D∗, being their
relative Feynman diagrams Cabibbo and colour favoured (see Fig. 4.1-c and 4.1-d), this analysis will
concentrate on the fully hadronic modes where a D+(∗), D0(∗) is present. Most of their decay modes are
summarized in Table 4.1.
Decay mode Branching Fraction(%)
B → D∗−Y 22.5 ± 1.5
B → D−Y 23.9 ± 1.9
B → D∗0 26.0 ± 2.7
B → DY 63.9 ± 3.0
B → D+S Y 10.0 ± 2.5
B0 → D±lν 2.11 ± 0.17
B− → D0lν 2.15 ± 0.22
B0 → D±∗lν 4.60 ± 0.21
B− → D0∗lν 5.3 ± 0.8
B0 → D−(∗)D+(∗) ∼ ± 0.3
B0 → D−(∗)D+(∗)K ∼ ± 1.0
B0 → D−(∗)D(∗)S 4.2 ± 1.2
B+ → D0(∗)D+(∗) ∼ ± 0.3
B+ → D0(∗)D+(∗)K ∼ ± 1.0
B+ → D0(∗)D(∗)S 4.9 ± 1.2
Table 4.1: Inclusive and Exclusive branching fraction, relevant to this analysis, as measured in [44].
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The operative strategy is then the following:
1. reconstruct all possible decay modes B → DY , where the D refers to a charm meson (D0, D+, D∗0,




0, where n1 + n2 < 6, n3 < 3, and n4 < 3;
2. identify submodes and create subcategories according to their multiplicity and to the structure of
the Y system (e.g. Dpi0pi0, Mpi0pi0 < 1.5 GeV). This is meant to identify the high purity modes and
to optimize the overall purity of the sample. Clean modes have to be separated from low purity
modes;
3. determine a mode by mode ∆E cut (defined in section 4.4), in order to account for different
resolutions;
4. rank the submodes according to their purity and yields and study the ratio SS+B as a function of
the number of used modes in order to maximize the statistical significance of the sample;
5. group the submodes with similar purity;
6. resolve multiple candidates per event.
The semi-exclusive reconstruction starts with the track selection, as described in chapter 3, plus ad-
ditional cuts detailed below. Tracks satisfying the electron and muon selection criteria(3.2.1 and 3.2.2)
are discarded, all the tracks identified as kaons are assigned the kaon mass while the others are treated
as pions. Starting from the list of charged tracks available after particle identification, all feasible com-
binations of particles are studied, B candidates lists are created and explained below.
4.2.1 Reconstruction of B Candidates
About 1000 different decay chains have been reconstructed using D− and D∗− (D0 and D∗0) as seeds for
B0 (B+) decays. These seeds are the starting point of the B meson reconstruction, then other particles
are added iteratively.
The kinematic consistency of a Breco candidate with a B meson decay and the rejection of combi-
natorial background are performed using two variables: the beam-energy-substituted mass, mES =√
s/4− ~p 2B [see in detail 4.3], and the energy difference, ∆E = EB −
√
s/2 [see 4.4]; here
√
s refers to
the total energy in the Υ (4S) center of mass frame, and ~pB and EB denote the momentum and energy
of the Breco candidate in the same frame.
The plane mES vs ∆E is divided in 4 zones, shown in Fig. 4.2 and marked by:
A. The B candidate is characterized by a ∆E value that is so high that adding one more pion would
leak it out from the region. These candidates are, then, considered as candidates but not as seeds.
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B. The B candidate is considered as signal, but can also serve as a new seed to which additional pion
pairs can be added by iterating the procedure.
C. The B candidate is out of the signal region, so it can be used only as a new seed.
D. The B candidate is not considered further (discarded).
Figure 4.2: Outline of the mES − ∆E regions. The relationship between seed and candidate identification is
function of the crossing point in this plane. If a seed, for its mES and ∆E value, belongs to (A) region it can be used
only as candidate, to (B) both as a candidate and as seed, to (C) as seed but not as candidate, and finally it can not
be used in (D) case.
The candidates, surviving to this step, are then analyzed and divided into clean and dirty modes ac-
cording to their mES distribution (see 4.5); a mode dependent ∆E cut is used to reject combinatorial
background(see 4.4). The purity, the most relevant and conclusive parameter, is defined as the ratio
S
S+B , where S and B, signal and combinatorial background respectively are estimated from an mES fit
on data as detailed in section 4.3. At this point the candidate, with best ∆E , inside each given mode
is selected. The ∆E variable is used to solve the ambiguity, caused by the existence of more than one
combination of reconstructed particles, within the same B and D decay chain, that form a B meson
candidate.
Operatively the choice falls on the candidate, reconstructed in the chain, belonging to the highest
purity group (see 4.5) and in case of two decay modes with the same degree of purity, the candidate is
discarded.
A single B candidate per seed is then fully reconstructed for each event and the best candidate is selected
accordingly to its ∆E, mES and purity values and other requirements on the momentum of D mesons
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(see Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5).
Next paragraphs describe in details the mES fit technology, the ranking of the modes, the technique
yields, the choice of the best candidate and how to deal with combinatorial background.
4.3 Fit to the mES Variable
The mES variable is used, through the analysis here presented and generally in many BABAR analyses,
as powerful tool for discriminating and subtract, on a statistical basis, combinatorial background from
signal B candidates. This is mainly due to the fact that the contribution to the resolution on mES, defined
as
√
s/4− ~p 2B , is dominated by the center of mass energy resolution (∼ 2.7 MeV/c2) that is independent
of the specific B meson decay mode.
The background shape in mES is parameterized using the Argus function [60]:
dN
dmES
= N ·mES ·
√
1− x2 · exp (−ξ · (1− x2)) (4.1)
where x = mES/mmax and the shape parameter ξ is determined from a fit.
The endpoint of the Argus curve, mmax, is fixed in the fit, since it depends only on the beam energy.
The Argus function provides a good parametrization of both the continuum (cc and uds) and the com-
binatoric background from bb events 1, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The signal component is fitted using a
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mes for crossfeed bbar events
Figure 4.3: Left: mES distribution for candidates in the off-resonance data (40 MeV below the Υ (4S) mass). Right:
mES distribution for bb background (B0 reconstructed as B+ ). Argus shape fit is superimposed in both cases.
Crystal Ball function [61]:















1The non-bb MC consists of cc and uu, dd, ss events.
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where m is the peak position, σ is the width of the Gaussian distribution, a determines the crossover
point from the Gaussian distribution to the power law tail distribution, and n is a parameter describing
the tail; smaller values generate a longer tail. The tail of this function accounts for energy losses in
 [GeV/c^2]ESm
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mes for MC mode with 2 pi0
Figure 4.4: MC mES distributions for reconstructed B modes with (left) no pi0 in the final state, (middle) 1 pi0 in the
final state and (right) 2 pi0’s in the final state. The fit function is a sum of crystal ball and Argus function.
the showers of reconstructed pi0, thus the tail of the distribution depends on the reconstructed B decay
mode and in particular in the number of pi0 present in it. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 for modes with no
pi0, one pi0 and two pi0.
The maximum total number of floating parameters in the mES fits is seven. Two of them are for the
Argus function, while the remaining five parameters are for the Crystal Ball function.
In the following the number of signal events is estimated as the area of the Crystal Ball above a
threshold in mES, mES > 5.27 GeV (indicated as S). The corresponding area of the Argus function
integrated for mES > 5.27 GeV represents the equivalent number of background events (B).
4.4 ∆E Variable Window
As prefigured in 4.2, once all the possible reconstruction modes have been identified, it is necessary to
determine a window in ∆E = EB −
√
s/2 and determine a criterium to pick up one among several
candidates in a given mode.
A cut on the ∆E variable is powerful tool to choose only one B candidate per event desired, among
several reconstructed B candidates. This ∆E window, model dependent in order to account for differ-
ent resolutions, must be determined on Monte Carlo events for each decay mode. A fit with a linear
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Figure 4.5: ∆E distributions for the for the four D0 decay modes in B → D∗pipi0 : a) D0 → Kpi, b) D0 →
Kpipi0, c) D0 → K3pi and d) D0 → K0Spipi
background and a Gaussian is performed for the modes without pi0 and two sigma windows are taken.
In the case of modes with at least a pi0, the situation is worse. The reconstruction algorithm produces so
many candidates that any attempt to perform an unbiased study of ∆E distribution fails: the number
of B candidates reconstructed per decay mode needs to be constrained for technical reasons (we select
at most 10 candidates per mode per event) and this reflects in a bias for the ∆E distribution.
Therefore there is the use of the cleanest modes to determine a common window for all modes
including pi0, see, for example, D∗ pipi0 in Fig. 4.5 and how, for each B0 decay mode containing a D∗+
seed, a peculiar ∆E window is chosen2:
• for D∗+3 h, −45 < ∆E < 30 MeV
• for D∗+ h and D∗+KSh, |∆E | < 45 MeV
• for D∗+5 h and D∗+KS3h, |∆E | < 48 MeV
• for D∗+KSKS(+nh), |∆E | < 50 MeV
• all the others, −90 < ∆E < 60 MeV
2Note that h stands for a charged pi or K
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4.5 Mode Ranking, Yields and Best B Candidates Choice
The selection of the best B among different submodes cannot use the ∆E criterion, because the modes
with higher combinatoric background would be privileged with respect to the clean ones, and this in-
troduces a bias. So it is preferred to study an a-priori probability, here, by a discrimination according to
the purity, determined by fitting the mES distribution (see 4.3).
More than 1000 decay modes reconstructed in this analysis are characterized and grouped in order of
increasing purity. We define ’integrated purity’ the ratio SS+B for the mES distribution, where all the
modes are summed if the resulting purity is higher or equal than the considered one.
Figure 4.6: Dependence of (a) the quality factor S
S+B
and (b) the purity on the yield in 19 fb−1 when adding modes.
Modes ordered can be ordered by increasing background (red dots), increasing S
S+B
(green dots) or decreasing
purity (black dots).
Ranking the modes based on their purity and adding them to the sample one at a time, subdivides
the long list of modes into an optimal set of modes. Every time a mode is addicted, the yield increases
and the purity mostly decreases3.
Looking at Fig. 4.6, the dependences of the important SS+B as a function of the number of added
modes is evident. The best solution, as coming from Fig. 4.6-a around the maximum, is at about 7K
fully reconstructed candidates, for a 19 fb−1 data sample, with a purity of 50%. In Fig. 4.6-b different
attempts, about how modes can be ordered in alternative way4, are reported.
The ranking, according to the purity, has thus been used to:
- Pick up candidates among modes. If an event contains candidates, that pass the whole selection
in more than one mode, then the candidate in the mode with the best purity is selected.
- Group the modes. Four mutually exclusive categories have been identified:
3It is not mathematically enforced.
4E.g. We tried out by increasing background, increasing S
S+B
or decreasing purity.
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– the neat modes, those that, added up, have a purity of more than 80%
– the clean modes, that added to the neat ones push the purity down to about 50%
– the dirty modes, that added to the clean ones bring the purity down to about 10%
– the other modes
4.5.1 Background Subtraction
In the sample of reconstructed B decays two backgrounds need to be considered: the combinatorial back-
ground from BB and continuum events, due to random association of tracks and neutral clusters, which
do not peak in mES and background which peak in mES.
After applying all selection criteria, the remaining combinatorial background is subtracted by per-
forming an unbinned likelihood fit to the mES distribution. In this fit (6, 6.3.1), the combinatorial back-
ground originating from e+e− → qq¯ (q = u, d, s, c) continuum and BB events is described by an em-
pirical threshold function [62], and the signal is described by a modified Gaussian [61] peaked at the B
meson mass.
After the requirement of a charged lepton in the rest of the event, the background is dominated by
the BB combinatorial background. There is however a small fraction of BB background which peaks in
mES. This occurs in cases where the true modes are different from the reconstructed one just for a single
soft particle (e.g. B0 → D∗−pi+, D∗− → D0pi−, confused with a B+ → D0pi+ event where the soft pi− is
lost.)
If the particle, that makes the difference, is neutral, the only effect is a bit change for the worse of
the resolution on the kinematic quantities, while it is definitively worse when a charged particle is lost,
because the neutral and charged B samples get mixed up.
This last case is called cross-feed: the effects of this kind of background on this analysis is small (1-
2%), no background subtraction is explicitly done, and the associated systematic uncertainty is shown
in section 7.1.
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4.5.2 B Decays Reconstruction SUMMARY
Overall, it’s correctly reconstructed one B candidates in 0.3% (0.5%) of the B0B0 (B+ B−) events. In
this section the selection criteria are summarized in dedicated tables, while the mES distributions for the
four groups D∗X are all shown in Figure 4.7.
• Selection criteria for D∗+ → D0pi+ and D∗+ → D +pi0 Table 4.2
• Selection criteria for D+ Table 4.3
• Selection criteria for D∗0 → D0pi0and D∗0 → D0γ Table 4.4
• Selection criteria for D0. Table 4.5
Table 4.2:
B → D∗Y reconstruction into D∗+ → D 0pi+
cut D0 → K−pi+ D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+ D0 → K−pi+pi0 D0 → K0Spi−pi+
mD window ± 15 MeV ± 15 MeV ± 25 MeV ± 20 MeV
∆m window ±2 MeV
D0 momentum < 2.5 GeV
D∗ momentum > 0.5 GeV
B → D∗Y reconstruction into D∗+ → D +pi0
This mode is almost fully recovered by
the ”semileptonic-reconstruction” technique
that allows combinatorial of charged and neutral pi mesons
in the fully reconstructed chain
Table 4.3:
B0 → D+Y reconstruction D+
cut D+ → Kpipi D+ → K0Spi D+ → K0Spipi0 D+ → Kpipipi0 D+ → K0Spipipi
mD window ± 20 MeV ± 20 MeV ± 30 MeV ± 30 MeV ± 30 MeV
D0 low cut p∗ > 1.0 GeV > 1.6 GeV
D0 high cut p∗ < 2.5 GeV
A tight kaon identification (see 3.2.3) is applied on modes with charged kaons
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Table 4.4:
B+ → D∗0Y reconstruction into D∗0 → D0pi0 and into D∗0 → D0γ
cut D0 → K−pi+ D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+ D0 → K−pi+pi0 D0 → K0Spi−pi+
mD window ± 20 MeV ± 30 MeV ± 20 MeV ± 30 MeV
D0 low cut p∗ > 1.0 GeV > 1.6 GeV
D0 high cut p∗ < 2.5 GeV
Table 4.5:
B+ → D0Y reconstruction D0
cut D0 → K−pi+ D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+ D0 → K−pi+pi0 D0 → K0Spi−pi+
mD window ± 15 MeV ± 25 MeV ± 15 MeV ± 20 MeV
Charged tracks:
lower p∗ cut > 200 MeV > 150 MeV
D0 high cut p∗ < 2.5 GeV
D0 low cut p∗ > 1.3 GeV
Vertex fit χ2 > 0.01
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Figure 4.7: mES distributions and fits for the final Semi-exclusive sample. Top left: B0 → D∗+Y . Top right:
B0 → D+Y . Bottom left: B+ → D∗0Y . Bottom right: B+ → D0Y . The cuts applied on the single mode purity are
described in section 5.2.2 and quoted in Table 5.1
.
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Chapter 5
Inclusive Approach to Semileptonic
Charmless B Decays
5.1 Analysis of Semileptonic B Decay in the Recoil
As mentioned in the Introduction, this measurement is based on the study of the recoil of fully recon-
structed B mesons; which offers many advantages over traditional techniques:
- First of all it assures a very clean environment since one of the two B mesons from the decay of
the Υ (4S) is reconstructed in a fully hadronic mode , the remaining particles in the event then
originate from the other B .
- It is possible to require charge conservation in the event and impose that the missing mass of the
events be compatible with zero.
- The resolution on the reconstructed quantities, such as MX , the invariant mass of the hadron X ,
and q2 , the squared invariant mass of the two leptons, can be improved by using a kinematic fit.
- The momentum of the recoiling B is known and therefore it is possible to apply a Lorentz transformation
to the charged lepton four-momentum and compute it in the B rest frame.
- The charge of the B meson is known. B0(B0) and B+ (B−) mesons can be studied separately.
- The flavor of the B meson is known. The correlation between the charge of the lepton and the
flavor of the B can be used to reject B → D → lepton background events (the so-called cascade
events).
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The only disadvantage of this technique is low efficiency due to the low efficiency of the B recon-
struction (∼ (0.1 ÷ 0.4)%). All the efficiencies quoted, from now on, will be calculated with respect to
the one for selecting the sample with at least one fully reconstructed B .
5.2 Recoil Reconstruction
For a complete understanding of semileptonic B¯ → X`ν¯ decays, right side of Fig. 5.1, the following
particles and reconstruction technique play a central-main roˆle in this study:
- events with a fully reconstructed B meson are selected by the Semi-Exclusive reconstruction, see
section 4.2
- charged particles and neutral clusters are selected in order to assure well known efficiencies and
minimal backgrounds, see sections 3.1 and 3.3
- leptons, (`), are identified using standard BABAR algorithms for electrons and muons, described in
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
- charged and neutral kaons are used to separate B¯ → Xu`ν¯ from the dominant B¯ → Xc`ν¯ decays,
see sections 3.2.3 and 3.4
- The hadron system, X , the charged lepton and the undetected neutrino, ν, make up the best of
the event (except for lost particles) recoiling against the Breco . Their kinematics is reconstructed s
described in Section 5.2.1.
Figure 5.1: Semileptonic events in the recoil of a fully reconstructed B meson.
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5.2.1 Hadronic System Reconstruction
The hadronic system X is reconstructed from charged tracks and energy depositions in the calorimeter
that are not associated with the Breco candidate or the identified lepton. The measured four-momentum








where p are four-momenta and the indices ch and γ refer to the selected number of charged tracks, and
photons. Care is taken to eliminate fake charged tracks (see section 3.1), as well as low-energy beam-
generated photons and energy depositions in the calorimeter (section 3.3) from charged and neutral
hadrons. K0
S
reconstruction is used for kaon veto only, no mass constraint is applied on it.
The neutrino four-momentum pν is estimated from the missing momentum four-vector
pmiss = pΥ (4S) − pmBreco − pmX − pm` = QCM − pmreco − pmX − pm` (5.2)
where all momenta are measured in the laboratory frame, pΥ (4S) refers to the Υ (4S) meson and QCM
is the four-momenta of the colliding beams. The measured invariant mass squared, m2miss = p
2
miss,
is an important estimator of the quality of the reconstruction of the total recoil system. Undetected
particles and measurement uncertainties affect the determination of the four-momenta of the X system
and neutrino, and lead to a large leakage of B¯ → Xc`ν¯ background from the high MX into the low
MX region. Likewise any sizeable energy loss of the leptons via bremsstrahlung or internal radiation
will impact the measurement of these two quantities. The effect of initial state radiation is rather small,
due to the fact that the width of the Υ (4S) resonance is rather small.
Kinematic Constraints and Kinematic Fit
To improve the resolution on these four-momenta this analysis exploits the well-known kinematics
of the e+e−→ Υ (4S) → BB process and performs a two-constraint kinematic fit, that imposes four-
momentum conservation, the equality of the masses of the two B mesons, mrecoil = mreco, and forces
m2miss = p
2
ν = 0, to the whole event. The fit takes into account the measurement errors of all individual
particles and the measured missing mass on an event-by-event basis. The parameterization of particles
participating in the kinematic reconstruction of the semileptonic B decays are defined as follows:
3-Vector Parameterization used for all particles i1
~
pfiti = ai ~p
m
i + bi ~uθi + ci ~uφi
1i is for Breco, `, ν and X system.




| ~pfitreco|2 + (dimreco)2 where ~preco is ≡ (ai, bi, ci, di), with i : Breco
Lepton: Efitl =
q
| ~pfitl |2 + m2l where ~pl is ≡ (ai, bi, ci), with i : Lepton
Neutrino: Efitν = | ~pfitν | where ~pν is ≡ (ai, bi, ci), with i : Neutrino











where ~pX is ≡ (ai, bi, ci), with i : X − System
where quantities with apex fit are those computed by the kinematic fitting algorithm, whereas the mea-
sured values are marked with the m apex. The Breco candidate enters with four parameters in the
 [GeV/c2]reco
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Figure 5.2: Left: Missing mass sq. of the event before (upper plot) and after (lower plot) the kinematic fit. Due
to the zero-mass hypothesis for the neutrino the missing mass of the event after the fit is within the precision
compatible with zero. Right: Mass resolution of the Breco (left side) before (upper plots) and after (lower plots)
the kinematic fit. Due to the imposed equal-mass constraint, the masses of the two B mesons are, within precision,
identical after the fit.
kinematic fit whereas the other candidates are described with only three fit parameters. The neutrino is
assumed to be massless and unmeasured in the kinematic reconstruction.
The kinematic fit is then based on an iterative χ2 minimization. The external constraints are introduced
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using the concept of Lagrange multipliers:
χ2 = (~y − ~y0)T V −1(~y − ~y0) + 2λ~f(~y) ,
where V is the covariance matrix, ~y the fit vector, ~y0 the expected vector and ~f(~y) the constraint function.
The χ2 is summed over the 4 i indices. Results of the kinematic fit are shown in Fig. 5.2, where the
distributions of the missing mass of the event, m2miss , are plotted before and after it. Due to the zero-
mass hypothesis for the neutrino, the missing mass of the event is - by definition - zero after the fit.
Fig. 5.2 (right) shows also the mass resolution of the Breco and the Brecoil candidate before and after
the kinematic fit. Due to the imposed equal-mass constraint, the masses of the two B mesons are, within
precision, identical after the fit.
Forcing the semileptonic B events to fulfill the constraints of energy and momentum conservation,
zero missing mass, and the equal-mass hypothesis leads not only to an improvement of the RMS of the
mass resolution of the X system but also the bias is reduced. This stability together with the overall
improvements in resolution and mass bias clearly favors the fitted kinematic quantities over the recon-
structed ones.
5.2.2 Event Selection and Based Cuts
The event based selection criteria can be divided into three different groups, namely the cuts are de-
signed to
. select a sample of semileptonic B decays, Nmeassl (charged lepton above minimum momentum,
correlation between lepton charge and B flavor)
. select signal events, Nmeasu , (exactly one lepton, zero total charge, missing mass squared compati-
ble with zero)
. reduce the b → c`ν¯ background (veto on charged and neutral kaons, requirements on kinematic
variables MX , q2 )
The criteria, described below, have been chosen on the basis of an optimization designed to minimize
the statistical error in the extraction of B¯ → Xu`ν¯ signal events. The plots for each variable 2 were
produced using Cocktail MC, with an equivalent statistics of to 250 fb−1. The Signal (S) and Background
(B) events used for the optimization, are the B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → Xc`ν¯ ones presented in sec. 6.1.1 and
used to calculate the ratio of branching ratios.
Selection criteria which have been optimized include:
2All the selection cuts are applied, except the one on the plotted variable.
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- cut on the purity per seed for reconstructed B modes
The semi-exclusive reconstruction allows for a selection of the purity of the sample: the higher the
purity, the smaller the total sample. The impact of the purity selection on the statistical error was
studied on the basis of data. The ratio S/S+B, for events passing all selection criteria as a function
of the purity for the four charm seeds is shown in Figure 5.3 while in Table 5.1 the optimal cuts are
summarized, as a function of the semi-exclusive reconstruction decay channel.
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Figure 5.3: Statistical significance (S/S + B) as a function of the purity (in %) for the four charm seeds of the
reconstructed B sample after all cuts: clockwise (starting from the upper left plot) the seeds are B0 → D+∗X ,
B0 → D+X , B± → D0X , B+ → D∗0X .
Seed Mode Cut on Purity S B
B0 → D∗X 24% 228± 18 51± 12
B0 → D+X 9% 510± 31 357 ± 26
B± → D0X 9% 615± 33 470 ± 27
B± → D∗0X 8% 307± 23 172 ± 19
Total - 1660 ± 54 1050± 44
Table 5.1: Signal yield S and background B per seed, for the 81.9 fb−1 data sample, as obtained from fits to the
mES distribution for the optimum choice of the purity of the sample.
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- Lepton with a momentum in the B rest frame, p∗` > 1 GeV/c
Semileptonic B decays are identified by the presence of a high momentum electron or muon. A
minimum lepton momentum, in the B rest frame, is required to reduce the backgrounds from
secondary charm or τ± decays and from fake leptons. It is possible to boost to the rest frame of
the recoiling B since the momenta of the Υ (4S) and the reconstructed B are known. Applying this
cut p∗` > 1 GeV/c removes about 10% of the fraction of signal events, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
theoretical uncertainty in the small fraction of the spectrum lost by this cut is expected to be small.
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Figure 5.4: Cocktail MC: The momentum p∗ of the lepton in the recoiling B rest frame after all analysis cuts. Left: top is
b → u`ν¯ , bottom is b → c`ν¯ . Right: B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → X`ν¯ to show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating
power of the variable.
- Number of leptons, N` = 1
In b → c`ν¯ transitions it is possible to find out a second lepton originated in cascade decays
of the charm particles. In contrast, in b → u`ν¯ decays, secondary leptons are very rare. Thus
to isolate the b → u`ν¯ signal sample one and only one lepton with p∗` > 1 GeV/c is requested
in the event; on the other hand, for the measurement of Nmeassl , which is dominated by b →
c`ν¯ , events with additional leptons are accepted. The number of detected leptons per event is
shown in Fig. 5.5. The cut at 1 GeV/c is chosen since it minimizes the uncertainties in the lepton
identification, background estimate and theoretical uncertainty.
- Lepton Charge and B Flavor Correlation.
In semileptonic decays of the B meson the lepton charge is correlated with the B flavor, this means
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Figure 5.5: Cocktail MC: Number of identified leptons with p∗` > 1 GeV/c after all analysis cuts. Left: top is b → u`ν¯ , bottom
is b → c`ν¯ . Right: B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → X`ν¯ to show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating power of the
variable.
QBrecoil Q` > 0 for primary leptons and QBrecoil Q` < 0 for secondary leptons (here QBrecoil refers
to the b -quark charge and Q` to the lepton charge in the semileptonic decay).
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Figure 5.6: Cocktail MC: Total charge of the event after all analysis cuts. Left: top is b → u`ν¯ , bottom is b → c`ν¯ . Right:
B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → X`ν¯ to show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating power of the variable.
For charged B mesons, this condition is imposed, for neutral B both combinations are retained,
since in mixed events the B flavor is changed. Correction due to neutral B mesons mixing is then
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applied (par. 6.2.4)
- Total Charge of the Event, Qtot = 0.
The reconstructed MX value is reduced if one or more charged particles are lost, therefore charge
conservation Qtot = QBreco + QBrecoil = 0 is imposed
3. This cut not only rejects the events with
a missing charged particle, but also those with an additional charged particle due to γ → e+e−
conversions or tracking errors. The rejection of B¯ → Xc`ν¯ events, their higher charged multiplicity,
and, in particular, to the low tracking efficiency for very low momentum pions from D∗ decays is
due to Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.7: Cocktail MC: Missing mass squared after all analysis cuts. Left: top is b → u`ν¯ , bottom is b → c`ν¯ . Right:
B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → X`ν¯ show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating power of the variable.
- Missing Mass Squared, m2miss < 0.5 GeV/c
2.
In semileptonic B decays the only undetected particle should be the neutrino, thus a cut on the
missing mass is a very powerful tool to reject events in which one or more particles are undetected
or very poorly measured. As illustrated in Fig. 5.7, the m2miss distribution is much wider and ex-
tends to higher values for b → c`ν¯ decays. A cut in this variable results in a valuable background
suppression, due to higher multiplicities and/or the presence of an additional neutrino or KL in
charm decays. The optimal cut m2miss < 0.5 GeV/c
2 is chosen because, a tighter cut introduces a
large systematic uncertaintis due to differences in the m2miss resolution in the data and MC simula-
tions, and a looser cut results in poor signal-to-background ratio and thus unacceptable statistical
3This is the optimized value because adding the events with Qtot = ±1 reduces the signal-to-background ratio significantly
and therefore worsens the relative statistical error.
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and systematic errors in the subtraction of the background.
- m2miss,PR < −3 GeV2/c4
One of the dominant backgrounds (∼ 50% of the entire B¯ → Xc`ν¯ ) in the B0 decays is B0 → D∗`ν,
with D∗ → D0pi. This decay can be identified exploiting the fact that the mass difference between
the D∗ and the D0 is close to the pion mass and therefore the pion produced in the D∗ decay is soft
and basically collinear with the D∗. A discriminant variable that exploits this characteristics can be
mutuated from partial reconstructions analyses [63]. Using the approximation that the direction
of flight of the pion is the same as the D∗ one, taking into account that the soft pion energy in the
D∗ rest frame is fixed (E
′






where β and γ refer to the D∗ boost and P
′
pi = 39.0 MeV/c is the soft pion momentum in the
D∗ frame. Neglecting the second term in equation 5.3 the D∗ energy in the LAB frame can be
computed as
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Figure 5.8: Left: m2miss,PR after all analysis cuts for neutral B meson decays with a positively identified soft pion. Left: top is
b → u`ν¯ , bottom is b → c`ν¯ . Right: B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → X`ν¯ to show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating
power of the variable.
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Given the 4-momentum p∗D of the D
∗ is now known, the missing invariant mass can be computed
as
m2miss,PR = |precoil − pD∗ − plepton|2 (5.5)
This variable peaks at zero in the case of the background and it is flat in the case of the signal, as
it can be seen in Figure 5.8. B0 events with m2miss,PR > −3 GeV2/c4 are therefore rejected, if a soft
pion is positively identified.
- Number of Kaons, NK± = NKs = 0
Since 90% of charmed mesons decays involved kaons, whereas B¯ → Xu`ν¯ events are basically
free of them, the kaon detection in the recoil system and the rejection of the events containing a
kaon are powerful tools to reduce the background from B¯ → Xc`ν¯ decays. Both the number of
identified charged kaons and the number of detected KS are required to be zero (see Figure 5.9).
Studies performed show that EMC and IFR information does not permit the identification of KL
and KS → pi0pi0 with a sufficient degree of purity. Charged kaons are identified [5] with an
efficiency varying between 60% at the highest and almost 100% at the lowest momenta. The
K0
S
→ pi+pi− decays are reconstructed with an efficiency of 80% from pairs of oppositely charged
tracks with an invariant mass between 486 and 510 MeV/c2.
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Figure 5.9: Cocktail MC: Number of identified charged kaons after all analysis cuts. Left: top is b → u`ν¯ , bottom is b → c`ν¯ .
Right: B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and B¯ → X`ν¯ to show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating power of the variable.
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Figure 5.10: Cocktail MC: mX after all analysis cuts. Left: top is b → u`ν¯ , bottom is b → c`ν¯ . Right: B¯ → Xu`ν¯ and
B¯ → X`ν¯ to show the signal over background ratio and the discriminating power of the variable.
On the basis of this kaon veto, two data samples are defined:
1. the signal-enriched sample, where NK± = NK0S = 0
2. the signal-depleted sample, where NK± > 0 or NK0S > 0 the signal-depleted sample is used to
study data-MC agreement on the discriminating variables.
Selection Criteria Nmeassl N
meas
u
Breco candidate per-mode purity cuts per-mode purity cuts
Minimum lepton momentum p∗ > 1.0 GeV p∗ > 1.0 GeV
Number of charged leptons Nlepton > 0 Nlepton = 1
Lepton Charge - B Flavor Qb(recoil)Q` > 0 Qb(recoil)Q` > 0
Total charge per event Qtot = 0
Missing mass sq. M2miss < 0.5 GeV
2
Kaon Veto NK± = 0 and NKS = 0
Table 5.2: Selection criteria for b → q`ν¯ and b → u`ν¯ events.
Table 5.2 summarizes the selection criteria. The requirements on the kinematic variables considered in
this thesis, MX , the invariant mass of the hadrons X , and q2 , the squared invariant mass of the two
leptons will be detailed in the next chapter an example, the fitted mX distribution for b → u`ν¯ signal
and b → c`ν¯ background is reported here in Fig. 5.10, while q2 news are sent back to chapter 6.
Chapter 6
|Vub| Extraction: the Analysis Core
As already anticipated the extraction of |Vub| is a challenge both for theory and experiment.
Theoretically, inclusive semileptonic rates can be calculated reliably at the parton level (for more details
see Chapter 1). However, the dynamics of B meson decays depend on the b quark mass and its motion
inside the meson. Calculations of the decay rate rely on operator product expansions (OPE) in inverse
powers of the b quark mass. These depend on the choice of renormalization scale and include non-
perturbative contributions, resummed into the so-called shape function (SF), which introduce model
uncertainties.
Experimentally, the main problem is the separation of b → u`ν¯ decays1 from the more abundant
b → c`ν¯ decays. Selection criteria applied to achieve this separation generally make the theoretical
extrapolation to the full decay rate more difficult. In addition, the as yet poorly known dynamics of
the decays introduce large uncertainties in the determination of the efficiencies of the selection criteria.
The relatively small backgrounds allow for loose selection criteria and reduce the uncertainty in the ex-
trapolation to the full decay rate. Moreover, the fact that in out approach the B momentum is known
allows us to isolate the signal in several regions of phase space and perform different measurements
with relatively uncorrelated theoretical and experimental uncertainties.
The kinematic variables considered in this work are MX , the invariant mass of the hadrons X , and q2 ,
the squared invariant mass of the two leptons. The main background from B¯ → Xc`ν¯ decays is located
at high values of MX and low values of q2 , while the B¯ → Xu`ν¯ signal events extends to low MX and
high q2 values (see Fig 6.1).
New studies, based on the same analysis strategy and data set as in analysis published by BABAR in
Ref. [1], are motivated by the recent discussion on the theoretical uncertainties to be assigned to the
measurement of |Vub|, see for instance [64, 65, 66] 2.
1Unless otherwise specified, charge conjugation is always implied throughout this thesis.
2A review of the previous measurements of |Vub| is given in Ref. [66].
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Figure 6.1: Distribution on MonteCarlo simulated events of the squared invariant mass of the leptons (q2 ) and the
invariant mass of the hadronic recoil system (MX ) in semileptonic b → u`ν¯ (left) and b → c`ν¯ decays (right). The
model utilized for the left plot is the non-resonant model described in Sec. 6.2.1. The full (dashed) line indicates the
phase-space region selected by the MX (MX - q2 ) analysis.
The measurements reported here are either based on novel techniques (section 6.3.1) or have smaller un-
certainties than the existing ones. Section 6.3.2 describes a new implementation of the fitting technique
and its validation with respect to the published one.
Kinematical distributions are fitted and the number of signal and background events is determined
by counting events in given kinematical (MX , q2 ) regions.
The charmless semileptonic branching fraction, relative to the total semileptonic rate measured at
BABAR, is computed after determining signal efficiencies and the theoretical extrapolation factor to the
full phase space. The magnitude of |Vub| is then computed from theoretical expressions (eq. 6.14 and
6.16) [67],[66].
Several possible ways to incorporate the q2 information in the measurement have been tried, as de-
scribed in following 3 sections. The simplest one, described in Section 6.4, fits the MX spectrum after
cutting on q2 , and has been already presented in a preliminary measurement [68]. This approach suf-
fers from the reduced data sample after the q2 cut, results in fit instabilities and to a poor background
determination, which can be recovered at the expense of an increased systematic uncertainty. Another
possibility, described in Section 6.5, is to fit directly the q2 spectrum after cutting on MX . However, it
can be shown (Figure 6.2) that the q2 distribution is much less discriminant than the MX one, and there-
fore a fit of the q2 distribution will generally give large statistical uncertainties. As it will be shown, the
technique which gives the best accuracy in statistical terms is a simultaneous fit of MX and q2 . This com-
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bined fit approach can be followed in order to give a measurement within the same theoretical framework
as in the previously published one, and is presented in Section 6.6. However, that theoretical framework
is now under discussion [69] and, in any case, it is interesting to use also other models. For this reason,
the analysis technique was modified in order to extract a partial branching fraction, with little model de-
pendence, in a limited phase space region, and to use different predictions for the extrapolation factor
to the full phase space. This unfolding technique is described in Section 6.7. Section 6.8 shows results for
the partial and total charmless semileptonic branching fraction by using this unfolding technique in the
two theoretical frameworks due to De Fazio and Neubert [43], and to Bauer, Ligeti and Luke [2]. These
measurements are consistent with the other techniques, which make more confident into the result.
Figure 6.2: Distribution in MX (top) and q2 (bottom) for b → u`ν¯ , b → c`ν¯ and non-semileptonic events.
Finally, the already published MX analysis was reinterpreted following the developments in the under-
standing of the theoretical uncertainties, as summarized in Section 6.10.
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6.1 Measurement Technique
BABAR has already published a determination of |Vub| from a measurement of the inclusive charmless
semileptonic branching fraction B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) [1] based on the study of the recoil to fully reconstructed
B mesons, studying the hadronic mass, MX , and applying on it a kinematic cut on MX <1.55 GeV/c2.
Although being the most precise measurement of this quantity, it was dominated (17% on the branching
ratio, i.e. 8.5% on |Vub|) by the theoretical uncertainty on the underlying kinematical variables distribu-
tions, and therefore to the extrapolation to the full phase space.
Theoretical studies indicate that it is possible to reduce the theoretical error on the extrapolation tak-
ing advantage of other kinematic variables or applying simultaneous cuts on MX and q2 in inclusive
B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays [2]. In fact, while MX has a great usable fraction of events, in order of 70%, but
depends on the shape function describing the Fermi motion of the b quark inside the B meson, q2 is less
sensitive to non-perturbative effects and less dependent on the model. Unfortunately, only a small frac-
tion of events (about 20%) usable with pure q2 requirements. The theoretical study presented [2] shows
that a combined cut on MX and q2 may mitigate the drawbacks of the two methods while retaining
good statistical and systematical sensitivities.
The measurement of |Vub| through inclusive charmless semileptonic decays B¯ → Xu`ν¯ , reported
here, uses a combination of MX and q2 requirements, where the extrapolation of the Branching Fraction
measurements from a limited corner of phase space to the full spectrum has been done by following
Bauer et al., [2]. Comparisons with selection criteria based on a single kinematic variable, and on MX ,
q2 combinations, are also shown where the theoretical uncertainty is evaluated by using the De Fazio-
Neubert model for charmless semileptonic decays implemented in the BABAR Monte Carlo simulation
[43].
The event selection and reconstruction and the measurements of branching fractions follow closely the
strategy described in the Ref. [1].
6.1.1 Extraction of BR(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) by Normalization to the Number of Semilep-
tonic Decays
The inclusive charmless semileptonic branching ratio is extracted using a combination of requirements
on the MX and q2 variables. A given set of cuts is applied in order to reject the b → c`ν¯ background
and to improve the resolution on the variables. To cancel out some systematic uncertainties a technique,
the ratio of branching ratios, Ru/sl = B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ )/B(B¯ → X`ν¯ ), is extracted rather than a direct mea-
surement of the B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ )the branching ratio, is preferred. To measure Ru/slthe observed number
of events, corrected for background and efficiency, is normalized to the total number of semileptonic
decays b → q`ν¯ (here q stands for c or u) in the Brecoil event sample.
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The measurement of a ratio of branching ratios offers four experimental advantages:
1. The efficiency of the semi-exclusive reconstruction is not needed. This is very important because
the semi-exclusive reconstruction efficiency (see 4 and 4.1) is affected by large uncertainties due to
the fact that many of the reconstructed modes are not well described in the MC.
2. Most of the systematics, due to charged lepton identification, are removed since they are present
in both numerator and denominator of the ratio and they vanish.
3. The normalization to the number of semileptonic events, that is extracted from a fit to the mES
distribution (for details see 4.3), is less affected by biases, since they affect in almost the same way
numerator and denominator of the ratio. As shown in previous sections 4.3 and 5.2.2, the quality
of the mES fits and the signal over background ratio improves a lot in events with at least a charged
lepton with at least 1 GeV/c center-of-mass momentum.
4. Theoretically, the benefits of this relative measurement are limited, even though the uncertainty
from the OPE (see Chapter 1 and 6) impacts both expansions.
This ratio can be measured by using the following formula:
Ru/sl =
B(b → u`ν¯ )
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Figure 6.3: χ2 fit to the mX distribution: a) data (points) and fit components, and b) data and signal MC after
subtraction of the b → c`ν¯ and the ”other” backgrounds.
- Nmeasu = Nu+BGu is the total number of events after all the analysis cuts, including the kinematic
ones (e.g. MX < MX cut GeV/c2, or q2 > q2cut GeV
2/c4, or a combination of them), in the signal
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enhanced sample. Selection criteria include constraints on the sum of the charges of all observed
particles in the event, correlations between the sign of the charged lepton and the flavor of the
reconstructed B meson, requirements on the missing momentum and mass, and a veto on strange
particles.
The resulting sample of semileptonic events (Nmeasu ) contains both the signal events and a sizeable
background BGu primarily from b → c`ν¯ decays. The shapes in MX and q2 of this background is
estimated from Monte Carlo simulation.
A binned χ2 fit is performed to the distribution of the kinematical variables to determine the rel-
ative normalization of the background in data and Monte Carlo. The number of signal events
in the signal region is then extracted by background extrapolation. As an example, the fit to the
MX distribution shown in Fig. 6.3 allows to determine and to subtract the background,BGu, at
MX < MX cut . Similar fits can be performed on the q2 or to the 2-dimensional MX - q2 distributions.
The resulting measured number of events can be expressed in terms of N trueu , the true number of
b → u`ν¯ events, as
Nu = N
meas
u −BGu = uselukinul ut N trueu , (6.2)
- Nmeassl = Nsl +BGsl
3 is the number of events with at least one charged lepton passing the charge-
flavor correlation. The Breco background is subtracted using the sidebands of the mES distribution.
The background BGsl is mainly due to misidentified leptons and semileptonic charm decays; it is
estimated from Monte Carlo. Figure 6.4 shows the result of the mES fit used to determine Nmeassl .
- usel is the efficiency for detecting B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays in the tagged sample Nsl. It is taken from the
Monte Carlo.
- ukin is the efficiency of cut on the kinematic variables (MX , q
2 , or both) that depends on the
theoretical model.
- sl,ul are the efficiencies on the lepton momentum cut for B¯ → X`ν¯ and B¯ → Xu`ν¯ events, respec-
tively.
- sl,ut are the efficiencies for the reconstruction of Breco in B¯ → X`ν¯ and B¯ → Xu`ν¯ events, respec-
tively.
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t ) is expected to be close to, but not equal to unity. Due to the difference
in multiplicity and the different lepton momentum spectra, the tag efficiency t and lepton efficiency l
are expected to be slightly different for the two classes of events.
The inclusive semileptonic branching fraction is then obtained from Ru/sl using the B¯ → Xc`ν¯
branching ratio measured in BABAR, B(B¯ → Xc`ν¯ ) = (10.61 ± 0.16(exp.) ± 0.06(theo.))% [70] which,
given the previous BABAR measurement for the charmless semileptonic branching ratio [71], corre-


















Figure 6.4: Fit to the mES distribution for the sample with high momentum lepton.
6.2 Changes w.r.t. Published Analysis
The majority of considerations and optimizations perfermed for the analysis [4, 1] are object of previous
chapters, and are still valid for the new analysis published. Nevertheless it has been necessary to intro-
duce some changes in both the experimental techniques (see 6.2.2, 6.2.3) and theoretical assumptions
(6.2.1).
Here they are referred.
6.2.1 Simulation of B¯ → Xu`ν¯ Decays
Charmless semileptonic B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays are simulated as a combination of both three-body decays
to narrow resonances, Xu = pi, η, ρ, ω, η′, and decays to non-resonant hadronic final states Xu. The
simulation of the inclusive charmless semileptonic B decays into hadronic states with masses larger
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than 2mpi is based on a prescription by De Fazio and Neubert [43] (It will be referred in the next as
DFN), which calculates the triple differential decay rate, d3Γ / dq2 dE` dsH (sH = MX 2), up to O(αs)
corrections. The motion of the b quark inside the B meson is incorporated in the DFN formalism by
convolving the parton-level triple differential decay rate with a non-perturbative Shape Function (SF).
The Shape Function describes the distribution of the momentum k+ of the b quark inside the B meson.
The two free parameters of the SF are Λ¯SF and λSF1 . The first relates the B meson mass, mB , to the b
quark mass, mSFb = mB − Λ¯SF , and −λSF1 is the average momentum squared of the b quark in the B
meson.
The Shape Function parameterization used in the generator is of the form
F (k+) = N(1− x)ae(1+a)x, (6.3)
where x = k+
Λ¯SF
≤ 1 and a = −3(Λ¯SF )2/λSF1 − 1.
The original DFN paper [43] suggested that the SF parameters could be related to the operator product
expansion parameters by mB − Λ¯SF = mb and λSF1 = −µ2pi.
In the previous BABAR publication [1], the theoretical error due to the Shape Function parameters
were determined by varying them [43] according to the results of a fit to b → c`ν¯ moments performed
by the CLEO collaboration [66] (see green curve in Fig. 6.5). There has been general consensus [72, 64]
that this is not appropriate beyond the leading order to perturbation theory.
One of these publications [72] was also suggesting an alternative model which could be valid at
higher orders and that would have allowed to use the parameters as extracted from the high statistics
b → c`ν¯ measurements. Unfortunately this model is not usable over the whole phase space and it
cannot be used as is to build an alternative MC [73]. We are, for the time being, not going to use this
model for the simulation, but we will provide instead partial Branching Fractions in particular phase
space regions so that theorists can turn the result into |Vub| themselves.
The other possible source of information on the Shape Function parameters is the b → sγ events, in
particular their energy spectrum. CLEO [66] has provided a spectrum together with a constraint on the
SF parameters. Fitting the spectrum to simulated samples with different SF parameters allows to create
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)2 = 1 (6.4)
(see blue contour in Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: ∆χ2 = 1 contours for the fit to b → c`ν¯ moments in Ref. [74](green) and the b → sγ photon energy
spectra in Belle [75] (red) and CLEO [66] (blue). Dots represent the best χ2 points.
mb λ1 Ru/sl ± (stat.) ± (MC stat.)
4.845 -0.16 0.019661 ± 0.00233284 ± 0.000834991
4.48 -1.22 0.029853 ± 0.00344077 ± 0.00127403
4.785 -0.34 0.0213843 ± 0.00252085 ± 0.000904662
4.785 -0.16 0.0218303 ± 0.00256934 ± 0.00092277
4.735 -0.47 0.0227531 ± 0.00267045 ± 0.000961654
4.69 -0.62 0.0238296 ± 0.0027886 ± 0.0010081
4.69 -0.342 0.0255003 ± 0.00296272 ± 0.00107196
4.58 -0.95 0.0267376 ± 0.00310526 ± 0.00113494
4.58 -0.69 0.0286639 ± 0.00330392 ± 0.0012105
4.53 -1.08 0.0282657 ± 0.00326975 ± 0.00120234
Table 6.1: Measurement of Ru/sl for several values of the shape function parameters corresponding to a ∆χ2 = 1
contour in the fit to CLEO data.
The ∆χ2 = 1 contour, used to estimate theoretical uncertainties, is shown in Figure 6.5, see that the
point with minimum χ2 corresponds to Λ¯SF = 0.545 GeV/c2 and λSF1 = −0.342 GeV2/c4.
In the few last months a preliminary interpretation of the b → sγ energy spectrum measured by
Belle [75] has been reported. The resulting ∆χ2 = 1 contour is shown in Fig. 6.5: it is consistent with the
CLEO one and has smaller uncertainties. A visible shift of the central value of the measured quantities
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is expected though because the best fit result from Belle is outside the 1σ CLEO contour. Since there
was not enough time to combine the two results, from Belle and CLEO, we have chosen report here the
results with the CLEO ellipse as primary results and quote the results with the Belle ellipse as a reference
for future developments.
We have seen previously that the simulation of the non-resonant part of the hadron system Xu pro-
duces a continuous invariant mass spectrum according to the DFN model, with a given set of Λ¯SF
and λSF1 . A reweighting of the Fermi motion distribution is used to obtain distributions for different
values of Λ¯SF and λSF1 . The fragmentation of the Xu system into final state hadrons is performed by
JETSET [76]. The exclusive charmless semileptonic decays are simulated using the ISGW2 model [42]
and are not sensitive to Shape Function parameters. The resonant and non-resonant components are
combined such that (see 6.2.2) the total branching fraction is consistent with the measured value [1]
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Figure 6.6: Model for the simulation of b → u`ν¯ decays for neutral (top) and charged (bottom) B mesons: resonant
decays (purple - peaky) are combined with weighted non-resonant (”inclusive”) simulated events (red - smooth) to
form the ”hybrid” model (black). The inclusive sample is also shown before applying the weights (blue).
for charged and neutral B mesons are shown in Fig. 6.6. All branching fractions and theory parameters
involved in this reweighting are varied within their errors in the evaluation of the associated uncertainty.
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6.2.2 Signal Reweighting
The relative contribution of resonant and non-resonant signal Monte Carlo events was determined fol-
lowing a 3-dimensional reweighting in MX , E` and q2 described in Ref. [77] and briefly summarized in
this thesis in 1.6.4, main improvements here introduced 4 are:
• only narrow resonances are considered as resonant states: pi, ρ, ω, η(′). Besides being a reasonable
choice because it allows to deal only with decays whose BF are either measured or estimated with
isospin relationships, this change solves the problem of the presence of bins where the amount of
expected resonant events was already more than the generated non-resonant, which gives negative
weights.
• all BFs are adjusted to the most recent measurements.
• the variation of Shape Function parameters and the reweighting to account for the resonant states
are now done in a single step.
6.2.3 Bremsstrahlung Recovery Algorithm
The resolution on the electron momentum p∗ is affected by bremsstrahlung. This affects the p∗ cut
efficiency and resolution and the impact has been so far estimated by means of the simulation. To
reduce the effect and correct great part of it on data it has been implemented a bremsstrahlung recovery
algorithm, very similar to the official algorithm used elsewhere in BABAR. More details on this procedure
and its effect on the analysis can be found in Appendix A.1.
6.2.4 Mixing Correction
For charged B mesons the charge of the direct lepton from a semileptonic decay is exactly correlated
with the charge of the flavor of the b quark.
For neutral B mesons, the effect of B0 −B0 mixing needs to be taken into account.
If the sample were made only of direct and cascade leptons from B decays, the right (rs) and wrong
sign (ws) events would be related to the direct (B) and cascade (D) decays by
Nrs = (1− χd)NB + χdND (6.5)
Nws = χdNB + (1− χd)ND (6.6)
4See Ref. [68] for the defaul or nominal reweighting hybrid model for B¯ → Xu`ν¯ .
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where χd = 0.181 [44] is the mixing parameter. The contributions from cascades would be subtracted in
an exact way by computing
NB =
1− χd
1− 2χd Nrs −
χd
1− 2χd Nws (6.7)
In the reality there are events which do not contain any lepton and events that contains two D mesons
and can therefore have a right sign lepton even if it is not direct. These components are neglected
in the sense that equation (6.7) is applied for each of the three model components in MC (b → u`ν¯ ,
b → c`ν¯ and other cuts) and for data.
6.2.5 Systematic Errors
Apart from the theoretical errors, that will be discussed at length in Section 6.10, a large set of systematic
uncertainties have to be taken into account. It is useful to disclose them, at this level of the discussion,
in order to appreciate 5 the positive improvements applied to analysis.
Every single ingredient of the branching ratio measurement with the equation
Ru/sl =
B(b → u`ν¯ )












can be affected by systematic errors:
- Nmeassl is the result of a fit to the mES distribution and it is therefore affected by its quality.
- Nu is derived in two steps: Nmeasu is determined by a fit to the mES distribution and therefore sen-
sitive to the quality the fit. Nu = Nmeasu −BGu is determined by a fit to the MX or q2 distribution.
It is therefore sensitive to the MC modeling: the simulation of the kaon identification, the recon-
struction of tracks, photons and KL, the exclusive semileptonic branching fractions and models
for B and D mesons and baryons.
- BGsl. Since the background from cascade decays is already accounted for (Section 6.2.4), the
remaining background comes from misidentified leptons. The dominant source of systematic un-
certainty on this number is therefore the quality of the simulation of the lepton misidentification.
- usel. The selection efficiency for B¯ → Xu`ν¯ events is extracted from the MC simulation. It is
sensitive to the quality of the simulation of the reconstruction of tracks and neutral particles and
to the identification of charged and neutral kaons. The two quantities that are most sensitive to
the details of the event simulation are the missing mass squared,M 2miss, and the total charge of
the event, Qtot. The efficiency is also affected by the modeling of the Xu system, in particular the
charged and neutral multiplicity of its decay products.
5When the results, coming from different approaches, will be presented.
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- ukin. The fraction of B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays in a restricted phase space area (MX < MX cut or q2 >
q2cut ) is derived from a theoretical model. The resolution on these kinematical variables depends
on the detector resolution and efficiencies.
- sl,ul . The uncertainties in the lepton identification cancel to a large degree in the ratio of branch-
ing ratios, but the dependency on the correctness of the spectra remains. The shape of the B¯ →
Xu`ν¯ spectrum has to be taken from a theoretical model but it is somewhat correlated with the
MX , q2 spectrum systematics. Also, the b → c`ν¯ spectrum is affected by the theoretical model.
- sl,ut . A possible bias introduced by the selection of the semi-exclusive reconstruction for the two
classes of events could give rise to systematic effects.
The evaluation of systematic uncertainties is described in 7. New prescriptions optimized for the new
analysis are:
• uncertainties related to reconstruction of charged particles are determined by removing randomly
a fraction of tracks corresponding to the uncertainty in the track finding efficiency (1.3% for tracks
with transverse momentum p⊥ > 0.2 GeV/c and 2.5% for tracks with p⊥ < 0.2 GeV/c)
• the systematic error due to the reconstruction of neutral particles in the EMC is studied by varying
the resolution and efficiency to match those found in control samples in data. Efficiency correction
are also taken into account
• branching fractions of the B and D mesons: semileptonic branching fractions into charm, as well
as the branching ratios of charm mesons, were varied within one standard deviation of their most
recent world averages
• effects due to KL interactions have been evaluated by removing all EMC deposits due to KL when
reconstructing MX
• the systematic error, due to particle identification, is estimated by varying the electron and kaon
identification efficiencies by ±2% and the muon identification efficiency by ±3%. The misidentifi-
cation probabilities are varied by 15% for all particles
• the uncertainty due to the Breco combinatorial background has been estimated by using a Gaus-
sian function instead of a Crystal Ball [61] in the mES fits, and by varying the parameters of the
Crystal Ball, which are kept fixed in the mES fits, within their uncertainties. Repeating the anal-
ysis with only the B0 B0 or the B+ B− Monte Carlo, then, it is evaluated the effect of cross-feed
between B0 and B+ decays.
• binning effects have been estimated by varying the bin sizes in a wide range
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• effects due to the modeling of charmless semileptonic decays have been evaluated by varying the
branching fractions for the exclusive charmless semileptonic decays within their known uncertain-
ties
• using only the non-resonant model for the signal gives an estimate of the effects due to uncertain-
ties in the hadronization model
• signal events where a gluon split in a ss¯ pair are varied by 100% in resonant events and by 30% in
non-resonant events in order to get the associated systematic uncertainty
• the uncertainty due to the shape function parameters has been evaluated by taking the uncertain-
ties on mB and a resulting from the measurement of the b→ sγ spectrum made by CLEO
6.3 A New Analysis Approach Makes the Scene
6.3.1 A New Fitter for Signal Events Extraction
A new fitting package has been created in order to integrate the MX , q2 and the combined MX , q2 analysis
in a more efficient and flexible way. This has been doing by providing a working interface with RooFit
[78] technology and by using, for example, RooFit datasets instead of an unmanageable number of his-
tograms as in previous studies.
An essential feature of this code is the use unbinned maximum likelihood fits instead of a binned one
when fitting mES distributions 6. The unbinned maximum likelihood fit maximizes the use of available
information in case of limited statistics. If the number of events is sufficient, as in case of MX , the mES
distribution may be binned and fitted via the least squares or binned maximum likelihood methods,
and the quality of results obtained by different methods is approximately equivalent. However when
the number of events is small, as we expect when fitting in a 2D MX , q2 space 7, and to most effectively
use all available information, the unbinned maximum likelihood method has to be preferred.
As in the published analysis [1], the sources of background considered are three. 1. combinatorial
background, events for which the particles of the Breco candidate do not originate from a single B meson.
This component includes also background from continuum. 2. B¯ → Xc`ν¯ background, events for which
the Brecoil is a semileptonic B decay into a charm particle. 3. ”other” backgrounds, events from all the
other sources: misidentified leptons, B → Xτ → ` events, secondary charm decays which pass the
lepton flavor correlations (b→ ccs → css`) and any other.
6Anyway, for backward compatibility, it is possible to switch to binned mES fits.
7It is to be reminded that the phase space is divided in several bins for each kinematic variable, and that an mES fit is performed
to subtract the combinatorial background on a bin-by-bin basis.
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The number of signal events is determined from a fit of the spectra of the relevant kinematical vari-
able. The fit consists of a χ2 minimization which extracts Nu and BGu defined above by using signal and
background shapes taken from simulation, and by determining their relative normalization with respect
to the experimental distribution. In each bin of the kinematical variables, the combinatorial background
is estimated and subtracted by fitting the mES distribution. In other words, the measured kinematical
(MX , q2 , or both) distribution, Nu measi , is fit bin-by-bin to the sum of three distributions, the signal








their shapes are derived from Monte Carlo simulation and their relative normalization is determined
by a binned χ2 fit.
The χ2 function is:




 Nu measi − µi√
δNu measi










i are the corresponding statistical
errors coming from the mES fits for data and Monte Carlo models respectively. Cu, Cc and Co are the
normalizations of the three components which are free parameters of the fit 8. In the case of MX fits, the
first bin is chosen to contain all events with MX < MX cut , such that the number of fitted number of
signal events is Nu = Nu meas1 − CcN c MC1 − CoNo MC1 . When fitting q2 , several bins may be integrated,
depending on the value of q2cut , in order to get the fitted number of events which are inside the phase
space limited by the MX and q2 cuts.
It was observed, even in the fitting program used for the published result, that the non-semileptonic
component was very small and poorly determined from the fit. For this reason, it was decided to float
the sum of this component and the charmed semileptonic background in the fit, while fixing their rela-
tive contributions as determined on Monte Carlo. In other words, Cc and Co are forced to be the same 9.
This procedure gives negligible differences on the final results, as discussed in the next section. For each
component the Monte Carlo is properly adjusted and re-weighted in order to match the ratio of charged
and neutral Breco events in the data.
8The number of degrees of freedom, NDOF is 3.
9The number of degrees of freedom, NDOF turns, in this case, into 2.
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6.3.2 Validation of the New Fitter.
As a first step, the new fitter was tested to obtain the results already published by using the MX spectrum,
[1], shown in Fig. 6.7. Several configurations for the new fitter were investigated:
1. The new fitter was made as similar as practical to the new one. This means that the old signal
reweighting technique described in [4] is applied, that the mES fits are binned, and that the MX fit
has three free parameters (the normalizations of signal, charm semileptonic, non-semileptonic
events). There is agreement within 1% (rows 1 and 2 of Table 6.2) between the old and the new
fitter.
2. The effect due to the new signal reweighting technique, described in 6.2.2, can be seen by compar-
ing the second and the third row of Table 6.2, where results for binned maximum likelihood mES
fits and MX fits with three free parameters are shown, and by looking at Fig. B.1 in the Appendix
B.1.
3. The third row of Table 6.2 and Fig. B.2 in the Appendix B.1 show the results for an unbinned
maximum likelihood mES, 3-parameters MX fit.
Parameters Nmeassl N
meas










BINNED, 3p, 1D 32210± 233 29979± 233 172 ± 21 94± 5 2 ± 5 0.326 0.771 2.02 ± 0.25± 0.10
New fitter:
BINNED, 3p, 1D 32174± 249 30222± 249 169 ± 21 92± 5 7 ± 4 0.323 0.768 2.00 ± 0.25± 0.09
BINNED, 3p, 3D 33346± 254 31313± 254 188 ± 22 105± 6 7 ± 5 0.323 0.778 2.12 ± 0.25± 0.09
UNBINNED, 3p, 3D 33678± 254 31618± 254 189 ± 23 105± 6 9 ± 5 0.321 0.782 2.11 ± 0.25± 0.09
UNBINNED, 2p, 3D 33678± 254 31618± 254 187 ± 22 104± 5 12± 1 0.321 0.782 2.08 ± 0.24± 0.09
depleted 33678± 254 31618 ± 16 38± 18 153± 4 6 ± 0 0.035 0.468 6.38 ± 3.04± 1.35
MC test 262419 ± 645 245365 ± 645 942 ± 53 805 ± 19 99± 2 0.339 0.785 1.28 ± 0.07± 0.09
Table 6.2: Summary of the fit results (on Data and last row on generic MC) for the full sample and for various subsamples.
ul /
sl
l = 1.13±0.01 is the same for each fit. The first error on Ru/sl is statistical, the second is due to MC statistics. The parameters
of the first column refer to the type of mES fits (binned, unbinned), to the number of free parameters in the MX fits (2 or 3), and
to the signal reweighting (one-dimensional in MX , three-dimensional with branching fraction reweighting), respectively. The
default analysis uses the UNBINNED, 2p,3D version of the fit. The generation value in the MC is 0.0135.
4. The results of an unbinned maximum likelihood mES, 2-parameters MX fit is shown in the third
row of Table 6.2 and in Fig. B.3 of the Appendix B.1. As already mentioned, since a fit to each
background source gives a very small and poorly determined contribution from non-semileptonic
decays, only the sum of charmed semileptonic and non-semileptonic background shapes as given
from the Monte Carlo was floated in the MX fit.
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Figure 6.7: MX ANALYSIS: χ2 fit to the MX distribution. Left: fit result with ”other” background (green),
b → clν (blue) and all (red) shapes superimposed Middle: same as in the left plot with the finer binning. Right:
MX distribution subtracted of the backgrounds (binning as in the middle plot)
5. Unbinned maximum likelihood mES fits, 2 parameter MX fit on the depleted sample of events, i.e.
in the sample of events where a K± or a KS have been positively identified, Appendix B.1 Fig. B.4.
6. Unbinned maximum likelihood mES fits, 2 parameter MX fit on MC (see Appendix B.1 Fig. B.5).
From the above results, the conclusion is the new fitter is able to reproduce the results of the old one,
that the new signal reweighting technique gives a 6% difference in the final result, and that the result
is insensitive to the different configurations (binned/unbinned, 3-/2-parameters) of mES and MX fits.
The measurement on the depleted sample shows that the data-MC agreement is good. The Monte-Carlo
test shows that the procedure does not give any significant bias (the generated value in the Monte-Carlo
is 0.0135).
6.4 Estimating MX Distribution and Cutting in q2
As already mentioned, the most promising improvement, according to the theoretical studies reported
in [2], is to utilize also the invariant mass of the two leptons (q2 ). As a first step, the analysis is performed
with a fit to MX , having applied a cut on q2 , Fig. 6.8 shows that the MX spectrum is highly distorted
after cutting on q2 . In order to have convergent results for the fit when cutting on q2 , it is necessary,
as already done in [68], to fix the scaling factor for the background components, Cc and Co, in Eq.6.9 to
the values obtained with no q2 cut. This procedure implies that the q2 distribution in the background is
properly simulated. Fig. 6.9 shows the values of Ru/sl as a function of the q2 cut for MX <1.5, 1.7 and
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Figure 6.8: MX ANALYSIS MX fit for no cut on q2 (top) and for q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 (below). The left plots show the
MX fit result with the binning used in the fit, while the right ones show the background subtracted distributions
compared with the b → u MonteCarlo. Signal Monte Carlo errors bars are indicated with shadow dashed areas.
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Figure 6.9: MX ANALYSIS: Ru/sl as a function of q2 cuts, for three MX cuts. The MX distribution has been fit
after applying a q2 cut. The background parameters Cc and Co are fixed to the values obtained with no q2 cut.
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1.86 GeV/c2. Fig. 6.10 shows the dependence of the total relative error and its breakdown in terms of the
statistical, signal modeling and detector systematic uncertainties, as a function of the q2 cut for MX cuts
at 1.5, 1.7 and 1.86 GeV/c2. The signal modeling error is the systematical uncertainty due the limited
knowledge of the mb and a parameters 10 which enter in the determination of the signal efficiency. The
results of the CLEO b → sγ analysis were used to compute this uncertainty moving along the ellipse
and taking maximum positive and negative variations.
The scan in the MX - q2 plane shows a reasonable agreement between the measurements for MX <
1.5 GeV/c2 and MX < 1.7 GeV/c2. The points at MX < 1.8 GeV/c2 and low q2 suffer from an high back-
ground contamination, which is not accurately known and therefore it is difficult to subtract properly.
The interplay of the statistical and signal modeling errors makes the overall error weakly dependent on
the q2 cut and suggests an optimal cut at intermediate q2 values.
6.5 q2 Study
In this approach, the invariant lepton-neutrino mass spectrum was analysed and fitted to extract the
number of charmless semileptonic events. For the MX case signal and background are well separated, it
is sufficient to associate the MX cut with a single bin in the MX distribution and count signal events in
that bin (cut & count approach). On the contrary, the separating power between signal and background
for the q2 is much less pronounced (Fig. 6.2), and it is also necessary to sum several q2 bins, depending
on the q2 cut, in order to keep good statistical significance when extracting the number of signal events.
In any case, the statistical power of this approach is reduced with respect to a fit of the MX spectrum.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.11, where the statistical error in q2 fits increases as much as 50% with respect
to MX ones (Fig. 6.9) 11
6.6 Combined MX , q2 Study following De Fazio and Neubert
The reduction of the theoretical uncertainty on Ru/sl due to the extrapolation to the full phase space is
obviously independent of the fitting technique adopted for the kinematical variables in order to extract
the number of signal events in a reduced phase space region. However, only a simultaneous fit to
the MX and q2 distributions exploits the full separation power of both variables. As a first step, the
same analysis technique described above was applied, the only difference being in the fitting procedure.
This means that the efficiencies were taken from the BABAR Monte Carlo, which implements the model
10default values are mb = 4.8 GeV/c2 and a = 1.29
11Contrary to the MX fits, where the scaling factors for background components, Cc and Co, were fixed to their values obtained
with no q2 cut and there is only one parameter to fit, the q2 fits are 2-parameter fits. Part of the statistical errors increase is therefore
due to the different fitting procedure.
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Figure 6.10: MX ANALYSIS: Total relative error, statistical and signal modeling errors as a function of q2 cuts, for
MX < 1.5 (top), 1.7 (middle) and 1.86 (bottom) GeV/c2. The MX distribution has been fit after applying a q2 cut.
The background parameters Cc and Co are fixed to the values obtained with no q2 cut.
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Figure 6.11: Q2 ANALYSIS: q2 distribution: statistical error study. (Top left)BR values, evaluated in different
phase space points, (top right and below) absolute and relative statistical error respectively.
described in section 6.2.1 [43]. In this two dimensional fit, as well as in all the others which will follow,
the (MX , q2 ) region has been divided in 4 bins in MX (between 0, the MX cut, 2.2, 2.8, 5.) GeV/c2 and
8 bins (0., 2., 4., 6., 8., 10., 12., 14., 26.) in q2 .
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Figure 6.12: 2D MX - q2 ANALYSIS: Results for Ru/sl from the combined MX , q2 approach, as a function of the
q2 cut, for three cuts on MX . The error bars represent the statistical error.
Fig. 6.12 shows the result of a scan in the MX and q2 cuts. The values of Ru/sl and the statistical
errors are perfectly compatible with the one-dimensional MX fits. The latter is explained by the fact
that MX fits in the presence of q2 cuts are one-parameter fits, whereas the two-dimensional fits do not
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constrain the backgrounds to be fixed to the values without any q2 cut. In other words, the results
obtained in Fig. 6.9 do not include the (systematical) uncertainty due to the variation of the background
parameters in the MX fits within their statical uncertainty, as determined from the fit without q2 cuts.
A quick comparison with genuine 2-parameter fits of the MX distribution was made, and the results
are shown in Fig. B.6 in the Appendix B.1, where the statistical error is up to a factor 2 worse and in
some cases it is impossible to get convergent fits and meaningful errors. Fig. 6.13 shows the dependence
of the total relative error and its breakdown in the statistical, signal modeling and detector systematic
contributions, as a function of the q2 cut for MX cuts at 1.5, 1.7 and 1.86 GeV/c2. Again, there is a
mild dependence as a function of the q2 requirement, caused by the interplay of statistical and signal
modeling uncertainties, which suggests to set a working point at intermediate q2 cuts.
6.7 Unfolding Technique
As already mentioned measurements of partial branching fractions have reduced theoretical errors,
since most of the model-dependent uncertainty is contained in the phase space acceptance, namely
in extrapolation of the measurement to the full phase space. Moreover, measuring partial branching
fractions allows us to compare several theoretical models.
The next sections show respectively: a remainder of the results on the phase space acceptance and
its uncertainties, as obtained by Bauer, Ligeti and Luke [2]; the description of the unfolding technique
which allows the measurement of partial branching fractions; the partial branching fraction measure-
ments as a function of MX - q2 cuts, as well as the extrapolation to the full branching fraction, by using
acceptances computed by Bauer, Ligeti, Luke (BLL)12 [2] and De Fazio, Neubert (DFN)13 [43].
6.7.1 Reminder of the Theoretical Results
In this section the results of BLL [2] are briefly recalled . Fig. 6.14 a) shows a factor called G in [2],
proportional to the phase space acceptance, while Fig. 6.14 b) shows its total theoretical uncertainty, as a
function of the q2 cut, for different MX cuts. Note that there are missing points at low q2 values, because
the theory breaks down in that region, especially for tight MX cuts, as explained below.
12Bauer, Ligeti and Luke [79] results, for the acceptance corrections, has been chosen because these authors perform an operator-
product-expansion-based calculation which includes O(α2s) and O(1/m2b ) corrections in a region of phase space where the non-
perturbative effects due to the shape function are small. Their results show that the theoretical uncertainties due to the extrapo-
lation to the full phase space can be significantly reduced with respect to a measurement based on a single MX cut by moving
the MX cut to the highest practical value allowed by the charm semileptonic background, and by reducing the q2 cut as low as
possible.
13As a cross-check, acceptances computed with the DFN model presented in the previous section are also used in the MX -
q2 analysis.
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Figure 6.13: 2D MX - q2 ANALYSIS: Total relative error, statistical and signal modeling errors for the combined
MX , q2 approach, as a function of q2 cuts, for MX < 1.5 (top), 1.7 (middle) and 1.86 (bottom) GeV/c2.
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Figure 6.14: (a) G-factor, proportional to phase space efficiency, and (b) its total relative error, as computed in [2].
The extrapolation factor to the full phase space is given by:
phsp = 1.21×G(q2cut , MX cut ) (6.11)
and the total theoretical error is given by
∆phsp =
√
(δpertG)2 + (δ 1/m1sb G)
2 + (δ 1/m3bG)
2; (6.12)
where:
- δstructG gives the fractional effect due to the residual contribution of the shape function f(k+),
which is taken to be the one proposed by DFN [43]. Fig. 6.15.a) shows the relative amount of
this correction, which becomes progressively more important as the q2 cut is lowered and as the
MX cut is tightened. Authors of [2] do not associate any uncertainty due to this effect in their error
estimate, claiming that q2 cut values which keep the effects of the shape function small should be
chosen.
2)2 cut (GeV/c2q



























Figure 6.15: (a) δG/Gparton. Effect of the model structure function on G(q2cut , MX cut ) as a function of q2cut for
different value of MX . (b) δG/Gtree. Scale variation of the perturbative corrections, the difference between the
perturbative corrections to G(q2cut , MX cut ) , normalized to the tree level result, for µ = 4.7 GeV and µ = 1.6 GeV
- δpertG is the uncertainty due to perturbative expansion. These can be estimated in two ways, i.e.
(a) as the same size as the last computed term of the perturbative series (the “BLM-enhanced”
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Figure 6.16: (a)δ 1/m3b . Estimate of the relative uncertainties on G due to dimension-six terms in the OPE as a
function of q2cut from weak annihilation (WA). (b) δ 1/m1sb . The fractional effect of a ± 80 MeV uncertainty in m1sb
on G(q2cut , MX cut ) for different value in MX .
2-loop calculation in [2]), or (b) as the change in the perturbation series by varying the renormal-
ization scale between µ = 4.7 GeV and µ = mb/3 ≈ 1.6 GeV. For a given set of cuts in MX and
q2 , the perturbative error is taken to be the larger of (a) and (b). Fig. 6.15.b) shows the rel-
ative uncertainty due to the perturbative expansion. In general, for large q2 cuts, the error is
large because the invariant mass of the final hadronic state is constrained to be small, and so
perturbation theory breaks down. For lower values of the q2 cut, a perturbative singularity is be-
ing approached and there are large logarithms to be resummed. This singularity appears when
q2 ≈ mBmb −m2X(mb/(mB −mb)), which is the shape function region. The authors of [2] claim
that this region should be avoided anyway in order to keep this uncertainty, as well as the one
from the shape function, at a manageable level.
- δ 1/m3bG, see Fig. 6.16.a), contains the uncertainties due to dimension-six terms in the OPE (which
are responsible for O(1/m3b) corrections) as a function of q
2
cut from weak annihilation (WA) and
other operators. The uncertainty from the former effect is roughly a factor 2 larger than the other,
and has been used to determine this theoretical error. Unfortunately, the WA effects are particu-
larly difficult to estimate, so further experimental input is required to have confidence in this error
estimate. Unfortunately, this effect gives the dominant contribution to the theory error at high q2 .
- δ 1/m1sb G, see Fig. 6.16.b), takes into account a variation of a ± 80 MeV uncertainty in m1Sb on
G(q2cut , MX cut ) for different cuts in MX .
The conclusions of BLL are: to make the cut on MX as large as possible, keeping the background from
B to charm under control and, for a given cut on MX , to reduce the q2 cut as low as possible, while
keeping the contribution from the shape function, as well as the perturbative uncertainties, small.
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6.7.2 MX , q2 Study with the Unfolding Technique
Since a full Monte Carlo simulation based on [2], or on any theoretical computations other than the one
by DFN, has not been implemented yet in BABAR, the only way to use other theoretical models is to
measure partial branching fractions, and therefore modify the fitting strategy in order to get the number
of events which have MX and q2 in the box selected by the kinematical cuts. In other words, the authors
of [2] give the acceptance and its related uncertainty for cuts on kinematical variables without taking into
account any experimental resolution effects. In order to use this acceptance, it is therefore mandatory
to measure the number of signal events, surviving experimental cuts, whose true values of the MX ,
q2 variables are within the acceptance of the kinematic cuts.
This ”unfolding” procedure was implemented in the fit in the following way. First, the spectrum of the
signal Monte Carlo component was split in two contributions, depending on whether the events were
generated inside or outside the kinematical cuts acceptance. The fit then determines the fraction of
events with true kinematical variables in the signal box, and the fraction of background events. This
means that in applying Eq. 6.1 we include the b → u`ν¯ events outside the signal region in BGu and the
quoted efficiencies refer only to events generated in the chosen (MX - q2 ) region. The shapes for signal
events with true MX and q2 inside and outside the signal box were determined by using the default
signal Monte Carlo model, and therefore are based on the DFN model [43].
The partial ratio of branching fraction ∆Ru/sl in a given region limited by MX and q2 cuts is then
measured from the result of the unfolded fit by rewriting Equation 6.8 as
∆Ru/sl(MX < MX cut , q
2 > q2cut ) =
B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ (MX < MX cut , q2 > q2cut ))
B(b→ q`ν) (6.13)
=











where the label IN denotes the events which have true and reconstructed MX and q2 in the signal box.
The signal efficiency has now been written as the product of reconstruction efficiencies for events gener-
ated in the signal box (u,INkin ,
u,IN





is also computed on events generated inside the signal box. Fig. 6.17 shows the value of this correction
as a function of the cuts on the kinematic variables.
The partial charmless semileptonic branching fraction ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) for given values of the
MX and q2 cuts is computed by multiplying ∆Ru/sl by the inclusive semileptonic branching fraction,
B(B¯ → X`ν¯ ).
The total charmless semileptonic branching fraction B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) is obtained by taking the phase
space acceptance uphsp either from BLL [2] or DFN [43]. It is interesting to compare the pure acceptance
of the kinematical cuts as computed in [2] and in the DFN model. Fig. 6.18 shows that the model of BLL
gives systematically smaller values, although consistent within the uncertainties (not shown in the plot)
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Figure 6.17: Values of the efficiency correction, determined as a function of the q2 cut, for different values of the
MX cut. The black dots, empty dots and empty squares represent MX < 1.5, 1.7, 1.86 GeV/c2, respectively. The
dashed line indicates the value of the correction for the entire phase space, the region limited by the continuous
lines corresponds to the statistical uncertainty. The dotted line is the value of the correction used in [4].
with respect to other, and that the two model tend to agree at high q2 cuts.
6.7.3 Unfolding Results
Measurements of the partial branching fractions ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) obtained with the unfolding analysis





































Figure 6.18: Comparison of the phase space acceptances as determined according to DFN [43], points, and BLL
[2], histograms, as a function of the q2 cut, for different MX cuts at 1.5 (left), 1.7 (center) and 1.86 (right) GeV/c2.
The DFN acceptance has been estimated for the value for mb and a resulting from the measurement of the b → sγ
spectrum by CLEO.
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The systematic effects mentioned in these tables are grouped into several categories for averaging pur-
poses, see :
. uncertainties related to detector and reconstruction simulation (tracking reconstruction, neutral
reconstruction, lepton identification, charged Kaon identification, σdet);
. uncertainties related to the subtraction of the combinatorial background and cross-feed (σbreco);
. uncertainties related to background simulation and subtraction( B → D(∗,∗∗)lν and D branching
fractions, fit to the MX distribution(σbkg ));
. uncertainties due to the shape function parameters (σtheo);
. uncertainties related to signal simulation (non-resonant signal decay modeling, resonant signal
decay branching fractions, ss¯ production in signal decays, σsig);
. uncertainties due to the limited Monte-Carlo statistics, σMCstat.
)2 cut (GeV2q

















Figure 6.19: Partial ratio of branching fractions ∆Ru/sl as a function of the q2 cut, for different values of the
MX cut. The errors are statistical only.
Fig. 6.20 shows the total relative error on the partial branching fraction, as well as the breakdown in the
statistical, systematical and theoretical components. The latter represents the systematical uncertainties
on u,INkin , 
u,IN
sel due to the variation of the shape function parameters along the ∆χ
2 = 1 contour from
the CLEO b → sγ measurement. We choose to quote results for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4.
The combined MX , q2 spectrum is best seen in slices of each variable separately. Fig. 6.21 and 6.22
show the MX spectrum in slices of q2 and vice-versa, respectively, for the chosen kinematical cuts. The
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q2 > ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) σstat σdet σbreco σbkg σtheo σsig σMCstat
0 1.21 ± 0.16 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 ± 0.09 ± 0.03 ± 0.07 ± 0.05
2 1.10 ± 0.15 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 ± 0.05
4 1.00 ± 0.14 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 ± 0.06 ± 0.04
6 0.87 ± 0.13 ± 0.11 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.04
8 0.81 ± 0.12 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 ± 0.04
10 0.60 ± 0.10 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
12 0.38 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
14 0.21 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02
q2 > ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) σstat σdet σbreco σbkg σtheo σsig σMCstat
0 1.68 ± 0.22 ± 0.15 ± 0.08 ± 0.12 -0.045 +0.035 ± 0.137 ± 0.08
2 1.52 ± 0.20 ± 0.16 ± 0.07 ± 0.11 -0.028 +0.036 ± 0.110 ± 0.07
4 1.33 ± 0.18 ± 0.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.10 -0.040 +0.026 ± 0.116 ± 0.06
6 1.10 ± 0.16 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 ± 0.08 -0.022 +0.018 ± 0.083 ± 0.05
8 0.88 ± 0.14 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 -0.028 +0.009 ± 0.053 ± 0.05
10 0.55 ± 0.11 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.04 -0.006 +0.019 ± 0.027 ± 0.03
12 0.41 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 -0.010 +0.000 ± 0.033 ± 0.03
14 0.21 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 -0.012 +0.012 ± 0.018 ± 0.02
q2 > ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) σstat σdet σbreco σbkg σtheo σsig σMCstat
0 2.56 ± 0.35 ± 0.36 ± 0.12 ± 0.19 ± 0.14 ± 0.14 ± 0.12
2 2.32 ± 0.29 ± 0.36 ± 0.10 ± 0.17 ± 0.12 ± 0.13 ± 0.10
4 1.95 ± 0.24 ± 0.31 ± 0.09 ± 0.14 ± 0.11 ± 0.11 ± 0.08
6 1.53 ± 0.20 ± 0.30 ± 0.07 ± 0.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.09 ± 0.07
8 1.13 ± 0.17 ± 0.18 ± 0.05 ± 0.08 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 ± 0.06
10 0.68 ± 0.12 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 ± 0.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.04 ± 0.04
12 0.44 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
14 0.20 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02
Table 6.3: Partial branching fraction ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) measurements (in 10−3 units) for different q2 cuts. MX is
required to be less than 1.5, 1.7 and 1.86 GeV/c2. The different sources of uncertainties are also reported.
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Figure 6.20: 2D MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS: Total relative error on the partial branching fraction as a func-
tion of q2 cuts, for MX < 1.5 (top), 1.7 (middle) and 1.86 (bottom) GeV/c2. The statistical, systematical and signal
modeling errors components are also shown.
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default binning is (0.0, MX cut , 2.2, 2.8, 5.0) GeV/c2 in MX and (0.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0, 14.0,
26.0) GeV2/c4 in q2 . Several q2 bins, depending on the q2 cut, are summed in order to get the number
of charmless semileptonic events. The mES fits used to subtract the combinatorial background in order
to obtain the data and Monte-Carlo MX shapes, which are then fitted, are shown in Figs. B.9-B.16 of
the Appendix B.1. The fitting technique has been checked also with the depleted data sample (Fig . B.7
Appendix B.1) and the generic Monte Carlo sample (Fig. B.8 Appendix B.1).
The MX and q2 slices plots use the following conventions:
• the blue band corresponds to charmless semileptonic events generated inside the acceptance win-
dow;
• the yellow band corresponds to the sum of charm semileptonic events and other BB events;
• the magenta band corresponds to charmless semileptonic events generated outside the acceptance
window.
The measured value for the partial charmless semileptonic branching fractions for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2
and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4, obtained by using the inclusive semileptonic branching fractions measured in
BABAR
B(B¯ → X`ν¯ ) = 0.1083± 0.0016
gives
∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ , MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4) = (0.88± 0.14stat ± 0.13syst ± 0.02theo)× 10−3.
The acceptances given in Fig. 6.18 can be used to determine either the ratio of branching fractions Ru/sl,
or the total charmless semileptonic branching fraction B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ). A scan of the values for Ru/sl and
its statistical error as a function of the cuts on the kinematical variables, with acceptances taken from
BLL, is shown in Fig. 6.23. The theoretical uncertainty on Ru/sl and B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) can be determined
directly from the relative uncertainty on the phase space acceptance given in [2], and can be read off
(modulo a factor 1.21) directly from Fig. 6.14.b). Fig. 6.24 gives relative errors for the different uncertain-
ties. Obviously, the statistical, systematics and modeling errors are the same as in the partial branching
fraction measurements. The only purpose of these plots is to show the interplay of the extrapolation
error with the others. The error on |Vub| is one half of the errors reported in these figures. Since the
calculations of [2] are valid only for q2 cuts greater than 6 for high MX cuts and about 9 for MX < 1.5
GeV/c2, cutting at lower q2 valid is meaningless. The systematical uncertainty due to the phase space
acceptance is labeled in these figures as extrapolation error. The signal modeling error reflects the resid-
ual model dependence in the determination of the signal efficiencies in the presence of all the other cuts,












































































































































Figure 6.21: 2D MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS: Combined ”unfolded ” MX , q2 spectrum sliced into q2 bins. In this configuration greater part of b →
u`ν¯ events are concentrated in bottom right plot. Points are data, the blue, magenta and yellow histogram represent contributions due to signal events with true



































































Figure 6.22: MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS: Combined ”unfolded ” MX , q2 spectrum sliced into MX bins. In this configuration greater part of b →
u`ν¯ events are concentrated in top left plot. Points are data, the blue, magenta and yellow histogram represent contributions due to signal events with true MX ,
q2 inside and outside the signal box, and background events, as determined from the fit. The signal box is defined by MX <1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 >8 GeV2/c4.
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Figure 6.23: 2D MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS: Values for the ratio of branching fractions Ru/sl as a function
of the q2 cut for different MX cuts as resulting from the unfolded technique by taking the acceptance from BLL. The
errors are statistical only.
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Figure 6.25: 2D MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS:Values for Ru/sl as a function of the q2 cut for different MX cuts
as resulting from the unfolded technique by taking the acceptance from DFN. The errors are statistical only.
Fig. 6.25 and 6.26 present the results of the unfolding technique by taking the phase space acceptance
from the DFN model. The extrapolation error on the acceptance has been determined by varying the
shape function parameters along the ∆χ2 = 1 contour from the CLEO b → sγ measurement and mea-
suring the corresponding variation in the acceptance. The most positive and most negative variation
with respect to the central value were taken as the systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 6.24: 2D MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS: Total relative error, statistical and signal modeling errors for
Ru/sl and B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) as a function of q2 cuts, for MX < 1.5 (top), 1.7 (middle) and 1.86 (bottom) GeV/c2 for
the unfolding fitting technique by taking the acceptance from BLL. The error on |Vub| is 50% smaller.
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Figure 6.26: 2D MX - q2 UNFOLDING ANALYSIS:Total relative error, statistical and signal modeling errors for
Ru/sland B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) as a function of q2 cuts, for MX < 1.5 (top), 1.7 (middle) and 1.86 (bottom) GeV/c2 for the
unfolding fitting technique, by taking the acceptance from DFN. The error on |Vub| is 50% smaller.
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6.8 Results based on Cleo’s Estimate of the SF Parameters
The measurement of the partial branching fractionB(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ), shown Fig. 6.27a and Table 6.3(middle),
in in the region limited by MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 is
∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ , MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4) = (0.88± 0.14(stat.)± 0.13(sys.)± 0.02(theo.))× 10−3





∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ )
G
(6.14)
where τB = 1.61ps and G is a theoretical parameter calculated in the BLL approach [79]. The first factor
under the square root is 192pi3/(τBG2F m
5
b) = 0.00779. The measured |Vub| as a function of the q2 cut
is shown in Fig. 6.27b for the acceptances computed by BLL and by DFN. Note that, since the operator
product expansion breaks down when going to low q2 , the BLL calculation is only possible for higher
values of q2 . The error on the acceptance as computed by BLL increases for tighter cuts on q2 . For
smaller values of q2 , the shape function effects increase. To extract |Vub|, G value is taken as computed
by BLL and rescaled to the b-quark mass in the 1S scheme as inferred from the BABAR measurement of
mkinb [70], obtaining G = 0.282± 0.053, corresponding to an acceptance BLL = 0.325± 0.061. Eq. 6.14
yields in the signal region q2 > 8 GeV2/c4, MX < 1.7 GeV/c2
|Vub| = (4.92± 0.39(stat.)± 0.36(sys.)± 0.46(theo.))× 10−3. (6.15)
From the relationship between the inclusive branching fraction and |Vub| (obtained from Eq. 2 in Ref. [66]
having updated the OPE parameters to the measurement of BABAR [70])
|Vub| = 0.00424





× (1.0± 0.048(OPE + mb)) (6.16)
Here the average B0 and B± lifetime is τB = 1.604 ps [80].
The ”OPE + mb” uncertainty is due to perturbative and non-perturbative corrections, and to the uncer-
tainty on the b-quark mass (mb).
In the DFN model the calculated acceptance is  = 0.337+0.037−0.074, the result for |Vub| is
|Vub| = (4.85± 0.39(stat.)± 0.36(sys.)+0.54−0.29(theo.))× 10−3 (6.17)
in agreement with the extraction based on BLL, as well as with the result form the one-dimensional MX
fit. Fig. 6.27 shows the measured values for |Vub| as a function of the q2 cut for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2,
showing good consistency between the different cuts and theoretical framework. Checks were done
also with a looser (MX < 1.86 GeV/c2) and a tighter (MX < 1.5 GeV/c2) cut on MX , and they give
consistent results.
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Figure 6.27: CLEO ellipse: (a) Measured partial branching ratio for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 > q2cut , as a
function of q2cut . The error bar is the sum in quadrature of statistical, systematical and theoretical uncertainties. (b)
Measured value of |Vub| for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 as a function of the q2 cut applied when using acceptances from DFN
(open points) and BLL(solid points). The error bars include the statistical, systematic and theoretical uncertainties,
added in quadrature.
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6.9 Results based on Belle’s Estimate of the SF Parameters
The MX - q2 analysis with signal unfolding described in Section and 6.7.2, was repeated by taking the
shape function parameters and uncertainties as determined in the b → sγ analysis by Belle. A compari-
son of the values of λ1 and Λ¯ obtained by CLEO and Belle is shown in Fig. 6.5. The values for the shape
function parameters obtained by Belle are Λ¯ =0.66, λ1 =-0.40, which correspond to mb = 4.62 GeV/c2
and a = 2.27. For comparison, CLEO obtains mb = 4.735 GeV/c2 and a = 1.6. This results in a lower
acceptance for the DFN model, and to a corresponding increase in the charmless semileptonic branching
fraction, and therefore |Vub|. Of course, the theoretical systematics due to the shape function parameters
will be reduced, due to the significantly better precision obtained in the Belle analysis.
The partial branching fraction measurements as a function of the q2 cut obtained by the MX -
q2 analysis are reported, for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, in Table 6.4 and in Fig. 6.28(a). The measurement of
the partial branching fraction B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) in the region limited by
MX < 1.7 GeV/c
2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 is
∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ , MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, q2 > 8 GeV2/c4) = (0.90± 0.14(stat.)± 0.14(sys.)+0.01−0.02(theo.))× 10−3.
By using G = 0.282± 0.053 from BLL, and by computing, with the Belle SF parameters, the DFN accep-
tance  = 0.300+0.023−0.028, we obtain the following values for |Vub| at MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4
with BLL and DFN respectively:
|Vub| = (4.98± 0.40stat ± 0.39syst ± 0.47theo)× 10−3.
|Vub| = (5.18± 0.41stat ± 0.40syst +0.25−0.20 theo)× 10−3
where the errors are statistical, experimental systematics and theoretical systematics, respectively.
q2cut > ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) σstat σdet σbreco σbkg σtheo σulν σMCstat
0 1.740 0.231 0.159 0.078 0.129 -0.042 +0.026 0.158 0.078
2 1.584 0.205 0.165 0.071 0.117 -0.037 +0.027 0.145 0.068
4 1.381 0.186 0.113 0.062 0.102 -0.036 +0.026 0.140 0.061
6 1.135 0.161 0.144 0.051 0.084 -0.025 +0.017 0.105 0.053
8 0.896 0.143 0.091 0.040 0.066 -0.017 +0.012 0.064 0.047
10 0.566 0.113 0.026 0.025 0.042 -0.006 +0.013 0.041 0.036
12 0.406 0.085 0.038 0.018 0.030 -0.002 +0.003 0.034 0.026
14 0.207 0.059 0.014 0.009 0.015 -0.007 +0.002 0.026 0.019
Table 6.4: BELLE ellipse: Partial branching fraction ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) measurements (in 10−3 units) for different
q2 cuts. MX is required to be less than 1.7 GeV/c2. The different sources of uncertainties are also reported.
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Figure 6.28: (a) Measured partial branching ratio for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 > q2cut , as a function of q2cut .
The errors are statistical only. (b) Measured value of |Vub| as a function of the q2 cut for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 by
taking acceptances from Bauer, Ligeti and Luke (points) and De Fazio-Neubert (squares). The error is the sum in
quadrature of the statistical, systematic and theoretical uncertainties.
Fig. 6.28(b) shows the results for |Vub| as a function of the q2 cut for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2, for both DFN
and BLL. The two models are still consistent within the present accuracies. The stability of the result
and the agreement between the two methods seems to indicate that OPE is still valid in this q2 range.
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6.10 Reinterpretation of MX Analysis
This last section reports updated measurements of |Vub| (with the same MX analysis used for the pre-
vious publication) obtained by varying the shape function parameters as stated in Sec. 6.2.1, with new
central value Λ¯SF = 0.545 GeV/c2 and λSF1 = −0.342 14. The experimental systematic errors considered
are the same and correspond to the sum in quadrature of σdet, σulν , σbkg , σMCstat, and σbreco.
The measured total inclusive branching ratio is
Ru/sl = 0.0234± 0.0027(stat.)± 0.0026(sys.)+0.0064−0.0038(theo.) (6.18)
which translates into a total inclusive branching fraction
B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) = (2.53± 0.29(stat.)± 0.28(sys.)+0.69−0.41(theo.)) × 10−3. (6.19)
Eq. 6.16 yields
|Vub| = 0.00424





× (1.0± 0.048(OPE + mb)). (6.20)
We obtain
|Vub| = (4.77± 0.28(stat.)± 0.28(sys.)+0.65−0.39(theo.)± 0.23(OPE + mb))10−3, (6.21)
consistent within the shape function errors with the published |Vub| = (4.62± 0.28(stat.)± 0.28(sys.)±
0.40(theo.)± 0.26(OPE+ mb))× 10−3. A reinterpretation of results by using Belle b → sγ spectrum [81]
and Shape Function parameters is also possible. For the one-dimensional analysis we obtain a value for
the total inclusive branching fraction of
B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) = (2.81± 0.32(stat.)± 0.31(sys.)+0.23−0.21(theo.))× 10−3 (6.22)
which translates into
|Vub| = (5.22± 0.30(stat)± 0.31(sys)+0.22−0.20(SF )± 0.25(pert + 1/mb3))10−3 (6.23)
14In that case the values for the shape function parameters used were Λ¯SF = 0.48 ± 0.12 GeV and λSF1 = −0.30± 0.11 GeV
2
and a correlation of -80% [74] (see Fig. 6.5)
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Chapter 7
Systematic Uncertainties
7.1 Breco Composition and B0-B+ Cross-Feed
The fact that the MC does not fully reproduce the data introduces possible differences in the Breco sample
composition, in terms of correctly and incorrectly reconstructed modes. This effect can have an impact
on the analysis in several ways. First, the individual decay modes, depending on the multiplicity, may
have different resolutions in the kinematic quantities so that a difference in the Breco composition might
also result in a different resolution. Similarly, the ratio of efficiencies slt /ut could be mode dependent
int purity
































Figure 7.1: Integrated purity for cocktail MC (left), generic MC (middle) and data (right).
and a not well reproduced composition could give a different ratio. Finally, the cross-feed among the
reconstructed modes and between B0 and B+ could be different in data and in Monte Carlo samples.
In order to minimize the impact of any possible bias due to the Breco modes, the generic Monte Carlo
was used to model the data since the cocktail Monte Carlo reproduce mostly clean modes (Fig. 7.1). The
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Figure 7.2: b → c`ν¯ MX distribution (all cuts applied) for cross-feed events compared with the total sample. Left
plot corresponds to B0 and the right one to B+ mesons.
measurement of Ru/sl was repeated as a function of the purity of the Breco sample. (Figure 7.1 shows
the difference between data and generic Monte Carlo in the integrated purity variable.) The analysis
was also repeated on Monte Carlo events with a re-weighting that enforced the same distribution of the
purity of the modes as easured on data. The change in the result was less than 1%.
Another effect could be introduced by the B0-B+ cross-feed. In Figure 7.2 the fitted MX shapes for
the cross-feed events in the signal depleted sample are shown. Those distributions have been obtained
by running on B0 generic Monte Carlo events the analysis selection for B± and vice-versa: the events
passing the selection cuts have been flagged as cross-feed events. The fraction of these events corre-
sponds to 3.0± 0.6% for B± and 1.8± 0.5% for B0. In order to check the impact of this effect, the data
events were fitted using Monte Carlo model with and without cross-feed. The results are consistent
within the errors.
Since all the effects are negligible and they were expected to be small, no systematic uncertainty is
assigned to the Breco composition.
7.2 Fit to the mES Distributions
In the fits to the mES distributions in single MX bins, the parameters other than the yields are fixed to
values extracted from the overall distribution. To estimate the systematic uncertainty due the choice
of these parameters, their values are varied within their statistical error. The resulting uncertainty in
Ru/sl is 1.4%. A gaussian has been used for the mES signal shape instead of the Crystal Ball one. The
difference between the results obtained with the two fit functions (3%) is taken as systematic error.
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7.3 Breco Tagging Efficiency (slt /ut )
For the uncertainty on the ratio of Breco tagging efficiencies it has been used the value determined on
the generic MC sample, 3.0% on slt /
u
t , taking it as systematic error.
7.4 Track Reconstruction
Differences in the tracking efficiency and track resolution can impact the MX , m2miss and Qtot distri-
butions. In addition, there is a small fraction of tracks that are duplicates in the sense that a single
particle results in two measured tracks. Any difference between data and Monte Carlo simulation can
potentially lead to a distortion of the MX distribution.
The tracking efficiencies are well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulations and the charged track
spectrum is in agreement between data and Monte Carlo. For low momentum tracks D∗+ → D0pi+,
D0 → K−pi+ events are selected as a control sample. A method based on the angle between the pis
direction of motion in the D∗+ frame and the direction of motion of the D∗ is used. The agreement
data-Monte Carlo is good and a difference in efficiency of 0.9% is observed (Fig. 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Relative efficiency for Monte Carlo (histogram) and for data (dots) for the soft pions as a function of
the momentum.
As a consequence of these studies no correction on the Monte Carlo is applied. An alternative
estimate of the tracking systematics is obtained by removing tracks with a probability of 1.3% for
p⊥ > 200 MeV/c and with a probability of 2.5% if p⊥ < 200 MeV/c. This causes a shift of the measured
Ru/sl of less than 1.59%.
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7.5 Neutral Reconstruction
Differences between data and Monte Carlo simulation in the photon detection efficiency and energy
resolution, as well as different multiplicity of energy depositions in the EMC due to different recon-
struction efficiencies, can impact the MX and m2miss distributions. The spectrum of the neutrals is well
reproduced in Monte Carlo. Two different control samples are used to check for disagreements between
data and Monte Carlo simulation in efficiency and energy resolution. The study is performed using τ
hadronic decays, that represent an abundant source of pi0 mesons.
The pi0 mass is fitted in energy bins and the resolution (σ using a Gaussian fit) is then compared between
data and Monte Carlo. The energy Monte Carlo resolution is then changed by applying a smearing
factor such to be identical to data. An estimate of the systematic uncertainty due to neutral particles re-
construction is performed switching off this extra smearing and comparing with the default Ru/sl. The
Ru/sl result varies by 0.9%.
7.6 Lepton Identification
Lepton identification efficiencies and misidentification probabilities are derived from control samples.
For electron efficiency, radiative Bhabha events are used. For pions the decay products of K0
S
→ pi+pi−
and three-prong τ -decays are used.
Muons with a momentum spectrum covering the range of interest are extracted from the e+e− → µ+µ−γ
channel and e+e− → e+e−µ+µ− channel. The resulting identification efficiencies and misidentification
probabilities in data are shown in Fig. 3.4 (electrons) and 3.5 (muons). The statistical and systematic
errors from the data-Monte Carlo comparison are used to compute the systematic uncertainties. Each
bin (as a function of the momentum and polar angle) is shifted by ±2% for efficiency and by ±15% for
misidentification before running the analysis. The difference in the fitted Ru/sl is taken as a systematic
uncertainty. We study the effect of the data taking time dependence (especially in muon identification)
by using efficiency corrections for different time periods. The resulting systematic effects correspond to
3.7% for electron and 8.9% for muon identification.
7.7 Charged Kaon Identification
The systematic uncertainties associated with kaon identification efficiency and misidentification prob-
abilities (shown in Fig. 3.6) are obtained with the same technique used for lepton identification. Con-
trol samples of kaons and pions kinematically identified are selected from the channel D∗+ → D0pi+,
D0 → Kpi. Each bin (as a function of the momentum and polar angle) is shifted by ±2% for efficiency









identification is applied, since the calorimeter and IFR information do not allow for
that with a sufficient degree of purity. While no K0
L
rejection is done, the amount of energy deposited
by these interactions in the EMC could impact the measurement of MX . The quality cuts on neutral
clusters contribute to highly reduce the fraction of K0
L
that deposit energy in the EMC. This fraction
corresponds, as evaluated on generic MC events, to 3% of the total number of clusters. The systematic
uncertainty, evaluated in a very conservative way by removing all EMC deposits due to K0
L
mesons
when reconstructing MX , amounts to 0.75%.
7.9 Branching Ratios
7.9.1 Semileptonic B Branching Ratios
The exclusive semileptonic branching ratios for B¯ → Xc`ν¯ decays and the corresponding hadronic mass
spectrum is crucial for the determination of the b → c background. Two systematic effects are consid-
ered:
- The individual branching fractions in the Monte Carlo simulations are known to differ from the
current world averages [44]. This difference is corrected by re-weighting all events to match the
world averages. The branching fraction into broad D∗∗ and non-resonant D∗X final states is taken
as the difference between the total semileptonic rate and the other measured branching fractions.
- The uncertainties in the measured branching ratios and the decay model introduce systematic
errors. This effect has been estimated by determining Ru/sl for branching fractions that are varied
within one standard deviation around the current measured value. The spread in these results and
the way it affects the Ru/sl measurement is taken as the systematic error, which amounts to 2.2%.
7.9.2 Charm Decays Branching Ratios
Similarly the branching ratios and decay models for hadronic and semileptonic charm decays will affect
the measurement of Ru/sl since leakage into the low MX region will be affected. This effect will be
different for neutral and charged B mesons since B0 decay mostly into charged D mesons while B±
decay almost always into D0.
The uncertainty in the inclusive D branching fractions is considered separately. They are particularly
relevant because they affect the amount of KL and K+ in the sample. The same technique as for the other
branching fractions is adopted. The total systematic error coming from D branching ratios uncertainties,
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estimated taking the largest variation observed when reweighing exclusive and inclusive decay modes,
corresponds to an error of 1% on Ru/sl.
7.10 Binning Effects
The effect of using a different binning (for MX > 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 ) in the fit and in the extraction of
Nu has been studied. Varying the bin sizes (0.2÷1 GeV/c2 steps) and the number of bins (4÷10 bins) in a
wide range gives a systematic uncertainty of 7%.
7.11 Theoretical Uncertainties
The measurement is affected in different ways by theoretical uncertainties:
- The number of signal events is determined in the low MX region and is extrapolated into the full
MX range with a theoretical factor fu(εuMX ).
- The overall signal efficiency εusel depends strongly on MX and is therefore dependent on the theo-
retical model used for the mass spectrum in the Monte Carlo simulation.
- The hadronization model used for the description of the hadronic recoil will affect the multiplici-
ties of the final state and the MX distribution and thus the efficiency.
- Gluon splitting in ss will affect the veto on K+ and K0S which will also reject a fraction of b → u
events containing strange particles.
In this paragraph will be described the systematic errors assigned to these sources and how they are
derived.
7.11.1 b−quark Fermi Motion Parametrization
As already discussed in par.1.6, the signal events selection efficiency heavily depends on the chosen
parametrization of the b−quark Fermi motion inside the B−meson. Parameters of the Shape Function
are varied within errors in order to estimate the systematic impact on our measurement. Chosen pa-
rameters are mb and a: the estimate of central values and errors of those two parameters is done by
using the relations between them and Λ¯ and λ1 (the OPE parameters). Fig. 7.4 shows MX spectra and
fu distribution as a function of the generated and (kinematically) fitted mass of the hadronic recoil.
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Plots in that figure use the following conventions:
- the central black line indicates the behavior of the default parameter set.
- the light (yellow) bands correspond to varying mb in the range (4.800± 0.090) GeV/c2 [44]
- the dark (blue) bands correspond to varying a in the range (1.29+2.31−0.90) [43]
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Figure 7.4: Dependence of MX and f(u) on the pole mass mb (top row) and the a parameter (middle row) for the
kinematically fitted MX (left) and the generated MX (right). The central value corresponds to mb = 4.8 GeV/c2 and
a = 1.29. Bottom plots shows the effect on the fraction of selected events below the MX cut.
This uncertainty corresponds to a variation of Λ¯ = 0.480± 0.090 GeV/c2 (at order 1/mB with αs correc-
tions) and λ1 = −0.30+0.20−0.10 GeV2/c4. The central values of these parameters correspond to the exper-
imental determination by the hadronic mass moment measurement by CLEO [74] after adjustment to
the correct (leading) order in αs and 1/mb in the Monte Carlo generator.
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The error on the efficiency is calculated by evaluating the error on N/N0, where N is the number of
events selected for a particular parameter set and N0 is the number of events selected with the default
parameters listed above.
In order to take both these effects properly into account, the reweighting has been implemented
directly in the models used in the fit.
7.11.2 Modeling of B¯ → Xu`ν¯ Decays
The modeling of B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays has a large impact on the estimate of the selection efficiency of signal
events. The branching fractions has been changed for the exclusive charmless semileptonic B-decays
in the hybrid model by one standard deviation for the measured branching fractions B → pi`ν¯ and
B → ρ`ν¯. We observed a variation of 2.7% of the final result. In addition, the inclusive branching ratio
B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ ) is varied, taking central value and errors from this thesis measurement, by one standard
deviation producing only a small variation of 1.4% in the final result.
7.11.3 Hadronization Uncertainties
The fragmentation of light quarks in the non-resonant MC generator is handled by Jetset7.4, whereas
the resonant MC is implemented in terms of ISGW2 [42].
Figure 1.7 illustrates the hybrid, mixture of resonant and non-resonant, and plain non-resonant signal
MC models that have been used for this study. The difference of 3.0% between the analysis result using
the hybrid and the non-resonant MC samples has been taken as a conservative estimate of the systematic
error for the uncertainties in the hadronization model. The estimate of the error made using these two
approaches is conservative, given the absence of resonant structures in the non-resonant MC model. In
addition, Ru/sl is determined in bins of charged and neutral multiplicity, thus eliminating completely
any possible mismatch between data and MC (assuming that in a given multiplicity category the signal
efficiency is modeled adequately by the Monte Carlo simulation).
7.11.4 Gluon Splitting in ss
Both the resonant and the non-resonant signal MC contains events where a gluon splits in an ss pair,
giving decays of the heavy Xu states into KK pairs. In the hybrid model the fractions of events con-
taining gluon splitting into strange quarks for B+ (B0) are 10.7% (0.1%) for the resonant component
and 12.0% (11.3%) for the non-resonant one. Observed fractions for B+ and B0 resonant component
are that different because B0 mesons can decay only to isospin one resonances (I = 1), while B+ can
decay to the isospin zero ones: the abundance of I = 0 resonances containing an ss pair is much larger
compared to the I = 1 one.
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In order to calculate the systematic uncertainty the fraction of events with ss splitting is varied by
±100% for the resonant contribution and by ±30% for the non-resonant one (taking as 1 σ interval the
sum of the intervals from the two experiment). The resulting systematic uncertainty is ±3.7%.
7.11.5 Lepton Spectrum
The theoretical uncertainty due to the cut on the lepton spectrum of the signal is largely accounted for
in reweighting the events to estimate the uncertainty due to the Fermi motion.
For b → c`ν¯ events the cut on the momentum of the lepton may change the efficiency sll . It has been
compared a fitted extrapolation to the measured spectrum of BABAR [59] with the spectrum contained
in the Monte Carlo simulation and observe differences of less than 1%. A systematic error for this is not
assigned.
7.12 Monte Carlo Statistics
The finite available MC statistics affects the measurement by introducing an uncertainty in the shape of
the background model. This is accounted for in the fit by the δNu MCi term in equation 6.10. In order to
separate this uncertainty from the purely statistical one, the measurement is repeated setting this term
to zero. The statistical error obtained in this way is considered as statistical error (although the quoted
central value is the one obtained with the default fit) and the difference in quadrature between the errors
obtained with this fit and the default one is assigned to the systematic error as “MC statistics”.
7.13 Systematic Errors Summary
A summary of the various contributions to the systematic error, discussed before, can be found in table
7.1. The total systematic error on Ru/sl is 17.5%, resulting in a 8.7% error on |Vub|.
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Source Relative uncertainty (%)
σstat Data statistics 16
σMCstat MC statistics 5.6
Electron ID
Muon ID





σbreco mES signal shape 4.54
Binning effects
Tagging efficiency
σbkg Modeling of B and D decays 6.8
σsig Modeling of charmless SL decays 6.0
σtheo Theoretical error 3.2
Table 7.1: Relative uncertainties on (partial) Ru/sl, for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4.
Conclusions
We are witnessing very exciting times, with the B factories reducing errors tremendously on most of
the quantities studied in B physics. This presents theorist will a great challenge and will allow for very
stringent tests, sending many models to the grave. The improved experimental accuracy also permits
the exploration of new methods, in which the reliance on the non-perturbative calculations is greatly
reduced, such as in the spectral-moments determination of |Vcb|. As this thesis work shows, the close in-
terplay between theory and experiment is crucial to take advantage of the improved accuracies. Further
gains should be sought by optimizing comparison between experiment and theory in region of phase
space where the combined errors are minimized, such as in the inclusive and exclusive determination
of |Vub|.
This thesis has presented preliminary results on charmless semileptonic B decays on a sample of
88 million Υ (4S) → BB decays collected by the BABAR experiment at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy B
factory at SLAC, in events in which one B meson decaying to a hadronic final state is fully reconstructed
and the semileptonic decay of the second B meson is identified by the detection of a charged lepton.
Several new approaches have been explored to the study of B¯ → Xu`ν¯ decays, most of which are
statistically limited and some of which are already competitive with the best existing measurements.
From the reinterpreted measurement of the spectrum of the invariant mass of the hadrons Xu (MX )
we measure the branching fraction, being the CLEO shape function parameters central value Λ¯SF =
0.545 GeV/c2 and λSF1 = −0.342
CLEO : B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ )MX = (2.53± 0.29(stat.)± 0.28(sys.)+0.69−0.41(theo.))× 10−3. (7.1)
From the two-dimensional distribution of MX and q2 , the squared invariant mass of the two leptons,
the partial branching fraction for MX < 1.7 GeV/c2 , q2 > 8 GeV2/c4 is
CLEO : ∆B(B¯ → Xu`ν¯ )MX −q2 = (0.88± 0.14(stat.)± 0.13(sys.)± 0.02(theo.))× 10−3. (7.2)
From these two measurements, utilizing the calculation of the fraction of events in the selected phase
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space region from DFN [26] and BLL [79] in the MX and MX - q2 analysis respectively, can be extracted
CLEO : |Vub| DFNMX = (4.77± 0.28(stat.)± 0.28(sys.)+0.69−0.45(theo.))× 10−3 (7.3)
CLEO : |Vub| DFNMX −q2 = (4.85± 0.39(stat.)± 0.36(sys.)+0.54−0.29(theo.))× 10−3
CLEO : |Vub| BLLMX −q2 = (4.92± 0.39(stat.)± 0.36(sys.)± 0.46(theo.))× 10−3
These results are competitive with the current world average [82] |Vub| = (4.57± 0.61)× 10−3.
The theoretical error is dominated by the uncertainty on the shape function parameters.
In the process of writing this thesis an improved determination of these parameters from the photon
energy spectrum measured by Belle in b → sγ decays has been proposed (see Sec. 6.2.1).
Utilizing these new constraints on the shape function parameters we get
BELLE : |Vub| DFNMX = (5.22± 0.30(stat.)± 0.31(sys.)+0.33−0.32(theo.))× 10−3 (7.4)
BELLE : |Vub| DFNMX −q2 = (5.18± 0.41(stat.)± 0.40(sys.)+0.25−0.20(theo.))× 10−3
BELLE : |Vub| BLLMX −q2 = (4.98± 0.40(stat.)± 0.39(sys.)± 0.47(theo.))× 10−3,
to be compared with the measured values of |Vub| in Eq. 7.3. These results show that the determination of
the shape function parameters is critical to these measurements. Furthermore the two approaches deal
differently with the shape function parameterizations: in particular the BLL approach does not correct
the acceptance for shape function effects but assigns a large error. The corresponding result is therefore
more stable but returns a worse error than the DFN approach in case of accurate determinations of the
shape function parameters.
On the other side, the dependence of the |Vub| measurement as a function of the requirement on
q2 (Fig. 6.27) shows that both models reproduce the signal q2 distribution well.
In conclusion, although these measurements are still statistically limited, the signal samples are very
clean and are selected with very loose criteria which will allow the measurement of form factors with
somewhat larger data samples.
A compilation of |Vub| results obtained by BABAR and other experiments by using the DFN model
for signal acceptance and the Belle b → sγ results for determination of the Shape Function parameters
is shown in Fig. 7.5, including an average obtained by HFAG. An approach based on MX , q2 offers the
smallest systematic errors and will be the best one when adding more data in future.
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A.1 Bremsstrahlung recovery algorithm
Bremsstrahlung effect can introduce large biases in p∗ cut efficiency and resolution. It can also affect the
m2miss resolution. Fig. A.1 shows a comparison between electrons and muons as far as the resolution in
p∗ and the m2miss .
A bremsstrahlung recovery algorithm has been implemented. It is very similar to the official algo-
rithm in CompositionFactory/CompBremSelectors .cc module. It is based on two variables:
• ∆(θlab): it is the difference between θ of the bremsstrahlung photon and the electron one. They
should be the same within resolutions.
)(GeV)*(pσ




















Figure A.1: Comparison between electrons and muons. Left: p∗ resolution. Right: m2miss .
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Figure A.2: Left: ∆(θlab) (for −0.3 < DD < 0.6). Right: DD ((for − 0.04 < ∆(θlab) < 0.04)) .
• DD = φ(gamma)−φ(eproduction)φ(eEMC)−φ(eproduction) : we use this variable to request that the φ angle of the photon is in
between the φ of the EMC deposit of the electron and the φ of the electron track at the origin. We
used this ratio because numerator and denominator are somehow proportional.
Distributions for these two variables for electrons are shown in Fig. A.2
Bremsstrahlung photons are selected requiring −0.04 < ∆(θlab) < 0.04 and −0.3 < DD < 0.6 and
their four momentum is added to the correspondent electron four momentum. Moreover the selected
photons are removed and not used to reconstruct any resonance.
Fig. A.3 shows the effect of the recovery on electrons that emitted bremsstrahlung photons.
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Figure A.3: Improvement in p∗ resolution for electrons that emitted bremsstrahlung photons. Algorithm used in
this analysis id represented by the red histogram.
Appendix B
The Ultimate |Vub| Measurements Plots
B.1 The Ultimate |Vub| Measurements Plots
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Figure B.1: Binned maximum likelihood 1D fit. Left: MX fit result with data (points) and ”other” background
(grey), b → c`ν¯ (yellow) and b → u`ν¯ (blu) MC shapes superimposed. Right: mX distribution subtracted of the
backgrounds.DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED
B.2 MX 2-parameter Fits
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Figure B.2: Unbinned maximum likelihood fit. Left: MX fit result with data (points) and ”other” background
(grey), b → c`ν¯ (yellow) and b → u`ν¯ (blu) MC shapes superimposed. Right: mX distribution subtracted of the
backgrounds.DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED.
Mx(GeV)




















Figure B.3: Unbinned maximum likelihood 2 parameter fit. For a better stability of code and more consistent
results it is necessary to fit charmed semileptonic , |Vcb| , and non semileptonic, other Lagrangian components
together. Left: MX fit result with data (points) and ”other” background (grey), b → c`ν¯ (yellow) and b → u`ν¯ (blu)
MC shapes superimposed. Right: mX distribution subtracted of the backgrounds.DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED
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Figure B.4: Unbinned maximum likelihood 2 parameter fit on Depleted sample of events, where a K± or a KS have
been positively identified. Left: MX fit result with data (points) and ”other” background (grey), b → c`ν¯ (yellow)
and b → u`ν¯ (blu) MC shapes superimposed. Right: mX distribution subtracted of the backgrounds.DATA SIG-
NAL DEPLETED
Mx(GeV)

























Figure B.5: Unbinned maximum likelihood 2 parameter fit on Hybrid MC. Left: MX fit result with data
(points) and ”other” background (grey), b → c`ν¯ (yellow) and b → u`ν¯ (blu) MC shapes superimposed. Right:
mX distribution subtracted of the backgrounds.DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED
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Figure B.6: Unbinned maximum likelihood 2 parameter fit of the MX distribution.

































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure B.8: Consistency tests on hybrid Monte Carlo sample. Spectrum sliced into q2 (left) and MX (right) bins.
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Figure B.9: Fits to the mES distributions in bins of MX and q2 on data signal enriched. From top left to right
(the first 3 plots) DATA events fits for, respectively, B±, B0 right sign and B0 wrong sign. (top right and then
down,next 3 ones) Fits related to b → u`ν¯ events generated inside acceptance region, for B±, B0 right sign and
B0 wrong sign. (next 3 ones) b → c`ν¯ events fits for B±, B0 right sign and B0 wrong sign. (next 3 ones) Non
semileptonic events fits for B±, B0 right sign and B0 wrong sign and and finally fits related to b → u`ν¯ events
generated outside acceptance region, for B±, B0 right sign and B0 wrong sign.
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Figure B.10: Fit to the mES distributions on data signal enriched. (From top left to right) The first is related to
b → c`ν¯ events sample after the lepton cut.The second and the fourth to b → u`ν¯ , generated inside acceptance
window events sample respectively after the lepton cut and all the kinematic cuts. The fifth and the third ones
are b → c`ν¯ and non semileptonic events sample fitted after the lepton cut and after all the cuts. The sixth one is
computed on b → u`ν¯ , generated inside acceptance window events sample, after the lepton cut and the section of
MX and q2 region. The seventh refers to data sample after the lepton cut and the last plot, with the same cut as the
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Figure B.11: DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED: Fits to the mES distributions in bins of MX and q2 (signal region selected by MX < 1.7 GeV/c and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4)
for B±. Top left plot is the sum of all(B±,B0 right sign and B0 wrong sign) events. Note that q2 increases going from left to right, while MX going top to
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Figure B.12: DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED: Fits to the mES distributions in bins of MX and q2 (signal region selected by MX < 1.7 GeV/c and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4.)
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Figure B.13: DATA SIGNAL ENRICHED:Fits to the mES distributions in bins of MX and q2 signal region selected by MX < 1.7 GeV/c and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4.)
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Figure B.14: b → u`ν¯ signal events generated inside the signal region selected by MX < 1.7 GeV/c and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4. Fits to the mES distributions in bins
of MX and q2 for B±. Top left plot is the sum of all(B±,B0 right sign and B0 wrong sign) b → u`ν¯ events, without any restriction on the region where they are
generated (inside or outside the acceptance window). On the contrary all the other plots take into account only b → u`ν¯ events generated inside that region. q2
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Figure B.15: b → u`ν¯ signal events generated inside the signal region selected by MX < 1.7 GeV/c and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4. Fits to the mES distributions in bins of
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Figure B.16: b → u`ν¯ signal events generated inside the signal region selected by MX < 1.7 GeV/c and q2 > 8 GeV2/c4. Fits to the mES distributions in bins of
MX and q2 for B0 wrong sign.
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